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“(...) And no one showed us to the land

And no one knows the where’s or why’s

But something stirs and something tries

And starts to climb toward the light (...)”

– Pink Floyd in Echoes (1971)
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ABSTRACT

This work comprises three different lines of research related to the study of cosmological

inflation and the propagation of gravitational waves. In the first issue, we developed -for the

first time in a systematic way- the slow-roll approximation for a single field inflaton within

the framework of f(R, T ) gravity, a modified model of gravity such that the Lagrangian

is a function of the scalar curvature and the trace of the energy-momentum tensor. We

obtained the modified slow-roll parameters and the spectral indices by choosing a minimal

coupling between matter and gravity. We computed these quantities for several models and

contrasted the predictions with the constraints of the Planck data, obtaining corrections to

the Starobinsky model.

In the second line of research, we studied how a free Lorentz-valued bosonic 0-form cou-

pled to Einstein-Cartan gravity’s action can be considered the inflaton field. In this model,

the interacting terms of the fields come directly from the torsionful contributions of the

action. Hence, the inflationary dynamics can be extended so that we can define an effective

potential that describes the evolution of the background fields. We found that for a partic-

ular combination of initial conditions, the model could adequately guarantee the slow-roll

conditions over more than 55 e-folds. However, a more detailed analysis is required to

confirm the viability of this inflationary scenario.

Finally, we addressed a different problem related to the propagation of low-frequency grav-

itational waves coming from sources located at cosmological distances. Within the lin-

earized regime of gravity, we performed a coordinate system transformation between a

frame which origin is the source of gravitational waves and the comoving frame of the

FLRW metric. Then, we studied the observational consequences in Pulsar Timing Arrays

experiments, finding a non-trivial modification to the timing residual of pulsars that de-

pends on the value of the Hubble constant.
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NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS

Along this thesis, natural units will be used (i.e. c = ~ = 1) except where is indicated; with

c as the speed of light in vacuum, while ~ is the reduced Planck constant. In this units, the

reduced Planck mass is given by MPl = (8πG)−1/2.

In general, latin indices (e.g. i, j, k, . . .) will correspond to the three-dimensional spatial

coordinates and they will take the values 1, 2 or 3 (x, y or z)

On the other hand, greeks indices (e.g. µ, ν, . . .) will correspond to the four-dimensional

spacetime coordinates and they will take the values 0, 1, 2 o 3 (t, x, y o z). The component

x0 will be generally considered as the temporal coordinate of the system.

Additionally, we will use the Einstein summation convention: The appearance of two re-

peated indices implies the sum in these indices. For example, pµpµ = ∑
µ p

µpµ.

A metric of spacetime will be denoted by gµν and the spacetime interval will defined as

ds2 = gµνdxµdxν . The metric of Minkowski flat spacetime will be ηαβ ≡ diag(−1, 1, 1, 1).

Some abbreviations used:

GR: General Relativity

EFE: Einstein Field Equations

EC: Einstein-Cartan

ΛCDM: Cosmological Constant + Cold Dark Matter

FLRW: Friedmann–Lemaître–Robertson–Walker

GW: Gravitational Wave

PTA: Pulsar Timing Array
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MOTIVATION AND OUTLINE

Understanding the laws that govern the dynamics of the Universe has always been the pri-

mary goal of physics. In that sense, two regimes encompass a vast range of phenomena:

The fundamental particles regime, accurately described by different Quantum Field The-

ories (QFTs), and the cosmological regime, which can be described by the equations of

General Relativity (GR). Since full GR cannot be described by a renormalizable QFT [1],

the relationship between these two regimes of the Universe is not fully understood, and

sadly, no quantum theory of gravity has been derived yet.

Nonetheless, there is a period where these two regimes played an important role, i.e., dur-

ing the early epoch of the Universe. The classical theory of the Big Bang describes a much

hotter and denser Universe 13.3 billion years ago, and in the last decades, we have gathered

a lot of observational evidence of this description [2]. However, some theoretical problems

remain if we consider that the existence started with an initial singularity at the Big Bang.

These problems (Flatness, Horizon, and Monopoles problems are just some of them) were

addressed by the pioneering inflationary models proposed by Starobinsky [3], Guth [4], and

Linde [5], among many others during the early eighties. In the most straightforward real-

ization of this model, a quantum scalar field produces an epoch of exponential expansion

before reaching the period of reheating (which is how now we understand the big-bang).

The quantum fluctuations of this field provide the seeds of the large-scale structure of matter

within the Universe and produce a mechanism for the generation of primordial gravitational

waves, i.e., tensor perturbations in spacetime that propagates through the entire Universe.

Therefore, the quantum description of the inflaton field can explain the dynamics of the

cosmos at larges scales, combining both regimes beautifully.

Although GR still has great predictive power and provides the framework of many astro-

physical events, there are many cosmological puzzles where we cannot provide a natural

explanation. For instance, the accelerated expansion of the Universe [6] requires the ad-

dition of a strange component into the field equations, the so-called Dark Energy [7]. We

xvi



also have problems at the galactic scale since the rotational speed of galaxies requires an

extra ingredient, i.e., Dark Matter, to be accurately described [8]. These puzzles have been

addressed mainly from different perspectives. First, by considering new particles, like Ax-

ions [9] and WIMPS [10], or contributions from Primordial Black Holes [11]. Another -and

maybe a more intriguing- alternative has been revisiting the equations of GR and consider-

ing modified models of gravity. Since we do not have a full quantum theory of gravitation,

it is expected that at the quantum scale, some corrections arise, which can account for the

solution of the puzzles.

In this thesis, we will study two different models of gravity that differ from standard Gen-

eral Relativity. The first one is called f(R, T ) gravity, developed by Harko et al. [12],

which in its more general form can be understood as a generalization of the Einstein-Hilbert

action of GR by including an arbitrary function depending on the Ricci scalar R and the

trace of the energy-momentum tensor T . In this model, many authors have addressed the

cosmological puzzles, but here we will discuss the consequences of cosmic inflation. Sec-

ondly, we will study the Einstein-Cartan model of gravity, which was developed by Élie

Cartan in 1924 [13]. He extended the Riemannian geometry by including a contribution of

torsion, which gives an intrinsic characterization of how tangent spaces twist about a curve

when they are parallel transported, while curvature describes how the tangent spaces roll

along the curve. This generalization has different consequences at the cosmological scale,

e.g., it avoids the occurrence of an initial singularity and, by considering spinor-fields,

could mimic the dynamics of inflation [14]. However, here we will discuss how a bosonic

0-form coupled to EC gravity can be considered a source of inflation.

Finally, we will change the subject a little bit. We will discuss the tensor perturbations,

i.e., gravitational waves not sourced by primordial fluctuations but with an astrophysical

origin. The first observation of gravitational waves was done by LIGO in 2015 [15], where

the merger of two black holes produced enough gravitational radiation to be measured

at Earth. In particular, it is expected that the ground-based detectors can measure GWs

with a frequency between 1 − 104 Hz. However, there are other kinds of sources, like

binary systems of Supermassive Black Holes, that could produce gravitational waves with

xvii



a frequency between 106 − 10−10 Hz. These systems are usually located at intermediate

cosmological distances, so it is expected that the accelerated expansion of the Universe

could generate some modifications in the observed wave. This is the problem that we

will address in the final part of this thesis. By analyzing the linearized regime of GR and

using a coordinate transformation, we will relate the comoving frame of the cosmology

expansion with a frame at the source. Thus, we will describe how the Universe’s expansion

changes the timing residual of pulsars, having several consequences for Timing Pulsar

Arrays experiments

This thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 1 we will review the foundations of General

Relativity, the linearized regime, gravitational waves, and the description of the cosmolog-

ical evolution of the Universe, including the formalism of cosmic inflation and primordial

fluctuations. In Chapter 2 we will discuss the model of f(R, T ) gravity and develop the

slow-roll inflation formalism within this theory, applying the results to well-known infla-

tionary models and comparing the predictions with the data from the Planck collaboration.

In Chapter 3 we will review the foundations of Einstein-Cartan gravity and discuss how a

bosonic 0-form can be the source of a two-field model of inflation. In Chapter 4 we will

address the problem of studying gravitational waves propagating through an expanding

Universe and discuss the consequences of this expansion to Pulsar Timing Arrays experi-

ments. Finally, in Chapter 5 we will give the main conclusions of this thesis.

Some of the results included in this thesis were published in Refs. [16] and [17], and they

were presented in the following conferences:

a) XII SILAFAE: Latin American Symposium of High Energy Physics, Nov. 2018,

Lima, Perú.
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c) La parte y el Todo VII & VIII: Tópicos Avanzados en Física de Altas Energías y

Gravitación, Jan. 2019 & Jan. 2021, Afunalhue, Chile.

d) CosmoSur V, Oct. 2019, Valparaíso, Chile.

e) XXII Simposio Chileno de Física, Nov. 2020, Chile.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The best theoretical description of the classical gravitational interaction is given by the

Theory of General Relativity (GR), developed by Albert Einstein between 1905 and 1915,

and where the Newtonian concept of gravitational force was replaced by a much more

elegant geometric explanation: The acceleration felt by a free-falling body is, in fact, an

inertial consequence of moving along a geodesic on a curved spacetime.

The predictions of General Relativity have been tested for decades: From the precession

of the perihelion of Mercury [18], passing by the deflection of light during a solar eclipse

[19], to the development of GPS [20] and, more lately, the detection of gravitational waves

[21], the measurement of the accelerated expansion of the Universe, and the observation

of a Black Hole. Thus, it is commonly accepted that General Relativity is the most robust

theory of gravity, at least at the classical scale.

In this chapter, we will briefly discuss the foundations of GR and some applications to

the study of the Universe. A detailed development of the theory can be found in the clas-

sic textbooks of Weinberg [22] and Carroll [23], which are the primary references of this

chapter.

1.1. General Relativity

In order to introduce the gravitational interaction to the Special Theory of Relativity, which

only applies to inertial frames, Einstein postulated the Principle of Equivalence, i.e., an ac-

celerating reference frame is identical to an equivalent gravitational field in small enough

regions of space, and the Principle of General Covariance, i.e., equations must be covari-

ant, preserving their form under general coordinate transformations [24].

The Equivalence Principle induces us to describe the spacetime as a 4-dimensional differ-

entiable curved Lorentzian manifold, which is a topological space equipped with a metric

tensor gµν(xµ), that satisfies the following properties as a second rank tensor,

gµν = gνµ, gµ′ν′ = ∂xρ

∂xµ′
∂xσ

∂xν′
gρσ, gµλgλν = δµν , (1.1)

1



1. INTRODUCTION

such that the line element between two events in spacetime is given by,

ds2 = gµν dxµ dxν = − dτ 2 , (1.2)

where τ is the proper time.

1.1.1. Geodesics on the spacetime

If we want to find the path between two time-like separated events, we can use the following

action principle: The world line of a free test particle between two time-like separated

events extremizes the proper time between them. Thus,

τ =
∫ B

A

√
− ds2 =

∫ λ2

λ1

√
−gµν

dxµ
dλ

dxν
dλ dλ (1.3)

where λ describes an affine parametrization of the 4-coordinates. Therefore, varying τ ,

δτ =
∫ λB

λA
δ

√−gµν dxµ
dλ

dxν
dλ

 dλ =
∫ λB

λA

δ
(
−gµν dxµ

dλ
dxν
dλ

)
2
√
−gµν dxµ

dλ
dxν
dλ

dλ = 0, (1.4)

where we applied the Hamilton’s Principle, i.e., δτ = 0. Using that δgµν = ∂gµν
∂xα

δxα, and

dτ
dλ =

√
−gµν

dxµ
dλ

dxν
dλ , (1.5)

we can exploit the product rule to obtain

δτ = 0 =
∫ λB

λA

(
dxµ
dλ

dxν
dτ ∂αgµνδx

α + 2gµν
d(δxµ)

dλ
dxν
dτ

)
dλ

=
∫ λB

λA

(
dxµ
dτ

dxν
dτ ∂αgµνδx

α − 2δxµ d
dτ

[
gµν

dxν
dτ

])
dτ

=
∫ λB

λA

(
gµν

d2xν

dτ 2 + 1
2

dxα
dτ

dxν
dτ (∂αgµν + ∂νgµα − ∂µgαν)

)
δxµ dτ ,

Therefore, the Euler-Lagrange equation for this action, after multiplying by the inverse of

the metric tensor gµβ , is known as the geodesic equation,

d2xβ

dτ 2 + Γβαν
dxα
dτ

dxν
dτ = 0, (1.6)
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1. INTRODUCTION

where the components of the Christoffel symbol are defined as

Γβαν = 1
2g

µβ(∂αgµν + ∂νgµα − ∂µgαν). (1.7)

Notice that the geodesic equation can also be expressed in terms of an affine parameter

(which is commonly used in null geodesics),

d2xβ

dλ2 + Γβαν
dxα
dλ

dxν
dλ = 0. (1.8)

1.1.2. The Field Equations

Furthermore, from the study of curved differential manifolds, we can assign a tensor to each

point of the Lorentzian manifold that measures the extent to which the metric tensor is not

locally isometric to the Minkowski spacetime. This tensor field is known as the Riemann

curvature tensor, and its components are given by the following expression

Rρ
σµν = ∂µΓρνσ − ∂νΓρµσ + ΓρµλΓλνσ − ΓρνλΓλµσ. (1.9)

Additionally, we can define the components of the Ricci Tensor as,

Rµν ≡ Rα
µαν (1.10)

Similarly, the Ricci scalar is defined as the trace of the Ricci Tensor,

R ≡ gµνRµν = Rµ
µ. (1.11)

With the above objects, we can ask ourselves what the equations of motion of the gravita-

tional field are. Again, we can use the action principle to obtain the dynamics of the gravi-

tational interaction for an arbitrary manifold. The simplest action of gravity was found by

David Hilbert in 1915 and is currently known as the Einstein-Hilbert action, given by

SEH[g] ≡
∫ [

R− 2Λ
2κ + Lm

]
√
−g d4x , (1.12)
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1. INTRODUCTION

where g = det(gµν), κ = 8πG
c4 while G is the Newtonian gravitational constant, Lm is

the Lagrangian of the matter fields contained within the spacetime, and Λ is the so-called

cosmological constant. Therefore, by taking variations with respect to the inverse of the

metric, we obtain,

δSEH =
∫ [√

−g
2κ

δR

δgµν
+ R

2κ
δ
√
−g

δgµν
− Λ
κ

δ
√
−g

δgµν
+ δ(√−gLm)

δgµν

]
δgµν d4x . (1.13)

We have three different terms to compute:

a) The variation of R: The Palatini identity states that the variation of the Ricci tensor

is given by,

δRµν = δRρ
µρν = ∇ρ(δΓρνµ)−∇ν(δΓρρµ), (1.14)

where ∇µ represents the covariant derivative acting on a certain tensor1. For a (r, s)

tensor T, it has the following components

∇c(T a1,...,ar
b1,...,bs ) = ∂cT

a1,...,ar
b1,...,bs + Γa1

dcT
d a2,...,ar
b1,...,bs + . . .+ ΓardcT

a1,...,ar−1d
b1,...,bs

− Γdb1cT
a1,...,ar
d b2,...,bs − . . .− ΓdbscT

a1,...,ar
b1,...,bs−1d. (1.15)

Therefore, the variation of the Ricci scalar becomes,

δR = δ(gµνRµν) = Rµνδg
µν + gµνδRµν

= Rµνδg
µν + gµν

[
∇ρ(δΓρνµ)−∇ν(δΓρρµ)

]
= Rµνδg

µν +∇ρ(gµνδΓρνµ − gµρδΓλλµ). (1.16)

where in the last equation we used the metric compatibility of General Relativity, i.e.,

∇σg
µν = 0. The last term in the above equation is a total derivative in the action,

so it only yields a boundary term when is integrated. If we assume that the variation

δgµν vanishes in a neighborhood of the boundary2, the variation of the Ricci scalar

1The Christoffel symbol does not transform like a tensor, but its variation does.
2We are, in fact, neglecting the Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary term.
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1. INTRODUCTION

simply becomes,
δR

δgµν
= Rµν . (1.17)

b) Variation of
√
−g: According to the Jacobi’s formula, the differentiation of a deter-

minant is of the form,

δg = ggµνδgµν . (1.18)

Hence, we get

δ
√
−g = − 1

2√−g δg =
√
−g
2 gµνδgµν = −

√
−g
2 gµνδg

µν (1.19)

where we used in the last equality the differentiating rule of the inverse metric,

δgµν = −gµα(δgαβ)gβν . (1.20)

Therefore, the variation of the determinant becomes,

δ
√
−g

δgµν
= −
√
−g
2 gµν . (1.21)

c) The variation of Lm: We will define the components of the Energy-Momentum tensor

as

Tµν ≡ −
2√
−g

δ(√−gLm)
δgµν

= −2δLm
δgµν

+ gµνLm, (1.22)

where in the last expression we used the product rule and the result for the variation

of the determinant. This tensor comprises all the information related to the matter

fields, including the conservation of energy and 4-momentum, i.e.,∇µTµν = 0.

Putting all the pieces together, the variation of the Einstein-Hilbert action becomes

δSEH =
∫ [

Rµν

2κ −
R

4κgµν + Λ
2κgµν −

Tµν
2

]
δgµν
√
−g d4x . (1.23)

After combining the Hamilton’s Principle, i.e., δSEH = 0, with the fact that the resulting

equation will hold for any variation δgµν , we obtain the Einstein Field Equations (EFE),

Rµν −
1
2gµνR + Λgµν = κTµν . (1.24)
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This expression comprise a set of ten nonlinear partial differential equations and describe

the gravitational interaction at the classical level. Therefore, General Relativity tell us

how spacetime is curved by the presence of matter/energy (field equations) and how mat-

ter/energy moves through the curved spacetime (geodesic equation).

1.2. Linearized Gravity and Gravitational Waves

Gravitational waves were predicted for the first time by Einstein himself in 1916 [25].

These ripples in spacetime come from the linearization of the Field Equations around the

flat spacetime, and they were measured by the LIGO collaboration in 2015 [15].

1.2.1. Linearization of General Relativity

Let us consider a small fluctuation described by a symmetric tensor hµν , such that the

metric tensor reads,

gµν = ηµν + hµν , |hµν | � 1. (1.25)

The strategy reduces to expand the Christoffel symbols, the Riemann and Ricci tensors,

and the curvature scalar, as we show in Appendix A. Therefore, the linearized EFE is given

by the following expression (for the case Λ = 0),

�h̄µν = −2κTµν , (1.26)

where � ≡ ∂µ∂
µ is the d’Alembert operator in the Minkowski spacetime, and h̄µν is the

trace-reversed perturbation defined by

h̄µν ≡ hµν −
1
2ηµνh, h ≡ ηµνhµν , (1.27)

which satisfies the Lorenz gauge condition

∂βh̄
βα = 0. (1.28)
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As any symmetric tensor has 10 degrees of freedom, and we have eliminated 4 with the

Lorenz gauge, there is residual gauge freedom. In a vacuum, and neglecting the cosmolog-

ical constant, we can completely fix the gauge by imposing the Transverse-Traceless (TT)

gauge, where the perturbation satisfies the following conditions,

h0µ = 0, h = 0, ∂jhij = 0. (1.29)

Hence, h̄µν = hµν , and since the 0µ components vanish, we can denote the TT gauge as

hTT
ij , such that in vacuum the gravitational waves satisfies a homogeneous wave equation,

�hTT
ij = 0. (1.30)

In general, any symmetric tensor Sij has a Transverse-Traceless part given by,

STT
ij = Λij,klSkl, (1.31)

where Λij,kl = PikPjl − (1/2)PijPkl, while the projector tensor is defined as Pij = δij −

ninj . Thus, given any plane wave hµν in the Lorenz gauge, we can recast the perturbation

in the TT gauge by doing hTT
ij = Λij,klhkl. In general, and by construction, the TT gauge

cannot be chosen within the source (for details, see Appendix A) and its use is valid only

outside the source.

1.2.2. Plane Wave Expansion in the TT gauge

The result of the linear perturbation of the field equations of gravity is the propagation of

Gravitational Waves (GWs): The homogeneous wave equation have plane wave solutions

given by,

hTT
ij (xµ) = eij(k) Re

{
eikµx

µ
}
, (1.32)

where eij(k) is called the polarization tensor, and kµ are the covariant components of the 4–

wavevector, such that k0 is the angular frequency of a monochromatic gravitational wave.

By inserting the plane wave ansatz into the wave equation, we deduce that the 4-wavevector

has to be light-like, i.e., kµkµ = 0, so gravitational waves propagate with the speed of

light. Furthermore, if the wavefront has the same direction of the GW propagation, i.e.,
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n̂ = k/|k|, then the TT gauge condition ∂jhTT
ij = nihTT

ij = 0 implies that the non-zero

components of hTT
ij are in a plane transverse to n̂. Therefore, without loss of generality, we

can choose n̂ = ẑ, so the perturbation becomes

hTT
ij (xµ) =


h+ h× 0

h× −h+ 0

0 0 0

 cos(kµxµ). (1.33)

The two possible polarizations, h+ and h×, have those names as a consequence of the

motion of test particles when a gravitational wave is propagating, e.g., see Fig. 1.1.

FIGURE 1.1. A monochromatic gravitational wave of frequency k0 = 2π/T prop-
agating along the ẑ direction. The lower panel shows the effects of the + and ×
polarizations on a ring of freely falling particles which are in a local inertial frame.
Image obtained from Ref. [26].

Furthermore, the metric perturbation can be decomposed in Fourier modes as follows

hTT
ij (xµ) =

∫ d3k

(2π)3

(
Aij(k)eikµxµ +A∗ij(k)e−ikµxµ

)
. (1.34)
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By considering that d3k = |k|2 d|k| dΩ = (2π)3f 2 df dΩ, k0 = 2πf and d2n̂ = d(cos(θ)) dφ,

we have

hTT
ij (t,x) =

∫ ∞
0

df f 2
∫

d2n̂
(
Aij(f, n̂)e−2πif(t−n̂·x) +A∗ij(f, n̂)e2πif(t−n̂·x)

)
. (1.35)

If the GW is emitted by a single astrophysical source, the direction of propagation n̂0 is

well-defined and Aij(k) = Aij(f)δ(2)(n̂− n̂0). Furthermore, for the case of ground based

interferometers, the scale of the detector is usually much smaller than the wavelength of

GWs, i.e., L� λ/2π. Thus, e2πif n̂·x̂ ∼ 1, and we can neglect the x-dependence, such that

hTT
ij (t) =

∫ ∞
0

df f 2
(
Aij(f)e−2πift + A∗ij(f)e2πift

)
. (1.36)

1.2.3. The graviton

As the Standard Model of particles explains it, the fundamental interactions are carried by

gauge bosons, e.g., photons (electromagnetic), gluons (strong), Z and W± (electroweak).

Thus, we can also expect to have a particle that carries the gravitational interaction. Ac-

cording to several experiments at the solar system scale and beyond, gravity has certain

features that can give us a hint about its quantum description:

a) Is a long range interaction→ The particle has to be massless.

b) For static sources there is a static field→ The particle has an integer spin (a boson).

c) Is universally attractive→ The particle has an even spin (0, 2, 4, etc).

d) Light is deflected by a gravitational field→ The particle’s spin cannot be 0.

e) There are theoretical problems for particles with spin ≥ 5/2.

f) The source of gravity is a 2nd-rank tensor Tµν → The particle’s spin should be 2.

Therefore, we can expect that the gravitational interaction is carried by a massless bosonic

particle of spin 2, which is usually denoted as the graviton. The hypothetical quantum of

gravity has not been observed yet, and, in fact, after several decades of research, there is still

no complete quantum field theory of gravitons, mainly because General Relativity is not a

renormalizable theory. Different proposed models intend to give a quantum description of
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the gravitational interaction, e.g., Loop Quantum Gravity [27], String Theory [28], Causal

Dynamical Triangulation [29], and many others, but without success, yet.

However, since the Minkowski spacetime is an excellent approximation in many situations,

it could be of interest to have a relativistic quantum field theory living in flat spacetime, such

that the non-relativistic limit reduces to Newtonian gravity. Pauli and Fierz found that the

more general gauge-invariant action of a free symmetric tensor subject to the local gauge

symmetry hµν → hµν − (∂µξν + ∂νξµ) is given by [30],

SPF = 1
2

∫
d4x (−∂ρhµν∂ρhµν + 2∂ρhµν∂νhµρ − 2∂νhµν∂µh+ ∂µh∂µh). (1.37)

The above expression, after a rescaling, is precisely the linearized version of the E-H action.

Therefore, we can conclude that the linearized version of GR describes a free massless

particle with spin 2 propagating in the flat spacetime. On the other hand, as the gravitational

field should couple to the mass, we can write the gauge-invariant interaction term as

Sint = κ̄

2

∫
d4xhµνT

µν . (1.38)

where κ̄ is a coupling constant that could be fixed a posteriori. In order to find the graviton

propagator, we must add a gauge-fixing term. The Lorenz gauge can be incorporated by

adding the following term,

Sgf = −
∫

d4x (∂ν h̄µν)2 =
∫

d4x
(
−∂ρhµν∂νhµρ + ∂νh

µν∂µh−
1
4∂

µh∂µh
)
. (1.39)

After putting all the terms together, we get

S = SPF + Sgf + Sint =
∫

d4x
[
−1

2∂ρhµν∂
ρhµν + 1

4∂
µh∂µh+ κ̄

2hµνT
µν
]
. (1.40)

Hence, the equations of motion obtained by performing the variation of this action are,

�h̄µν = − κ̄2Tµν , (1.41)

recovering the linearized field equation under the rescaling hµν → (32πG)−1/2hµν , so the

coupling constant is fixed to be κ̄ = (32πG)1/2. Furthermore, the propagator of the graviton
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can be obtained by integrating by parts the free part of the action,∫
d4x

[
−1

2∂ρhµν∂
ρhµν + 1

4∂
µh∂µh

]
= 1

2

∫
d4xhµνAµνρσ∂

2hρσ, (1.42)

where Aµνρσ = 1
2(ηµρηνσ + ηµσηνρ − ηµνηρσ). Since the inverse of A is A itself,

AµναβA
αβ
ρσ = 1

2(ηµρηνσ + ηµσηνρ),

then, the propagator of the graviton is given by

D̃µνρσ(k) = 1
2(ηµρηνσ + ηµσηνρ − ηµνηρσ)

( −i
k2 − iε

)
, (1.43)

where the iε is the standard prescription of the Feynman propagator. In particular, we have

D̃0000(k) = −i/(2k2) and D0000 = −i/(8πr). Hence, in the non-relativistic limit, the

static interaction potential V (x) reduces to the Newtonian limit of gravity [31],

V (x) = −
∫ d3q

(2π)3Mfi(q)eiq·x = −i κ̄
2

4

∫ d3q

(2π)3 T̃
00
1 (q)D̃0000(q)T̃ 00

2 (−q)eiq·x

= −i κ̄
2

4 m1m2D0000(x) = −Gm1m2

r
, (1.44)

where iMfi = (−ig)2T̃1(q)D̃(q)T̃2(−q) is the 2→ 2 scattering amplitude, and where we

used the energy momentum tensor of relativistic classical particles moving on the trajectory

x0(t), so T µν(x, t) = pµpν

p0 δ(3)(x− x0), while pµ is the 4-momentum.

1.3. Cosmology in General Relativity

We have discussed perturbations (GWs) around the flat background of the Minkowski met-

ric. However, to study the evolution and dynamics of the Universe, we must consider a

different background spacetime. According to the Cosmological Principle, when viewed

on a sufficiently large scale, the Universe should be isotropic and homogeneous, i.e., there

is no preferred direction or preferred position. Thus, the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-

Walker (FLRW) spacetime was developed between 1922 and 1937 [32]–[35], which in
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spherical coordinates is given by the following expression,

ds2 = gµνdxµdxν = −dt2 + a2(t)
(

dr2

1−Kr2 + r2dΩ2
)
, (1.45)

where a(t) is a dimensionless function of time known as the scale factor, and K is the

Gaussian curvature of space. When we work in a flat geometry and, and if we normalize

the scale factor such that at the present epoch t0 reads a0 ≡ a(t0) = 1, the radial coordinate

r and the cosmic time t are comoving coordinates.

In order to solve the Einstein Field Equations, we need an expression for the Energy-

Momentum tensor. If we treat the Universe as a giant pool filled with a perfect fluid (which

is not viscous and does not transport heat), the Energy-Momentum tensor becomes,

Tµν = (ρ+ p)UµUν + pgµν , (1.46)

where ρ is the rest energy density (i.e. volumetric mass density), p is the isotropic volu-

metric pressure and Uµ is the four-velocity of the fluid. Moreover, it is common to use a

equation of state that relates both quantities,

pi = χiρi, (1.47)

Where we used the subscript i as a label, e.g. i = d (non–relativistic matter), i = r

(radiation) and i = Λ (cosmological constant). Hence, each of these fluids has a density ρi,

an isotropic pressure pi and an equation of state pi = χiρi, with χi constant.

In Appendix B we derive the well-known Friedmann Equations in the case of a single

fluid with density ρi and pressure pi, which read

H2 =
(
ȧ

a

)2
= 8πG

3 (ρi + ρΛ)− K

a2 (1.48a)(
ä

a

)
= 8πG

(
ρΛ

3 −
ρi
6 −

pi
2

)
, (1.48b)

where ρΛ ≡ Λ/8πG, ˙( ) means derivative with respect to the cosmic time t, and H ≡ ȧ/a

is known as the Hubble parameter. Having the above in mind, it is commonly accepted
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that the most successful3 cosmological model is ΛCDM, which total effective density is,

ρeff = ρΛ + ρK + ρd + ρr = ρΛ + ρK0a
−2 + ρd0a

−3 + ρr0a
−4, (1.49)

where ρΛ = Λ/κ is the density of dark energy (χΛ = −1), ρK0 = ρK(t0) is the density

associated to the curvature (χK = −1/3), ρd0 = ρd(t0) is the current density of non-

relativistic matter (i.e. Cold Dark Matter and baryonic matter: χd = 0) and ρr0 = ρr(t0) is

the current density of radiation (photons and neutrinos: χr = 1/3); all of them are constants

measured at the present epoch t0 and whose latest values were constrained with the Planck

Data [2]. If we define the critical density as the value of ρ such that K = 0,

ρcr ≡
3H2

8πG, (1.50)

then, we can define the density parameters for each kind of fluid as follows,

Ωi ≡
ρi
ρcr

= 8πGρi
3H2 . (1.51)

Therefore, from the Friedmann equations, we have a closure relation of the form

ΩK0 +
∑
i

Ωi0 = 1, (1.52)

where Ωi0 indicates the present-time value of the i-th density parameter. Likewise, we can

write an alternative expression for the Hubble parameter,

H2 = 8πGρeff(t)
3 = H2

0

(
ΩΛ + ΩK0

a2 + Ωd0

a3 + Ωr0

a4

)
, (1.53)

where H0 = H(t0) is the present-time value of the Hubble parameter and is widely known

as the Hubble Constant. From the latest observations of the Planck collaboration [37], we

3However, in the last years, considerable evidence has been gathered, suggesting tensions between the early
and late Universe descriptions. Probably the more important is the 4.2σ tension in the value of the Hubble
constant. For an updated review of proposals that intend to solve this tension, see Ref. [36].
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have the following constraints:

ΩK0 = 0.0007± 0.0019

ΩΛ = 0.6889± 0.0056

Ωd0 = 0.3111± 0.0056

Ωr0 ∼ 8.97 · 10−5.

Due to their particularly small values, in this work we will neglect the contributions from

curvature and radiation.

On the other hand, as a consequence of the Bianchi identities4, we can ensure the local

conservation law of Energy-Momentum, which implies that

∇µTµν = 0. (1.54)

After replacing (1.46) into (1.54), the ν = 0 component is another way to express the

continuity equation, which has the following form

ρ̇i + 3H(ρi + pi) = 0 → dρi
ρi

= −3(χi + 1)da
a
,

where we used the equation of state (1.47). After the integration, we get

ρi =


ρi0 a

−3(χi+1), if χi 6= −1

ρΛ if χi = −1
, (1.55)

where ρi0 = ρi(t0) is the rest energy density of the i-th fluid measured at the present time

t0. By replacing the last expression into (1.48a), we get the temporal dependence of the

scale factor,

a(t) =


(
t

t0

) 2
3(χi+1)

, if χi 6= −1

e
√

Λ/3(t−t0), if χi = −1
(1.56)

4The contracted Bianchi identities are given by: ∇µR
µ
ν = 1

2∇νR
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Combining (1.55) with (1.56) we obtain the general dependence of the density in terms of

cosmic time,

ρi(t) =


4

3(χi + 1)2κt2
, if χi 6= −1

ρΛ if χi = −1
, (1.57)

One important aspect of the FLRW spacetime is to determine how light propagates through

the Universe. Let us consider the geodesic equation for light. If we define the 4-momentum

of a photon as P µ ≡ dxµ / dλ, where λ is an affine parameter, then the geodesic equation

can be recast in terms of 4-momentum as follows,

dP µ

dλ + ΓµνρP νP ρ = 0. (1.58)

Since the Christoffel symbols for the FLRW metric are given by,

Γ0
00 = 0, Γ0

0i = 0, Γ0
ij = aȧ δij, Γi0j = Hδij, (1.59)

the computation of the 0-component of the geodesic equation reads,

dP̄
dλ +HP̄ 2 = d

dλ
(
P̄ a
)

= 0, (1.60)

where P̄ 2 = gijP
iP j such that P µPµ = −E2 + P̄ 2 = 0 (= −m2 for massive particles).

Therefore the energy of a photon goes as E ∝ a−1. From this relationship, in combination

with the expression of the photon’s energy in quantum theory, i.e., E = hf , we get,

aem

aobs
= Eobs

Eem
= fobs

fem
= λem

λobs
≡ 1

1 + z
. (1.61)

This is the well-known relation between the redshift, z, and the scale factor. We can use

this parametrization of the scale factor to compute different quantities. For instance, the

age of the Universe reads,

t0 =
∫ t0

0
dt =

∫ 1

0

da
ȧ

=
∫ ∞

0

dz
H(z)(1 + z) ∼ 13.8 Gyr, (1.62)

where

H(z) = H0

√
Ωr0(1 + z)4 + Ωd0(1 + z)3 + ΩK0(1 + z)2 + ΩΛ. (1.63)
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FIGURE 1.2. Temporal evolution of the scale factor a(t) for different models of
the Universe. Image elaborated by Geek3 and licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0.

The Hot Big Bang model is usually described by the evolution of the scale factor in dif-

ferent stages, from the radiation dominated epoch to the Dark Energy dominated epoch, as

follows,

a(t) ∝



t1/2 Radiation-dominated era,

t2/3 Matter-dominated era,

eH0t Dark Energy-dominated era,

(1.64)

In Fig. 1.2 we have a pictorial visualization of the scale factor evolution through cosmic

time in universes with different material contents.

1.4. Thermal History of the Universe and the Standard Model of Cosmology

The history of the Universe is, in fact, much broader than the radiation, matter, and dark

energy-dominated epochs. To start, the Big Bang model predicts a hot and dense early

Universe, and the FLRW metric has a singularity at t = 0, where the classical model of

General Relativity collapses. However, it is widely believed that a consistent and complete
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1. INTRODUCTION

theory of quantum gravity may allow an accurate description of that event and the first

10−43 seconds (where the four fundamental forces are expected to be unified), but no such

theory has yet been developed. After 10−36 seconds, we expect that the electroweak and

strong forces remain unified, being described by a Grand Unification Theory (GUT). How-

ever, at 100 GeV, is expected a symmetry breaking between the electromagnetic and weak

interactions, so the Z and W± acquire mass. A couple of seconds after this event, as the

spacetime expands and the temperature decreases below the electron rest mass, we expect

that the electrons and positrons annihilate each other. Then, at 100 KeV, the strong interac-

tion becomes relevant, and the first nucleons form light isotopes of Hydrogen, Helium, and

Lithium during Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN).

Event Time Redshift Temperature
Present 13.7 Gyr 0 0.24 meV

Dark Energy/Matter Equality 9 Gyr 0.4 0.33 meV
Reionization 100 Myr 11 2.6 meV

Recombination 260 kyr 1100 0.26 eV
Matter/Radiation Equality 60 kyr 3200 0.75 eV
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis 180 s 108 100 KeV

Electron-Positron Annihilation 6 s 109 500 KeV
QCD Phase Transition 10−9 s 1012 150 MeV

Electroweak Phase Transition 10−10 s 1015 100 GeV
Grand Unification Scale 10−36 s 1028 ∼ 1016 GeV
Quantum Gravity Scale 10−43 s 1032 ∼ 1019 GeV

TABLE 1.1. The thermal history of the Universe, from the quantum gravity scale
to present day. Temperature is in natural units, i.e., 1 K = 8.62 · 10−14 GeV.

After 380.000 years, protons and electrons combine into neutral hydrogen atoms during

an epoch called recombination. Then, as the Universe keeps cooling and expanding, the

mean free path of photons becomes much larger than the Hubble length. Once photons

decoupled from matter, they traveled freely through the Universe and constitute what is

observed today as Cosmic Microwave Background radiation (CMB). Today, we observe

these photons coming from all directions with a temperature of T0 ∼ 2.73 K, and it was

measured for the first time by Wilson and Penzias in 1965 [38]. A summary of the history

of the Universe is shown in Table 1.1.
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FIGURE 1.3. All-sky map of the CMB temperature fluctuations as obtained by
ESA and the Planck Collaboration [37].

The CMB is nearly but not perfectly isotropic. The last data obtained by the Planck Col-

laboration, published in 2018 [37], shows how the temperature fluctuations are distributed

across the sky, e.g., see Fig. 1.3. It is widely used the expansion in terms of spherical

harmonics to describe the anisotropy of the CMB,

∆T
T

=
∞∑
`=1

∑̀
m=−`

a`mY`m(θ, φ). (1.65)

To simplify the data visualization is standard to define the rotationally invariant angular

spectrum as,

C` = 1
2`+ 1

∑
m

|a`m|2. (1.66)

The first contribution, ` = 1, gives the dipole and (∆T/T )`=1 ∼ 10−3. The COBE mission

observed, in the early 90’s, that (∆T/T )`>1 ∼ 10−5. It is commonly accepted that these

perturbations grow and are the seeds of the large-scale structures observed in the Universe.

The ΛCDM model, the standard and more accepted theoretical framework of cosmology, is

based on a couple of assumptions: (1) That GR is an adequate description of gravity, (2) The

cosmological principle, (3) The Big Bang hypothesis of a hotter and denser Universe in the

past, (4) Five primary cosmological constituents (DE, DM, baryonic matter, photons, and
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FIGURE 1.4. Best-fit of the CMB temperature power spectrum as obtained by
Planck [37]. The vertical axis is given by DTT` = `(`+1)

2π CTT` . In red line, the
best fit of the ΛCDM model according to the parameters of Tab. 1.2.

neutrinos), (5) Flat geometry, (6) Perturbations are Gaussian, adiabatic and nearly scale-

invariant, (7) The observable Universe has a trivial topology. With these assumptions, it

is possible to predict a wide range of observations with just six parameters (see Tab. 1.2).

For instance, Fig. 1.4 shows how well is fitted the temperature power spectrum within the

framework of the ΛCDM model.

Parameter Planck+BAO value
Ωbh

2 0.02242± 0.00014
Ωch

2 0.11933± 0.00091
100θMC 1.04101± 0.00029
τ 0.0561± 0.00071

ln(1010As) 3.047± 0.014
ns 0.9665± 0.0038

TABLE 1.2. Parameter limits from Planck: CMB temperature, polarization, lens-
ing power spectra, and the inclusion of BAO data. The parametrization includes
the fraction of baryonic matter Ωbh

2, cold dark matter Ωch
2, the angular distance

τ , the optical depth at reionization 100θMC, the spectral index ns and the amplitude
of the initial scalar perturbation As.
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1.5. Cosmic Inflation

1.5.1. Motivation

Although the Big Bang model can describe much of the Universe’s evolution, there are

some problems during the primordial epoch that were addressed during the late ’70s and

early ’80s, which required the inclusion of an epoch of a quasi-exponential expansion. Let

us review what these problems are and how they can be solved by cosmic inflation.

a) The Flatness Problem:

Let us consider the definition of the curvature density parameter,

ΩK = − K

H2a2 .

According to the latest observations, we can assert with an enormous level of confi-

dence that |ΩK0| < 1. However, from the definition, we have,

|ΩK | =
∣∣∣∣− K

H2a2

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣− K

H2a2
H2

0a
2
0

H2
0a

2
0

∣∣∣∣∣ = |ΩK0|
H2

0
H2a2 <

H2
0

H2a2 , (1.67)

where we used a0 = 1. In the epoch of radiation dominance the right hand side of

the above equation goes as a2, so in the primordial epoch ΩK gets close to zero.

For instance, at the Planck time, e.g., z ∼ 1032, ΩK < 10−60. Therefore, we have a

fine-tuning problem since, to match the value observed today, the curvature density

parameter has to be determined at the Planck scale with a precision of 60 decimals.

This problem was addressed by Guth [4], considering that if before the radiation-

dominated era the early Universe had a phase where H is approximately constant,

we will have ΩK ∝ a−2, and it would be possible to explain the current geometrical

flatness. If the curvature was a relevant portion of the content of the Universe at the

initial stage of the inflationary epoch, i.e.,

|K|
a2
iH

2
i

∼ O(1), (1.68)
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where the subscript i indicates the beginning of the inflationary phase, at the end of

inflation, the scale factor aend ∼ aie
N , where N is called the e-folds number. Then,

|K|
a2

endH
2
end
∼ |K|
a2
iH

2
i

e−2N ∼ e−2N . (1.69)

Thus, the current curvature density parameter reads

|ΩK0| =
|K|
H2

0
= |K|
a2

endH
2
end

(
aendHend

H0

)2
∼ e−2N

(
aendHend

H0

)2
(1.70)

Hence, since today we have |ΩK0| < 1, we require that

aendHend

H0
< eN (1.71)

If we take that inflation ends just at the beginning of the radiation epoch, the above

constraint becomes,

eN > Ω1/4
r0

√
Hend

H0
= Ω1/4

r0

(
ρend

ρ0

)1/4

(1.72)

Since ρ0 = 3H2
0/κ ∼ 8.69·10−23 kg/m3, at the Planck scale, where the Planck density

is ρP = mP/`
3
P = c5

~G2 ∼ 5.15 · 1096 kg/m3, it will be required eN > 3.18 · 1028, i.e,

N > 66.

b) The Horizon Problem:

After the discovery of the Cosmic Microwave Background, another problem arose.

According to the observations, the microwave background is nearly perfect isotropic

at large angular scales, which the standard Big Bang model cannot explain. Let us

consider the proper particle horizon in a Universe dominated by matter and radiation,

dH ≡ a(t)
∫ t

0

dt′
a(t′) = 2a

H0Ωm0

(√
aΩm0 + Ωr0 −

√
Ωr0

)
. (1.73)

On the other hand, the angular diameter distance in a matter/radiation-dominated

Universe becomes

dA ≡ a(t)
∫ t0

t

dt′
a(t′) = 2a

H0

(√
Ωm0 + Ωr0 −

√
aΩm0 + Ωr0

)
. (1.74)
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The ratio dH/dA defines the angular radius of the particle horizon at a given a. There-

fore, at the end of the epoch of recombination (z ∼ 1100), where the surface of last

scattered photons is formed, we have

dH

dA

∣∣∣∣∣
a=arec

=
√
aΩm0 + Ωr0 −

√
Ωr0√

Ωm0 + Ωr0 −
√
aΩm0 + Ωr0

∣∣∣∣∣
a=arec

∼ 0.018 → 1.03◦ (1.75)

Therefore, any two points on the surface of last-scattering that are separated by more

than 1◦ appear never to have been in causal contact, which seems contradictory when

we observe the nearly perfect isotropy of the CMB at large angular scales. Surpris-

FIGURE 1.5. (a). Let us consider opposite points on the sky labelled p and q. As
we shown, only regions separated by ∼ 1◦ are causally connected at the surface of
last-scattering, in the absence of inflation. How then could the CMB be isotropic?
(b). The solution provided by an inflationary epoch, in comoving coordinates and
conformal time. All points in the sky have overlapping past light cones and there-
fore came from a causally connected region of space. Figures obtained from [39].

ingly, we can address this problem just in the same way as with the flatness problem.

If we assume an inflationary phase at a constant rate, i.e., H = Hi = Hend, such that

a(t) = aie
Hend(t−ti) = aende

−Hend(tend−t), then

dH ∼ a
∫ tend

ti
dt e

Hend(tend−t)

aend
= a

aendHend
(eN − 1) ∼ a

aendHend
eN , (1.76)
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where N = Hend(tend − ti) such that N � 1. Since dA ∼ a/H0 in the limit a → 0,

the angular radius becomes,

dH

dA
∼ H0

aendHend
eN . (1.77)

Thus, in order to have dH > dA, i.e., an isotropic microwave background, we require

that
aendHend

H0
< eN ,

which is exactly the same condition as in eq. (1.71). The spacetime diagram of Fig.

1.5 shows how the inflationary model solves the isotropy in the CMB.

c) The Monopoles Problem

A magnetic monopole is a hypothetical elementary particle that is an isolated magnet

with only one magnetic pole, i.e., a modification in the Maxwell equations such that

∇ · B 6= 0. In grand unified theories local symmetry, under some simple symmetry

group, is spontaneously broken at an energy ∼ 1016 GeV to the gauge symmetry of

the Standard Model, under the group SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1). Early models pre-

dicted an enormous density of monopoles, in clear contradiction to the experimental

evidence. However, and in a very similar manner, an exponential rate of expansion

at the primordial epoch can explain the non-observance of monopoles at the present

time.

1.5.2. Single-Field Inflation

The simplest inflationary scenario can be induced by the inclusion of a spatially homo-

geneous scalar field called inflaton, denoted by ϕ = ϕ(t), which can be introduced by a

Lagrangian of the form,

L(ϕ)
m = −1

2g
µν∂µϕ∂νϕ− V (ϕ) = 1

2 ϕ̇
2 − V (ϕ), (1.78)
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where V (ϕ) is some potential. Therefore, the components of the energy-momentum tensor

can be computed from (1.22) and read,

T (ϕ)
µν = ∂µϕ∂νϕ+ gµν

(1
2 ϕ̇

2 − V (ϕ)
)
, (1.79)

which can be expressed as a perfect fluid with energy density ρϕ and pressure pϕ,

T
(ϕ)
00 = ϕ̇2

2 + V (ϕ) = ρϕ, T
(ϕ)
ij =

(
ϕ̇2

2 − V (ϕ)
)
gij = pϕgij. (1.80)

Moreover, the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is given by,

T (ϕ) = gµνT (ϕ)
µν = ϕ̇2 − 4V (ϕ). (1.81)

Thus, if we introduce equation (1.80) into the 00 component of the EFE, we get

H2 = 8πGρϕ
3 = 8πG

3

(
ϕ̇2

2 + V (ϕ)
)
, (1.82)

commonly known as the first Friedmann equation and where we have defined the Hubble

parameter as H ≡ ȧ/a. On the other hand, the trace of the field equations reads R = −κT .

Hence, by rearranging the trace equation, we obtain the second Friedmann equation (or

acceleration equation),

ä

a
= −8πG

6 (3pϕ + ρϕ) = −8πG
3
(
ϕ̇2 − V (ϕ)

)
. (1.83)

Furthermore, from the definition of the Hubble parameter, the continuity equation for the

energy density and the pressure reads,

ρ̇ϕ + 3H(ρϕ + pϕ) = 0, (1.84)

which is, as a matter of fact, the µ = 0 component of the conservation of the energy-

momentum tensor, i.e., ∇νT
µν = 0. Moreover, by inserting (1.80) into (1.84), we get the

Klein–Gordon equation for the inflaton field (which can also be obtained from a variation

on the action with respect to ϕ), given by the expression,

ϕ̈+ 3Hϕ̇+ V,ϕ = 0, (1.85)
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where V,ϕ = dV
dϕ . As we discussed before, the inflationary scenario at the early stages of

the Universe is characterized by a quasi–exponential rate of expansion, i.e., d(H−1)
dt � 1,

which implies the slow–roll condition,

ϕ̇2 � V (ϕ). (1.86)

FIGURE 1.6. This is an example of a slow-roll potential. Inflation can occur in
the shaded parts of the plot. The non-shaded region corresponds to the reheating
epoch. Image obtained from Ref. [39].

Therefore, we can define the first slow–roll parameter, denoted by ε, as

ε = − Ḣ

H2 = 3ϕ̇2

ϕ̇2 + 2V (ϕ) , (1.87)

such that the minimum requirement to develop inflation is |ε| � 1. If we apply the slow-

roll approximation (1.86) and use the Friedmann equations, we can define at first order a

similar slow-roll parameter, denoted by εV which depends only in the potential V (ϕ),

ε ≈ 3ϕ̇2

2V (ϕ) = 1
16πG

(
V,ϕ
V

)2
≡ εV, (1.88)

If we take the derivative with respect to cosmic time, we can define the second slow-roll

parameter, denoted by η, which guarantees the slow variation of ε in time,

ε̇ = 2Ḣ
2

H3 −
Ḧ

H2 = 2Hε(ε− η), η ≡ − ϕ̈

Hϕ̇
. (1.89)
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Similarly to the case of εV, we can define an ηV that depends only on the potential. Using

(1.85) and the Friedmann equations we have,

ηV = η + ε ≈ 1
8πG

(
V,ϕϕ
V

)
, (1.90)

where V,ϕϕ = d2V /dϕ2 . These slow–roll parameters approximately describe the dynamics

of inflation and the observational features of different models. Another important quantity

is the number of e–folds, defined as N = ln(a), which measures the amount of spacetime

expansion. The slow–roll approximation yields a N given by,

N =
∫ t2

t1
H dt =

∫ ϕ

ϕend

H

ϕ̇
dϕ ≈ 8πG

∫ ϕ

ϕend

V (ϕ′)
Vϕ(ϕ′) dϕ′ , (1.91)

where ϕend is the inflaton value at the end of inflation, i.e. when εV or ηV is close to 1, and

the integral upper limit usually refers to the value of ϕ at the horizon crossing. In summary,

knowing the functional form of the potential V (ϕ) would yield predictions susceptible to

experimental verification by measuring the primordial power spectrum.

1.6. Primordial Fluctuations

As we discussed in the previous sections, the assumption of a homogeneous and isotropic

Universe is reliable only at very large scales. However, the study of structures such as

galaxies and clusters shows small deviations from the cosmological principle at a local

scale, possibly caused by quantum fluctuations in the primordial epoch. Hence, here we

will present some useful results on the theory of cosmological perturbations. For further

details, see Refs. [40], [41].

1.6.1. Cosmological Perturbation Theory

Let us consider the FLRW metric, with K = 0, as the background spacetime. Using the

conformal time, i.e., dη = dt /a, we have

ḡµν = a2(η)(− dη2 + δij dxi dxj). (1.92)
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As we are considering deviations from homogeneity and isotropy, the actual physical space-

time is a different manifold, described by a metric gµν such that,

gµν(x) = ḡµν(x) + δgµν(x). (1.93)

Since gµν and ḡµν are tensors defined on different manifolds, the only way to make δgµν

meaningful is to introduce a map between those two manifolds, i.e., a gauge, which al-

lows us to use a fixed coordinate system -defined in the background manifold- also for the

points in the physical manifold. In general, a symmetric tensor in 4D has 10 independent

components that, in a generic gauge, can be written as

gµν = a2(η)

−[1 + 2ψ] wi

wi δij[1 + 2φ] + χij

, (1.94)

where ψ and φ are two scalar fields, wi is a vector field and χij is a symmetric tensor field

such that δijχij = 0, and all of them are functions of the background spacetime coordinates

xµ. Thus, we define δgµν as a perturbation if we choose a gauge such that |gµν | � |δgµν |.

In particular, we shall write the physical metric as

gµν = a2(ηµν + hµν), (1.95)

so the perturbed Einstein field equations, obtained after an analogous procedure as we did

in the above section, read

2a2δG0
0 = −6H2h00 + 4Hhk0,k − 2Hh′kk +∇2hkk − hkl,kl, (1.96a)

2a2G0
i = 2Hh00,i +∇h0i − hk0,ki + h′kk,o − h′ki,k, (1.96b)

2a2δGi
j =

[
−4a

′′

a
h00 − 2Hh′00 −∇2h00 + 2H2h00 − 2Hh′kk +∇2hkk

−kkl,kl + 2h′k0,k + 4Hhk0,k − h′′kk
]
δij + h00,ij −∇2hij + hki,kj

+ hkj,ki − hkk,ij + h′′ij + 2Hh′ij − (h′0i,j + h′0j,i)− 2H(h0i,j + h0j,i), (1.96c)

where (·)′ indicates a derivative with respect to the conformal time η and H = a′/a is

the conformal Hubble parameter. On the other hand, the most general energy-momentum
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tensor can be written as

Tµν = ρUµUν + (P + π)θµν + πµν , (1.97)

where θµν = gµν +UµUν , πµν is the anisotropic stress such that πµνUµ = 0, and its trace π

is the bulk viscosity. If we write δUi = aVi for some 3-vector Vi, the perturbations of the

energy-momentum tensor reads,

δT 0
0 = −δρ (1.98a)

δT 0
i = (ρ̄+ P̄ )Vi = −δT i0 (1.98b)

δT ij = δijδP + πij, (1.98c)

where a bar indicates background quantities. Hence, the linearized version of the Einstein

field equations becomes,

δGµ
ν = κδT µν . (1.99)

After this process, an unexpected problem remains: We cannot assure, by only looking at

a metric, that we have fluctuations about a known background or if the metric is written

in a flawed coordinate system, i.e., physical perturbations cannot depend on the gauge.

Let us consider a change from a gauge G to another gauge Ĝ, induced by the infinitesimal

coordinate transformation.

xµ → x̂µ = xµ + ξµ(x), (1.100)

where xµ are the background coordinates and ξµ is the gauge generator. Using the trans-

formation property of any 2nd-rank tensor, we have that

ĝµν(xµ) = gµν(xµ)−∇νξµ −∇µξν . (1.101)

Therefore, the following transformations for the perturbations hold,

ψ̂ = ψ −Hξ0 − ξ0′, ŵi = wi − Ξ′i + ∂iξ
0 (1.102a)

φ̂ = φ−Hξ0 − 1
3∂iξ

i, χ̂ij = χij − ∂jΞi − ∂iΞj + 2
3δij∂kξ

k, (1.102b)
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where Ξi ≡ δikξ
k. By applying the gauge transformation to Tµν , we get

δ̂ρ = δρ− ρ̄′ξ0, v̂i = vi + ∂iξ
0 (1.103a)

π̂ = π, ˆδP = δP − P̄ ′ξ0, π̂ij = πij. (1.103b)

1.6.2. SVT Decomposition

We have seen that the perturbed metric depends on two scalars (ψ and φ), a 3-vector (wi),

and a 3-tensor χij . Nonetheless, we can decompose even further the vector and tensor

contributions to have a decoupled system where each kind of perturbation (scalar, vector,

and tensor) can be analyzed separately. The Helmholtz theorem states that any spatial

vector wi can be decomposed as wi = w
‖
i + w⊥i , where εijk∂jw

‖
k = 0 and ∂kw⊥k = 0 (εijk

is the Levi-Civita symbol). By applying the Stokes theorem, we have w‖i = ∂iw for some

scalar w. Hence, wi can be expressed as follows,

wi = ∂iw + Si, (1.104)

where we defined Si ≡ w⊥i to simplify the notation. Here, w is the scalar part of wi and Si

is the vector part of wi. Thus, as Si cannot be decomposed, we will say that is the vector

perturbation. Similarly, for a 2nd-rank tensor χij we can decompose it as χij = χ
‖
ij +

χ⊥ij + χTij , where εijk∂m∂jχmk = 0, ∂i∂jχ⊥ij = 0 and ∂jχTij = 0. Following an analogously

procedure, we can further decompose: χ‖ij = [∂i∂j − (1/3)δij∇2](2µ), χ⊥ij = ∂jAi + ∂iAj ,

and ∂iAi = 0, where µ is some scalar and Ai is a divergenceless vector. Then, the tensor

perturbation can be decomposed as follows,

χij =
(
∂i∂j − (1/3)δij∇2

)
(2µ) + ∂jAi + ∂iAj + χTij. (1.105)

Since the transverse part χTij cannot be further decomposed, we say that it is a tensor per-

turbation. Furthermore, by applying the Helmholtz theorem to ξµ, we can define α ≡ ξ0

and write Ξi = ∂iβ + si, where α and β are scalars and si a divergenceless vector. Thus,
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we obtain how the scalar perturbations transform:

ψ̂ = ψ −Hα− α′, ŵ = w − β′ + α (1.106a)

φ̂ = φ−Hα− 1
3∇

2β, µ̂ = µ− β. (1.106b)

It is important to notice that we can construct certain combinations of scalar perturbations

that are gauge-invariant. For instance, we have the famous Bardeen’s potentials,

Ψ ≡ ψ + 1
a

[(w − µ′)]′ (1.107)

Φ ≡ φ+H(w − µ′)− 1
3∇

2µ. (1.108)

Moreover, by applying the same procedure to vi, i.e, vi = ∂iv + ui with ∂iui = 0, and to

the matter perturbations, we can also obtain gauge-invariant variables. For instance,

Γ ≡ δP − P̄ ′

ρ̄′
δρ, (1.109)

is known as the entropy perturbation since Γ = 0 implies adiabaticity. We also have,

R ≡ φ+Hv − 1
3∇

2µ (1.110)

which is known as the comoving curvature perturbation, and

ζ ≡ φ+ δρ

3(ρ̄+ P̄ )
− 1

3∇
2µ. (1.111)

These two quantities, R and ζ , are quite important in the context of inflation because they

are conserved on large scales for adiabatic perturbations. In order to complete the analysis,

we can also combine vector contributions to form new variables. In particular, we have the

gauge-invariant vector potential Wi = Si − A′i and the vector part of vi, i.e., ui, such that

both are gauge-invariant. Finally, we have that χTij is also gauge-invariant since the gauge

transformation on the metric cannot be accomplished by a tensor field.

In summary, we have that a generic perturbation can be split as: 4 scalar functions (ψ, φ,

w and µ), 2 divergenceless 3-vectors (Si and Ai, two independent components each), and
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a transverse-traceless spatial tensor (χTij , two independent components). Hence, we have

4 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 10 independent components.

Since we introduced the transformation ξµ, we have the gauge freedom to set any 4 com-

ponents of the metric to zero and fix the gauge. The most common choice is the Newtonian

gauge, where we set ŵ = µ̂ = χ̂⊥ij = 0. With this election, we have that ψ̂ = Ψ and φ̂ = Φ,

i.e., the metric perturbations become identical to the Bardeen potentials.

1.6.3. Quantum Fluctuations and Spectral Indices

Once quantum fluctuations are considered in the context of inflation, something remarkable

happens: It provides an elegant and clear mechanism for the generation of all the structures

in the Universe. We can understand this mechanism using the interpretation developed by

Guth and Pi, who considered that the inflaton field plays the role of a local clock describing

the evolution of inflation. Since φ has a quantum nature, it will fluctuate: δφ(t,x) =

φ(t,x)−φ̄(t). These quantum fluctuations imply that the instant when inflation ends will be

different for different regions of space. As a consequence, local fluctuations in δρ(t,x) will

be unavoidable, and these small perturbations will produce the structure of the Universe as

it is seen today, e.g., the anisotropy in the CMB. However, not only scalar perturbations are

expected to be generated by inflation but also tensor fluctuations. This fact implies that the

model of cosmic inflation has a mechanism of generating Primordial Gravitational Waves.

Thus, in the next paragraphs, we will discuss how tensor and scalar perturbations can be

generated by cosmic inflation.

Primordial Tensor Fluctuations

The components of the perturbed FLRW metric, with only tensor perturbations, can be cast

as,

g00 = −a2, g0i = 0, gij = a2(δij + hTij), (1.112)

where hTij = χTij is the gauge-invariant divergenceless-traceless tensor. According to Eqs.

(1.96a), (1.96b) and (1.96c), the only non-vanishing components of the linearized field
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equations are δGi
j = 0, and therefore the tensor perturbations satisfy

hTij
′′ + 2HhTij

′ −∇2hTij = 0 (1.113)

since scalar fields have a vanishing anisotropic stress contribution. The Fourier transform

of the above expression becomes,

h′′ + 2Hh′ + k2h = 0, (1.114)

where h = h+,× represents both polarizations since they satisfy the same differential equa-

tion. It will be useful to introduce the following rescaling,

g ≡ ah√
32πG

= MPl

2 ah, (1.115)

where MPl = (8πG)−1/2 is the reduced Planck mass and the normalization is the same one

used in Eq. (1.41). In this new variable, Eq. (1.113) reads,

g′′ +
(
k2 − a′′

a

)
g = 0, (1.116)

i.e, a harmonic oscillator without a dumping term. We can expand the GW as follows,

hTij(τ,x) =
∑
λ=±2

∫ d3k
(2π)3

[
h(τ, k)eik·xa(k, λ)eij(k̂, λ) + h∗(τ, k)e−ik·xa∗(k, λ)e∗ij(k̂, λ)

]
,

(1.117)

where we will use τ as the conformal time (to avoid confusion with the 2nd slow roll pa-

rameter η), and the sum is over the helicity of the GW and eij(k̂, λ) is the polarization

tensor. Hence, we can assume that the initial state of the tensor fluctuation has a quan-

tum nature on very small scales, i.e., k � aH . Thus, we promote hTij(τ,x) and a(k, λ)

(do not confuse with the scale factor a) to quantum operators and impose the canonical

commutation relations,

[a(k, λ), a(k′, λ′)] = 0, [a(k, λ), a†(k, λ′)] = (2π)3δ(3)(k− k′)δλλ′ . (1.118)
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The last expression can be understood as follows: a†(k, λ) creates a graviton of 4-momentum

k and helicity λ, while a(k, λ) will destroy it. Since the quantum state of the Universe dur-

ing inflation is the vacuum, |0〉, the expectation value of the vacuum is

〈0|hTij(τ,x)hTlm(τ,x′) |0〉 =
∫ d3k

(2π)3 |h(τ, k)|2eik·(x−x′)Πij,lm(k̂), (1.119)

where

Πij,lm(k̂) ≡
∑
λ=±2

eij(k̂, λ)e∗lm(k̂, λ). (1.120)

Let us recall, from the study of stochastic fluctuations, that if G(x) is a random field such

that its values are random variables for any x, we define the 2-point correlation function as

ξ(x1,x2) = 〈G(x1)G(x2)〉 , (1.121)

where 〈·〉 indicates the ensemble average. If G(x) is a Gaussian random field, i.e., it has a

statistical homogeneous and isotropic 2-point correlation function, then

〈
G̃(k)G̃∗(k′)

〉
= (2π)3δ(3)(k− k′)PG(k). (1.122)

In the above expression G̃(k) is the Fourier transform of the random field G(x) and PG(k)

is called the Power Spectrum, such that

ξG(r) =
∫ d3k

(2π)3PG(k)e−ik·r, (1.123)

since a homogeneous and isotropic random field satisfies ξ(x1,x2) = ξ(x1 − x2) =

ξ(|x1 − x2|) = ξ(r). We can also define the dimensionless power spectrum as,

∆2
G(k) ≡ k3PG(k)

2π2 . (1.124)

Then, by a simple comparison, we can observe that the tensor quantum perturbations are

Gaussian, with a power spectrum Ph(τ, k) ∝ |h(τ, k)|2. Thus, by solving the evolution

equation for h(τ, k) we can get information about the power spectrum of the primordial

tensor perturbations.
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First, let us consider the slow roll parameter defined in Eq. (1.87). We can write it in terms

of conformal time as follows,

ε = − Ḣ

H2 =
(
a

H

)′ 1
a

= 1− H
′

H2 (1.125)

Hence, by solving the differential equation forH, we find that

H = − 1
(1− ε)τ (1.126)

and, replacing the solution, that

a′′

a
= H′ +H2 = 1

(1− ε)τ 2 + 1
(1− ε)2τ 2 ≈

2 + 3ε
τ 2 , (1.127)

where we used the slow roll condition ε � 1 as it should be during inflation. Therefore,

the Eq. (1.116) becomes,

g′′ +
(
k2 − 2 + 3ε

τ 2

)
g = 0. (1.128)

This equation has a general solution given by a combination of Hankel functions,

g(τ, k) = C1(k)
√
−τH(1)

ν (−kτ) + C2(k)
√
−τH(2)

ν (−kτ), ν =
√

3
2
√

3 + 4ε, (1.129)

where we introduced the minus since τ < 0 during the inflationary epoch. But, according

to [42], the asymptotic expansion on small scales of the Hankel function is given by,

H(1)
ν (−kτ) ≈

√
2
−πkτ

e−ikτ−iν(π/2)−i(π/4), k|τ | � 1. (1.130)

Thus, if we want an initial condition of the form g ∼ (2k)−1/2e−ikτ , as the QFT procedure

of quantization on Minkowski spacetime shows, we have to chose the integration constant

to be C1(k) = (
√
π/2)eiν(π/2)+i(π/4). Therefore, the solution that we are looking for, is

g(τ, k) =
√
π

2 eiν(π/2)+i(π/4)√−τH(1)
ν (−kτ), ν =

√
3

2
√

3 + 4ε. (1.131)

On the other hand, in the limit kτ → 0, i.e., on very large scales, the expansion becomes,

H(1)
ν (−kη) ≈ −iΓ(ν)

π

(
k|τ |

2

)−ν
, k|τ | → 0, (1.132)
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where Γ(z) is the Euler gamma function. Therefore, the dimensionless power spectrum on

large scales, according to Eq. (1.124), becomes

∆2
h(τ, k) = k3

2π3
|τ |Γ(ν)2

M2
Pla

2

(
k|τ |

2

)−2ν

≈ 1
π2M2

Pla
2|τ |2

(k|τ |)nT , k|τ | → 0, (1.133)

where in the last expression we used the slow-roll condition and nT ≡ −2ε is the tensor

spectral index. It is important to emphasize that now the power spectrum is not exactly

scale-invariant, and indeed, it has a small k-dependence with a tilt given by nT . Conversely,

on large scales, h is time-independent, so we can choose an arbitrary scale, e.g. k =

H(τ∗), where τ∗ is the conformal time at the horizon crossing. Thus, as k|τ∗| ≈ 1 + ε, the

dimensionless power spectrum can be cast as,

∆2
h(k) = H2

π2M2
Pl

∣∣∣∣∣
k=aH

. (1.134)

From the above expression, it can be noticed that, if in the future, the gravitational wave

background is measured, it would be possible to estimate the energy scale of inflation, i.e.,

H2 ∼ V .

Primordial Scalar Fluctuations

Now, let us consider the scalar perturbations on the FLRW spacetime. In principle, we can

choose the conformal Newtonian gauge, where the metric can be cast as,

ds2 = a(τ)2
[
−(1 + 2Ψ) dτ 2 + (1 + 2Φ)δij dxi dxj

]
, (1.135)

and consider perturbations on the inflaton field, i.e., ϕ = ϕ̄(τ) = δϕ(τ,x). With this

prescription, we can show that the perturbed Klein-Gordon equation becomes,

δϕ′′ + 2Hδϕ′ + (k2 + V,ϕϕa
2)δϕ = 2ΦV,ϕa2 − 4Φ′ϕ̄′, (1.136)

where we used that in the conformal Newtonian gauge Ψ = −Φ. The contributions of the

right hand side of the above expression makes solving the differential equation enormously

difficult and there is no reason to neglect these terms. In fact, there are some reasons to

not consider the evolution of δϕ, e.g., inflaton should decay into ordinary matter during
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the post-inflationary epoch of reheating and the initial conditions are actually related to the

comoving curvature perturbation R. In fact, for adiabatic perturbations, i.e., fluctuations

such that the local state of matter at some point of spacetime of gµν(τ,x) are the same as

in ḡµν(τ + δτ,x), we have that all matter perturbations can be characterized by a single

degree of freedom that we can choose it to be R. In the conformal Newtonian gauge we

have R = Φ − (H/ϕ̄′)δϕ. However, we can find a simpler way to write this object, by

considering a gauge in which the perturbed scalar field vanishes,

ds2 = −a2(1 + E) dτ 2 + 2a2F,i dτ dxi + a2(1 + A)δij dxi dxj , δϕ̂ = 0. (1.137)

In this gauge, the curvature perturbation becomes R = A/2, so we need to determine A

from the perturbed Einstein field equations. The 0i-component, i.e, δGi
0 = κδT 0

i = 0

becomes,

−HE + A′ = 0. (1.138)

On the other hand, the ij component of the field equations gives,

− H2 E
′ − (2H2 +H′)E − 1

2∇
2A+ 1

2A
′′ + 5

2HA
′ −H∇2F = 0. (1.139)

Furthermore, from the 0 component of the local conservation of the energy-momentum

tensor, i.e.,∇νT
ν
0 = 0, we have

a2

2

[
E

a2 (H2 −H′)
]′

+ (H2 −H′)
(
∇2F + 3HE − 3

2A
′
)

= 0. (1.140)

Hence, by combining (1.138), (1.139) and (1.140), we can eliminate E and F in order to

find an equation forR, which can be cast as follows,

R′′ + 2z
′

z
R′ + k2R = 0, (1.141)

where we have defined z ≡ (aϕ̄′)/H. The above expression is commonly known as the

Mukhanov-Sasaki equation. It is important to observe that z satisfies the following exact

relationship,

z2 = a2
(
ϕ̄′

H

)2

= a2 3ϕ̄′2
8πG(ϕ̄′2/2 + V a2) = a2 ε

4πG. (1.142)
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Thus, the dumping term becomes z′/z = H(1 + ε − η), where η is the second slow-roll

parameter, and for constant values of ε and η, the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation reads,

(z2R)′′ +
(
k2 − 2 + 6ε− 3η

τ

)
(z2R) = 0. (1.143)

Amazingly, the above expression is basically the same functional dependency that we had

for tensor perturbations, i.e, Eq. (1.128). Therefore, the general solution of the differential

equation is given by,

z2(τ)R(τ, k) = C1(k)
√
−τH(1)

ν (−kτ) + C2(k)
√
−τH(2)

ν (−kτ), (1.144)

where the Hankel functions are of order ν =
√

3
2
√

3 + 8ε− 4η. Thus, by following the

same steps as we did in the case of tensor perturbations, we can show that the dimensionless

power spectrum associated to the curvature perturbations is given by,

∆2
R(τ, k) = 1

8π2M2
Plε

1
a2τ 2 (k|τ |)nS , (1.145)

where nS ≡ −4ε+ 2η is the scalar spectral index.

In summary, the dimensionless scalar and tensor power spectra can be written as,

∆2
S ≡ ∆2

R = k3PR(k)
2π2 = H2

8π2M2
Plε

∣∣∣∣∣
k=aH

≡ AS

(
k

k∗

)nS(k)−1

, (1.146)

∆2
T ≡ 2∆2

h = k3P〈(k)
π2 = 2H2

π2M2
Plε

∣∣∣∣∣
k=aH

≡ AT

(
k

k∗

)nT(k)−1

, (1.147)

where now we explicit the k-dependence on the scalar and tensor spectral indices, we have

introduced the pivot scale k∗ which is usually take to be 0.002 Mpc−1 or 0.05 Mpc−1, and

the factor 2 in the tensor power spectrum comes from the two polarizations of Primordial

Gravitational Waves. The spectral amplitudes, AS and AT , in principle are constrained by

measurements of the CMB (scalar fluctuations) and, in the future, by the observation of the

primordial Gravitational Wave Background (tensor fluctuations). As the spectral indices
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are not necessarily constant, in principle we can consider a running on the spectral indices,

ln
(

∆2
S

AS

)
=
[
nS − 1 + 1

2
dnS

d ln k ln
(
k

k∗

)
+ . . .

]
ln
(
k

k∗

)
(1.148)

ln
(

∆2
T

AT

)
=
[
nT + 1

2
dnT

d ln k ln
(
k

k∗

)
+ . . .

]
ln
(
k

k∗

)
. (1.149)

At first order, when both spectral indices are constant, we have the following expressions,

nS − 1 = d ln(∆2
S)

d ln k = d ln(H2/ε)
d ln k = −4ε+ 2η ≈ −6εV + 2ηV (1.150a)

nT = d ln(∆2
T )

d ln k = 2 k

H

dH
dk

∣∣∣∣∣
aH=k

≈ −2ε. (1.150b)

It will also be useful to define the tensor-to-scalar ratio, which is given by,

r∗ ≡
∆2
T (k∗)

∆2
S(k∗)

= AT
AS

= 16ε = −8nT. (1.151)

According to the last measurements of the Planck Collaboration [37],

nS = 0.9649± 0.0042 (at 68% CL), (1.152a)

r0.002 < 0.101 (at 95% CL), (1.152b)

ln
(
1010As

)
= 3.044± 0.014 (at 68% CL). (1.152c)
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Although GR is the most important and accurate model of gravity that we currently have

[43], it is not the more general theory of gravity that can be built. This serves as a mo-

tivation to study modified models to address the problems that cannot be included in the

framework of GR. Among these theories, we will consider the approach of f(R, T ) grav-

ity1, a model proposed by Harko et al. [12], inspired in the interacting term of Eq. (1.38),

and which considers an action described by a function of R (the scalar curvature) and T

(the trace of the energy-momentum tensor). Different topics of contemporary cosmology

have been widely studied within the framework of the f(R, T ) theory, for example: Cos-

mological models and Solar System consequences [46], [47], Scalar perturbations [48],

Thermodynamics [49], The dark energy [50] or dark matter problems [51], a general de-

scription of the FLRW cosmology [52], the propagation of Gravitational Waves [53], [54]

or the Hamiltonian formalism in Quantum Cosmology [55]. In that sense, a recent work

addressed cosmic inflation triggered by a perfect fluid and by a specific quadratic potential

[56]. This section aims to develop an exhaustive analysis of the slow-roll approximation

in a single-field model of inflation within the framework of f(R, T ) gravity. With such a

result, we will be able to determine the modification to the cosmological parameters and

identify the physically meaningful corrections due to the action of the f(R, T ) theory.

The results of this chapter were published in Ref. [17].

2.1. f(R, T ) gravity

The modified model of gravity introduced by Harko et al. [12], known as f(R, T ) gravity,

is described by the following action,

S =
∫ (

f(R, T )
2κ + Lm

)
√
−g d4x , (2.1)

1Do not confuse with f(T) modified teleparallel gravity [44], [45].
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where f(R, T ) is an arbitrary function of the scalar curvature, R, and the trace of the

energy-momentum tensor, T , and where Lm is the matter lagrangian, such that Tµν is de-

fined as in the equation (1.22). By varying the action (2.1) with respect to the metric, we

obtain the f(R, T ) gravity field equations,

∂f

∂R
Rµν −

1
2f(R, T )gµν + (gµν�−∇µ∇ν)

∂f

∂R
= κTµν −

∂f

∂T
(Tµν + Θµν), (2.2)

where � ≡ ∇µ∇µ, while∇µ is the covariant derivative, and Θµν is defined as

Θµν ≡ gαβ
δTαβ
δgµν

= −2Tµν + gµνLm − 2gαβ δ2Lm
δgµνδgαβ

. (2.3)

Note that when f(R, T ) does not depend on T , the equations of motion (2.2) reduce to the

well–known f(R) gravity. In this work we will assume that f(R, T ) = R + 2καT , where

α is a real constant. This is the most studied model of f(R, T ) gravity and its viability

has been investigated in numerous works [57]–[70]. In this particular model, the action of

gravity reads,

S =
∫ (

R

2κ + αT
)√
−g d4x+

∫
Lm
√
−g d4x , (2.4)

and from (2.2), the equations of motion can take the following form,

Rµν −
1
2gµνR = κT (eff)

µν , (2.5)

where we have defined an effective energy-momentum tensor as,

T (eff)
µν ≡ Tµν − 2α

(
Tµν −

1
2Tgµν + Θµν

)
. (2.6)

It is clear from the last expression that when α→ 0, we completely recover GR.

2.2. Slow–Roll inflation in f(R, T ) gravity

Now we will focus our study on the case in which Lm is given by (1.78), i.e. a scalar field

minimally coupled to f(R, T ) gravity. Similar approaches were studied in [56] and [71].

However, unlike these works, we want to analyze the slow-roll approximation exhaustively

and use it in different inflationary models. For a single and spatially homogeneous scalar
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field we have,

Θ(ϕ)
µν = −2T (ϕ)

µν + gµνL(ϕ)
m = −2∂µϕ∂νϕ− gµν

(1
2 ϕ̇

2 − V (ϕ)
)
, (2.7)

with,

Θ(ϕ)
00 = −T (ϕ)

00 − ϕ̇2, Θ(ϕ)
ij = −T (ϕ)

ij , (2.8)

where T (ϕ)
µν is given by (1.80). Thus, the trace of Θ(ϕ)

µν can be easily computed,

Θ(ϕ) = gµνΘ(ϕ)
µν = 4V (ϕ). (2.9)

Now we can compute the components of the effective energy-momentum tensor defined

in (2.6). For a homogeneous inflaton field, the energy-momentum tensor takes a diagonal

form, from where we can define an effective energy density and pressure,

T
(eff)
00 = 1

2 ϕ̇
2(1 + 2α) + V (ϕ)(1 + 4α) ≡ ρ(eff)

ϕ (2.10)

T
(eff)
ij =

(1
2 ϕ̇

2(1 + 2α)− V (ϕ)(1 + 4α)
)
gij ≡ p(eff)

ϕ gij, (2.11)

and T (eff)
µν = 0 for µ 6= ν. From these expressions, we can define an effective equation of

state as the ratio of the pressure and the energy density,

w(eff) ≡
p(eff)
ϕ

ρ(eff)
ϕ

= ϕ̇2(1 + 2α)− 2V (ϕ)(1 + 4α)
ϕ̇2(1 + 2α) + 2V (ϕ)(1 + 4α) . (2.12)

Additionally, the trace of T (eff)
µν can also be computed,

T (eff) = gµνT (eff)
µν = ϕ̇2(1 + 2α)− 4V (ϕ)(1 + 4α) = 3p(eff)

ϕ − ρ(eff)
ϕ = (3w(eff) − 1)ρ(eff)

ϕ .

(2.13)

By using the above expressions, in addition to (2.5), we can obtain the generalized Fried-

mann equations for our particular model of f(R, T ) gravity. From them, we can also get
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an expression for Ḣ . The resulting equations read,

H2 = 8πG
3 ρ(eff)

ϕ = 8πG
3

(
ϕ̇2

2 (1 + 2α) + V (ϕ)(1 + 4α)
)
, (2.14a)

ä

a
= −8πG

6 (3p(eff)
ϕ + ρ(eff)

ϕ ) = −8πG
3
(
ϕ̇2(1 + 2α)− V (ϕ)(1 + 4α)

)
(2.14b)

Ḣ = ä

a
−H2 = −8πG

2 (p(eff)
ϕ + ρ(eff)

ϕ ) = −4πGφ̇2(1 + 2α). (2.14c)

Furthermore, we can find a continuity equation for ρ(eff)
ϕ and p(eff)

ϕ through a similar pro-

cedure that gave us equation (1.84). By taking a time derivative on (2.14a) and replacing

(2.14c), we obtain the modified Klein–Gordon equation,

ϕ̈(1 + 2α) + 3Hϕ̇(1 + 2α) + V,ϕ(1 + 4α) = 0. (2.15)

From the previous analysis we observe that the structure of the cosmological equations

in this particular model of f(R, T ) gravity is conserved as we replace pϕ → p(eff)
ϕ and

ρϕ → ρ(eff)
ϕ . Therefore, the corrections to the inflationary dynamics are enclosed within the

corrections to energy density and pressure due to f(R, T ) gravity. These corrections seem

to show that the conserved energy–momentum tensor is actually T (eff)
µν , as it can be noted

from (2.5). Taking into account this idea, we will proceed to specify the slow–roll condition

according to this model and, then, to compute the corrections to the slow-roll parameters ε̃V

and η̃V, where we will denote with a tilde the parameters within the framework of f(R, T )

gravity. The first slow–roll parameter is given by,

ε̃ = − Ḣ

H2 = 3
2

ϕ̇2(1 + 2α)(
ϕ̇2

2 (1 + 2α) + V (ϕ)(1 + 4α)
) . (2.16)

An inflationary evolution of the Universe requires that |ε̃| � 1. Hence, the slow-roll con-

dition for this model becomes,

ϕ̇2(1 + 2α)� V (ϕ)(1 + 4α). (2.17)
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On the other hand, we can show that the second slow-roll parameter is not corrected,

˙̃ε = 2Hε̃2 + 8πGϕ̇ϕ̈(1 + 2α)
H2 = 2Hε̃2 + 2ε̃ ϕ̈

ϕ̇
= 2Hε̃(ε̃− η̃), η̃ = − 1

H

ϕ̈

ϕ̇
. (2.18)

Thus, the conditions |ε̃| � 1 and |η̃| � 1 imply that we can neglect the second order

derivative in (2.15), such that the Klein-Gordon equation becomes,

3Hϕ̇(1 + 2α) ≈ −V,ϕ(1 + 4α). (2.19)

By using this expression, and by applying the slow-roll condition (2.17) into (2.14a), we

can find the correction to the first potential slow-roll parameter due to f(R, T ) gravity,

which we denote as ε̃V

ε̃ ≈ 3ϕ̇2(1 + 2α)
2V (ϕ)(1 + 4α) = 3

2
1 + 2α

V (1 + 4α)

(
V,ϕ
3H

(1 + 4α
1 + 2α

))2
= 1

16πG

(
V,ϕ
V

)2( 1
1 + 2α

)
≡ ε̃V.

(2.20)

Additionally, if we take a time derivative on (2.19), the term ϕ̈ can be expressed in terms of

V,ϕϕ, by using the chain rule such that V̇ = Vϕϕ̇. Therefore, the second slow–roll parameter

is given by,

η̃ = − 1
H

ϕ̈

ϕ̇
= 1

3H2
V,ϕϕ(1 + 4α)

1 + 2α + Ḣ

H2 , (2.21)

and by using (2.14a), we can obtain the corrected expression for η̃V in the slow-roll ap-

proximation, which reads

η̃V ≡ ε̃+ η̃ ≈ 1
8πG

(
V,ϕϕ
V

)( 1
1 + 2α

)
. (2.22)

The number of e-folds are also modified in this model. The value can be computed from

its definition in equation (1.91), also with (2.19) and (2.14a), such that we get,

Ñ =
∫ H

ϕ̇
dϕ ≈ 8πG(1 + 2α)

∫ ϕ

ϕend

V

V,ϕ
dϕ . (2.23)

It is noteworthy that these expressions are independent of the form of the potential V (ϕ),

and hence, the results presented can be interpreted as a generalization of the slow-roll ap-

proximation for the model f(R, T ) = R + 2καT of gravity. It should also be noted that
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certain values for α are problematic since choosing them would cause the slow-roll param-

eters to blow up or become zero. In general, we will consider that α > −1/2 as a minimum

requirement to have well-defined parameters.

Another essential feature that we can infer from these results is that this model is entirely

equivalent to a particular case of a scalar-tensor model of gravity. For instance, the most

general action of scalar-tensor gravity is given by [72],

S =
∫ (

f(φ)R− ω(φ)
φ

∂αφ∂αφ− v(φ)
)
√
−g d4x . (2.24)

Hence, it can be seen that the action (2.1) is equivalent to the above action (2.24) if f(φ) =

1, ω(φ) = (1+2α)(φ/2) and v(φ) = (1+4α)V (φ), where V (φ) is the original potential. In

fact, a further equivalence can be deduced from the above analysis. The action (2.4) can be

recast as a scalar field minimally coupled to General Relativity, i.e. the Einstein frame [73],

S =
∫ (

R

2κ −
1
2∂

αϕ̄∂αϕ̄− V̄eff(ϕ̄)
)√
−g d4x ,

if we perform the following transformations over the field and the potential,

ϕ̄→
√

1 + 2α ϕ, V̄eff(ϕ̄)→ (1 + 4α)V
(

ϕ̄√
1 + 2α

)
, (2.25)

where V is the potential initially considered in the original lagrangian (1.78).

2.3. Inflationary models in f(R, T ) gravity

2.3.1. Power Law Potentials

As the first example of an inflationary scenario, we will take one of the simplest models by

taking a power-law potential of the form,

V (ϕ) = λϕn, (2.26)
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where λ is a coupling constant. From the definitions of εV and ηV, in equations (1.88) and

(1.90) respectively, we obtain the following slow–roll parameters,

εV = n2

16πGϕ2 , ηV = n(n− 1)
8πGϕ2 . (2.27)

As inflation ends when εV(ϕend) = 1, we have, ϕend = n√
16πG . Therefore, the number of

e–folds can be computed from (1.91),

N = 4πG
n

(
ϕ2 − n2

16πG

)
(2.28)

Thus, the slow-roll parameters can be expressed in terms of the number of e-folds as fol-

lows,

εV = n

4N + n
, ηV = 2(n− 1)

4N + n
. (2.29)

The spectral indices for this model can be found from (1.150),

nS − 1 ≈ 2ηV − 6εV = −2(n+ 2)
4N + n

(2.30a)

nT ≈ −2εV = − 2n
4N + n

(2.30b)

r ≈ 16εV = 16n
4N + n

(2.30c)

Now we turn out to compute the corrections to the slow-roll parameters. From (2.20) and

(2.22), we obtain,

ε̃V =
( 1

1 + 2α

)
n2

16πGϕ2 (2.31)

η̃V =
( 1

1 + 2α

)
n(n− 1)
8πGϕ2 . (2.32)

Inflation ends when the slow-roll condition is no longer valid, i.e. ε̄V ≈ 1. Thus, we have

ϕ2
end = n2

16πG(1 + 2α) . (2.33)

Therefore, from (2.23), the number of e–folds, Ñ , is given by the expression,

Ñ = (1 + 2α)8πG
∫ ϕ

ϕend

V (ϕ)
V,ϕ(ϕ) dϕ = (1 + 2α)4πG

n

(
ϕ2 − n2

2κ(1 + 2α)

)
. (2.34)
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With this, we can express the slow-roll parameters ε̃V and η̃V as,

ε̃V = n

4Ñ + n
(2.35a)

η̃V = 2(n− 1)
4Ñ + n

(2.35b)

Therefore, the spectral indices read from (1.150),

nS − 1 = 2η̃V − 6ε̃V = −2(n+ 2)
4Ñ + n

(2.36a)

nT = −2ε̃V = − 2n
4Ñ + n

(2.36b)

r = 16ε̃V = 16n
4Ñ + n

= 8n(1− nS)
n+ 2 (2.36c)

It is clear that no corrections from f(R, T ) gravity are induced to monomial power-law

potentials, as the structure of the slow-roll parameters and the spectral indices remain un-

altered. The above results seem to differ from the conclusions of [56], which indicates that

f(R, T ) gravity modifies the slow-roll parameters for a quadratic potential in a non-trivial

way. We can explain the lack of dependence on α in equations (2.36) from the idea of the

effective potential of equation (2.25). For a monomial term, for instance, the potential in

(2.26), we have,

V̄eff(ϕ̄) = (1 + 4α)λ
(

ϕ̄√
1 + 2α

)n
= λ̄ϕ̄n. (2.37)

Thus, the coefficients related to α can be incorporated into a single coupling constant,

which determines the strength of the potential, but that does not affect the values of the

slow-roll parameters or the spectral indices since they are fixed by the measurements of

the CMB amplitudes. This fact implies that α almost have no incidence on the dynamics

of an inflationary model triggered by a simple power-law potential and cannot improve the

tension between the predictions of power-law potentials and the constraints of the spectral

indices measured by Planck 2018 for 50 < Ñ < 60 [37]. The last assertion does not mean

that a different functional form of f(R, T ) gravity cannot generate a distinguishable effect

for power-law potentials; however, the analysis of these different approaches goes beyond
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the scope of this work.

2.3.2. Natural & Hilltop Inflation

Now let us apply our results to other types of potentials. To start, we consider Natural infla-

tion [74], [75], a model whose inflaton field is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson produced

by a spontaneous symmetry breaking in addition to an explicit symmetry breaking, such

that the dynamics of a single field is governed by a potential of the form,

V (ϕ) = Λ4
[
1 + cos

(
ϕ

f

)]
, (2.38)

where f and Λ are mass scales. It has been shown that this potential can drive inflation if

Λ ∼ MGUT ∼ 1016 GeV and f ∼ MPl = κ−1/2. Following a similar procedure as before,

we can express the slow-roll parameters in terms of the number of e-folds N , such that,

εV = M2
Pl

2f 2
sin2(ϕ/f)

[1 + cos(ϕ/f)]2
= M2

Pl

2f 2
1

eNM
2
Pl/f

2 − 1
(2.39)

ηV = −M
2
Pl

f 2
cos(ϕ/f)

1 + cos(ϕ/f) = −M
2
Pl

2f 2
eNM

2
Pl/f

2 − 2
eNM

2
Pl/f

2 − 1
(2.40)

Thus, the scalar spectral index and the tensor-to-scalar ratio, in the slow-roll approximation,

read from (1.150),

nS − 1 ≈ −M
2
Pl

f 2

(
eNM

2
Pl/f

2 + 1
eNM

2
Pl/f

2 − 1

)
(2.41a)

nT ≈ −
M2

Pl

f 2

( 1
eNM

2
Pl/f

2 − 1

)
(2.41b)

r ≈ 8M2
Pl

f 2

( 1
eNM

2
Pl/f

2 − 1

)
. (2.41c)

Moreover, we can rewrite r in terms of ns, in order to have the representation in the (r, ns)

plane,

r(ns) ≈ 4
(

1− ns −
M2

Pl

f 2

)
. (2.42)
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Let us analyze if any change is induced by f(R, T ) gravity to this model. The corrected

slow–roll parameters can be computed following the same recipe as before, which gives

ε̃V = M2
Pl

2(1 + 2α)f 2
sin2(ϕ/f)

[1 + cos(ϕ/f)]2
= M2

Pl

2(1 + 2α)f 2
1

e
ÑM2

Pl
(1+2α)f2 − 1

(2.43)

η̃V = − M2
Pl

(1 + 2α)f 2
cos(ϕ/f)

1 + cos(ϕ/f) = − M2
Pl

2(1 + 2α)f 2
e

ÑM2
Pl

(1+2α)f2 − 2

e
ÑM2

Pl
(1+2α)f2 − 1

(2.44)

With this, the spectral indices read,

nS − 1 ≈ − M2
Pl

(1 + 2α)f 2

e
ÑM2

Pl
(1+2α)f2 + 1

e
ÑM2

Pl
(1+2α)f2 − 1

 (2.45a)

nT ≈ −
M2

Pl

(1 + 2α)f 2

 1

e
ÑM2

Pl
(1+2α)f2 − 1

 (2.45b)

r ≈ 8M2
Pl

(1 + 2α)f 2

 1

e
ÑM2

Pl
(1+2α)f2 − 1

. (2.45c)

From the above expressions we can solve Ñ in terms of nS and obtain the representation in

the (r, nS) plane, which reads,

r(nS) = 4
(

1− nS −
M2

Pl

(1 + 2α)f 2

)
. (2.46)

It is evident that in Natural inflation there is a non-trivial modification to the values of

the inflationary quantities due to the action of f(R, T ) gravity. We can summarize all

the α contribution to the spectral indices and slow–roll parameters as a correction to the

mass scale f , i.e., f →
√

1 + 2αf , which could change the constraints on the value of f

from CMB measurements. This modification can also be understood, as in the previous

subsection, from the argument of the effective potential (2.25). This type of shift in the

mass scale due to f(R, T ) gravity will appear in many other similar inflation theories. For

instance, the quartic Hilltop inflationary model, presented in [76], considers a potential of
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the form,

V (ϕ) = Λ4

1−
(
ϕ

µ4

)4

+ . . .

 (2.47)

where the dots indicate higher-order terms that can be neglected during inflation, and µ4

is the mass scale that characterizes the inflaton vacuum expectation value, i.e., µ4 ∼ 〈ϕ〉.

From the previous analysis of Natural inflation, it is straightforward to show that the action

of f(R, T ) can be summarized as a correction to the mass scale given by µ4 →
√

1 + 2αµ4.

The scalar spectral index and the tensor-to-scalar ratio for the quartic Hilltop model are

given, according to [77], by the following expressions

nS − 1 ≈ − 3
Nt

[
Z

Z − 1

]
(2.48a)

r ≈ 128M8
Pl[4NtP (Z)]3

µ8
4[2(1− ZP (Z))]2 = 8

3(1− nS)P (Z), (2.48b)

where Nt is the total number of e-folds during inflation, such that

Nt = N + µ2
4

4M2
Pl

(2.49)

where N is the number of e-folds after the cosmological scales exit the horizon until the

end of inflation, and also

Z = 16N2
t

M4
Pl

µ4
4
, P (Z) = 1−

√
1− 1

Z
. (2.50)

By applying the same reasoning as in the previous cases, it is not difficult to prove that

when f(R, T ) gravity is considered, the induced changes to (2.48) can be expressed as a

modification to Z,

Z → Z̃ = 16Ñ2
t

(1 + 2α)2
M4

Pl

µ4
4
, (2.51)

where Ñt = Ñ + [(1 + 2α)(µ2
4)]/(4M2

Pl). Thus, in quartic Hilltop inflation, the action

of f(R, T ) gravity reduces to a modification of the parameter µ4, as expected from the

analysis of the effective potential defined in (2.25). In practice, these corrections to f and

µ4 do not modify the shape of the curves in the (nS, r) plane, as it can be seen from Fig. 2.3.
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FIGURE 2.1. The solid black lines show the potential of the original Natu-
ral/quartic Hilltop inflationary models. In dotted colored lines we have the effective
potential, i.e. (2.25), for different values of α.

However, the values of f and µ4 needed to span some region within the (nS, r) plane will

be different for a non-zero value of α. As an example, we show in Table 2.1 a comparison

between the parameters range considered in the analysis of inflationary models done by the

Planck collaboration [37], and how they change as we increase the value of α. In order to

span some fixed region in the (nS, r) plane, the accepted range for µ4 changes as we modify

the value of α.

α Natural Inflation Quartic Hilltop Inflation
0 0.30 < log10(f/MPl) < 2.50 −2.00 < log10(µ4/MPl) < 2.00
1 0.06 < log10(f/MPl) < 2.26 −2.24 < log10(µ4/MPl) < 1.76
5 −0.22 < log10(f/MPl) < 1.97 −2.52 < log10(µ4/MPl) < 1.48
10 −0.36 < log10(f/MPl) < 1.84 −2.66 < log10(µ4/MPl) < 1.34
20 −0.51 < log10(f/MPl) < 1.69 −2.81 < log10(µ4/MPl) < 1.19

TABLE 2.1. Some examples for the parameter range of Natural/quartic Hilltop in-
flationary models considering different values of α. The α = 0 cases are the ranges
provided in Planck 2018 results [37] to successfully span the (nS, r) plane within
the intervals r ∈ [0, 0.2] and nS ∈ [0.93, 1.00]. Natural inflation is strongly disfa-
vored by the data. However, for quartic Hilltop inflation, the corrected constraint
of µ4 to be within the 95% CL region is given by (2.52).

In particular, Natural inflation is strongly disfavored by the Planck 2018 data, and we reach

the same conclusion with the contribution of f(R, T ) gravity. On the contrary, quartic
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Hilltop inflation provides a good fit with the data as long as the value of µ4 is constrained

to log10(µ4/MPl) > 1 at 95% CL. Therefore, the contribution of f(R, T ) gravity provides

the following constraint for µ4 and α in order to fit the data of Planck 2018,

log10(µ4/MPl) > 1− 1
2 log10(1 + 2α). (2.52)

In general, a higher value of α will decrease the constraint on µ4. This fact could have

some important consequences for the interpretation of µ4. As it can be seen from equa-

tion (2.52) and as it has been established in previous works, the inflaton vev in the quartic

Hilltop model should be super–Planckian, i.e. µ4 > 10MPl, to fit the cosmological data.

Nevertheless, for values of α > 50, this is no longer a requirement and actually arises the

possibility that µ4 ∼ MPl or even µ4 ≤ MPl. For instance, if Ñ ∼ 55, µ4 ∼ MPl and

α ∼ 100, we have nS ∼ 0.9631 and r ∼ 0.012, which are in good agreement with the

Planck constraints. This kind of corrections could modify the interpretation of the Hilltop

model and improve its behavior at the quantum level since it is known that super-Planckian

values for the inflaton are problematic from the point of view of particle physics and effec-

tive field theory [78], [79].

In Fig. 2.1 it can be seen how the shape of effective potential for Natural and Quartic

Hilltop Inflation is modified depending on different values of the parameter α. In the case

of Natural Inflation, the position of the minimum of the potential is shifted to greater values

of ϕ̄/f as the value of α increases. Additionally, the height of the plateau in the Hilltop

inflationary model is also shifted by changing the value of α.

2.3.3. Starobinsky Inflation

The last example we are going to address will be the Starobinsky inflation. The origin lies

in Starobinsky’s seminal investigations in the early eighties [3]. In this model, the standard

Einstein–Hilbert action includes a R2 term,

S = 1
2κ

∫ (
R + R2

6M2

)
√
−g d4x , (2.53)
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where M is a constant. It is well-known that this model can be recast, by a conformal

transformation to the Einstein frame, into a scalar field minimally coupled to gravity [80],

[81], i.e., the standard Einstein gravity with a canonically normalized scalar field, χ, and a

potential of the form [40]

V (χ) = 3M2M2
Pl

4

(
1− e−

√
2/3 χ

MPl

)2
. (2.54)

Therefore, interpreting the field χ as our inflaton (also known as a scalaron), we can com-

pute the slow-roll parameters from (1.88) and (1.90),

εV = 4
3

e2y

(1− ey)2 , ηV = 4
3

(ey − 2e2y)
(1− ey)2 , y = −

√
2
3
χ

MPl
.

The number of e–folds can be approximated by calculating the integral (1.91), such that

N ≈ 3
4e
−y = 3

4e
√

2
3

χ
MPl (2.55)

Thus, the slow–roll parameters can be written as,

εV = 12
(3− 4N)2 ≈

3
4N2 (2.56a)

ηV = −8(2N − 3)
(3− 4N)2 ≈ −

1
N
, (2.56b)

wherein each approximation we kept the dominant contributions for large N. Considering

the last expressions, we obtain the well-known predictions of the scalar spectral index and

the tensor-to-scalar ratio from the Starobinsky model [40],

nS ≈ 1− 2
N

(2.57a)

r ≈ 12
N2 = 3(1− nS)2 (2.57b)

where we used that |εV| � |ηV| for large N . The Starobinsky model has regained inter-

est in recent years since its predictions seem to be in good agreement with the last CMB

measurements from the Planck collaboration [37], but also because it was found a connec-

tion between this model and inflation triggered by a Higgs boson non–minimally coupled
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to gravity [82], [83]. As a consequence, many extensions of the Starobinsky model, like

non-local modifications or the inclusion of higher order terms, are currently investigated

[84]–[88].

A simple question immediately arises: Is it possible to apply f(R, T ) gravity to Starobin-

sky inflation? At first glance, in the Jordan frame, i.e., the action (2.53), the model does

not consider any matter field, so the trace T is identically zero. Nevertheless, once we are

in the Einstein frame, we could apply the prescription of f(R, T ) gravity and add a term

proportional to the trace of the energy-momentum tensor formed by the inflaton/scalaron.

With this procedure, we can follow the previous analysis and compute the corrections to

the cosmological parameters due to the additional contribution coming from α.

To start, we can analyze the corresponding effective potential for the Starobinsky model,

which is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. From the plot, we can observe that the value of α modifies

the height of the potential plateau, which can be interpreted as the vacuum energy V0 that

dominates the inflation dynamics (for χ� 1),

V0 = 3
4M

2
PlM

2(1 + 4α). (2.58)

The slow-roll parameters can be obtained following the standard procedure, and they read

ε̃V = 4
3

e2y

(1 + 2α)(1− ey)2 = 12(1 + 2α)
[3(1 + 2α)− 4Ñ ]2

≈ 3(1 + 2α)
4Ñ2

(2.59a)

η̃V = 4
3

(ey − 2e2y)
(1 + 2α)(1− ey)2 = −8[2Ñ − 3(1 + 2α)]

[3(1 + 2α)− 4Ñ ]2
≈ − 1

Ñ
, (2.59b)

where Ñ is the number of e–folds till the end of inflation, and we kept the contributions

from large N as long as α � N . Therefore, using these slow-roll parameters, we can
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FIGURE 2.2. The solid black line shows the original potential in the Einstein frame
for Starobinsky inflation. The dotted colored lines illustrate the effective potential
for different values of α.

compute the corrected spectral indices and the tensor-to-scalar ratio,

nS ≈ 1− 2
Ñ

(2.60a)

nT ≈ −
3(1 + 2α)

2Ñ2
(2.60b)

r ≈ 12(1 + 2α)
Ñ2

= 3(1 + 2α)(1− nS)2. (2.60c)

For example, Ñ = 55 and α = 1 we have nS = 0.9636, nT = −0.0015 and r = 0.012 (if

α = 0, nT = −0.0004 and r = 0.004). To understand how α modifies the trajectories, we

plot some examples on the (nS, r) plane, including other models, as is illustrated in Fig.

2.3.

Thus, in general, the contribution from f(R, T ) gravity will only modify the tensor spectral

index’s value and the tensor-to-scalar ratio when comparing it to the standard Starobinsky

inflation. For positive values of α, the amount of primordial gravitational waves produced

during inflation will increase. Hence, if future measurements of the B-modes of the CMB

constrain r or nT to values quite different than the predictions of the Starobinsky model,
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FIGURE 2.3. Marginalized joint 68% (dotted) and 95% (solid) CL regions for nS
and r at k = 0.002 Mpc−1 from Planck 2018 data release [37]. We shown the
prediction of some selected models and in some cases also the corrections due to
f(R, T ) gravity are included. We consider that Ñ is the number of e–folds until
the end of inflation, according to the modified model, i.e. α 6= 0.

these modifications due to f(R, T ) gravity could stand as a viable model. Conversely,

for negative values of α, the magnitude of r will decrease with respect to the standard

prediction. Considering the previous example, for nS = 0.9636 and α = −1/3, we have

r = 0.001 (compared with r = 0.004 if α = 0). It should be noted, however, that the

negative values of α are bounded from below in order to ensure a well behavior of the

physical parameters, i.e. −1/2 < α. Thus, we can set a bound on the allowed values of

α such that the resulting r and nS are in good agreement with the measurement of Planck,

and it is given by

− 0.5 < α < 5.54. (2.61)

These are some of the simplest and most popular models, but they are not the only ones.

For a comprehensive and extensive compendium of different inflationary models, see [89].
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2.4. A brief analysis on models with higher order powers of T

In this thesis we have considered, the simplest minimal coupling between matter and grav-

ity, i.e., f(R, T ) = R + 2καT . However, it is worth wondering how difficult it is to

address a more complex interaction. For instance, let us consider a function of the form

f∗(R, T ) = R + 2κ(αT + βT 2). Using (2.4), the equations of motion for this model can

be expressed as in (2.6), with an effective energy–momentum tensor given by,

T (eff*)
µν = Tµν − 2(α + 2βT )(Tµν + Θµν) + (αT + βT 2)gµν . (2.62)

This is, again, a diagonal tensor, but now with the following components,

T
(eff*)
00 = ϕ̇2

2 (1 + 2α + 6βϕ̇2 − 16βV ) + V (1 + 4α− 16βV )

≡ ρ(eff*)
ϕ , (2.63)

T
(eff*)
ij =

(
ϕ̇2

2 (1 + 2α + 2βϕ̇2 − 16βV )− V (1 + 4α− 16βV )
)
gij

≡ p(eff*)
ϕ . (2.64)

We can notice that in this example a cross term appears, e.g., ϕ̇2V , in addition to higher

order terms like ϕ̇4 or V 2. Following a similar procedure as we did with the simplest

case, we can write the Friedmann equations in their standard fashion, e.g., (2.14a), (2.14a),

(2.14c), by doing ρϕ → ρ(eff*)
ϕ and pϕ → p(eff*)

ϕ . Hence, we can define the first slow-roll

parameter,

ε̃∗ = − Ḣ

H2

= 3ϕ̇2[1 + 2α + 4β(ϕ̇2 − 4V )]
2V (1 + 4α− 16βV ) + (1 + 2α− 16βV )ϕ̇2 + 6βϕ̇4 . (2.65)

If we impose the slow-roll condition as ε̃∗ � 1, it would reduce to something of the form,

ϕ̇2(1 + 2α− 16βV + 3βϕ̇2)� V (1 + 4α− 16βV ). (2.66)
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Furthermore, by following the same treatment as before, we can obtain the modified Klein-

Gordon equation, which reads

ϕ̈[1 + 2α− 16βV + 12βϕ̇2] + V,ϕ[1 + 4α− 32βV + 8βϕ̇2]

+ 3Hϕ̇[1 + 2α− 16βV + 4βϕ̇2] = 0. (2.67)

As we can observe, all the contributions proportional to β have crossed or higher order

terms, and more important, the coefficients of these crossed terms are different at each

stage, e.g., the terms 3βϕ̇4 and βϕ̇4 in (2.63),(2.64), respectively. Another difficulty can be

noticed when we try to define the second slow-roll parameter, because when we derive ε̃∗

we obtain,

˙̃ε∗ = 2Hε̃∗
(
ε̃∗ + ϕ̈

Hϕ̇

)
− 4ϕ̇2β(2V,ϕ − ϕ̇ϕ̈)

H2 . (2.68)

Then, the second slow-roll parameter is not of the form η ∼ ϕ̈
Hϕ̇

, and the condition η � 1

cannot be used to simplify the expression of ε̃∗ in order to construct a simpler slow-roll

parameter that depends only on the potential and its derivative, i.e., ε̃V ∗. As a consequence,

the slow-roll analysis becomes much more difficult to do in these kind of models, as we

cannot easily neglect terms to define more tractable parameters.

In summary, since the inclusion of higher order terms of T introduces major corrections on

the definition of cosmological parameters, and therefore on the predictions of inflationary

models, the study of this type of theories is quite well motivated. However, as it is beyond

the scope of this work, we expect to address these issues in future research.
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We studied in the last chapter how General Relativity can be modified by adding additional

terms to the Einstein-Hilbert action. However, this is not the only kind of modification that

we can have. One of the first generalizations of GR was developed by Élie Cartan [13],

who added the contributions from affine torsion to the gravitational interaction, extending

the entire Riemannian geometry. Here, we found how a bosonic object can be a source of

torsion and be considered the source of inflation.

3.1. Introduction to Einstein-Cartan Gravity

3.1.1. The concept of Vielbien

According to the Equivalence Principle, we can always choose a coordinate system where

the spacetime looks locally as Minkowski. In general, we can implement this choice by

specifying the vielbein eaµ(x) as,

gµν(x) = eaµ(x)ηabebν(x), (3.1)

where ηab is the Minkowski metric. Latin characters will denote Lorentz indices and greek

characters will denote spacetime indices. Given a metric in D dimensions, the choice of

the vielbein is not unique: All the equivalent choices are related as

e′aµ(x) = Λa
b(x)ebµ(x), (3.2)

where Λa
b(x) ∈ SO(1, D− 1). Additionally, the vielbein field transform as a 1-form under

general coordinate transformations,

e′aµ(x′) = ∂xν

∂x′µ
eaν(x). (3.3)

If det
(
eaµ
)
6= 0, there exist an inverse vielbein field Eµ

a such that Eµ
ae
b
µ = δab and Eµ

ae
a
ν =

δµν . The inverse vielbein transforms in a similar way,

E ′µa(x) = Λb
a(x)Eµ

b, E ′µa (x′) = ∂x′µ

∂xν
Eν

a(x). (3.4)
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By using the inverse vielbein, we can invert the relationship between gµν and ηab,

Eµ
a(x)gµν(x)Eν

b(x) = ηab. (3.5)

The components of the vielbein and the inverse vielbein can be used to construct a new

basis for the vector space Ωp(M) of differential forms and its tangent space, respectively,

as follows,

ea = eaµ dxµ , Ea = Eµ
a∂µ. (3.6)

3.1.2. p-forms and connections

It will be useful to define the concept of a differential p-form, which is a completely (0, p)

anti-symmetric tensor which lies on the p-th exterior power of the cotangent space of a

manifoldM. We can construct a basis of p-forms using the wedge product ∧, defined as

dxµ1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxµp = ∑
σ(−1)|σ| dxσ(µ1) ⊗ . . . ⊗ dxσ(µp) with σ denoting the permutation

of indices. Hence, the wedge product defines a basis of the vector space of the differential

p-forms overM, denoted by Ωp(M), in such a way that any element of this vector space,

i.e., α ∈ Ωp(M), can be written as α = (p!)−1αµ1...µp dxµ1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxµp .

In order to define covariant derivatives under local Lorentz transformations, we can in-

troduce a gauge connection, called the Lorentz connection 1-form, denoted by ωab(x) =

ωabµ(x) dxµ, which transforms under SO(1, D − 1) as

ωab → ω′ab = Λa
cω

c
dΛd

b + Λa
b d(Λc

d) , (3.7)

where the the exterior derivative is defined as dα = (p!)−1∂ραµ1...µp dxρ∧dxµ1∧ . . .∧dxµp

when acting on a p-form α. Therefore, we can define the exterior covariant derivative with

respect to the Lorentz connection 1-form as a map ∇ : Ωp(M) → Ωp+1(M) acting on a

(p, q)−rank Lorentz tensor Aa1...ap
b1...bq ∈ Ωp(M), as follows

∇Aa1...ap
b1...bq = dAa1...ap

b1...bq + ωa1
c1 ∧ A

c1...ap
b1...bq + . . .+ ωapcp ∧ A

a1...cp
b1...bq

− ωc1
b1 ∧ A

a1...ap
c1...bq − . . .− ω

cq
bq
∧ Aa1...ap

b1...cq , (3.8)
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3.1.3. Curvature and Torsion 2-forms

Thus, the exterior covariant derivative transforms covariantly under local Lorentz transfor-

mations. Cartan noticed that the vielbein and the Lorentz connection 1-form could be used

to define two essential objects in the context of gravitation: The curvature (Ra
b) and torsion

(T a) 2-forms, which can be expressed in terms of ea and ωab through the Cartan’s structure

equations,

Ra
b = dωab + ωac ∧ ωcb = 1

2R
a
bcde

c ∧ ed = 1
2R

a
bµν dxµ ∧ dxν , (3.9)

T a = ∇ea = dea + ωab ∧ eb = 1
2T

a
bce

b ∧ ec = 1
2T

a
µν dxµ ∧ dxν . (3.10)

By using the definition of the covariant derivative, it can be shown that these objects satisfy

the following Bianchi identities,

∇Ra
b = 0, ∇T a = Ra

b ∧ eb. (3.11)

These two objects, the curvature and torsion, are essential within the framework of Car-

tan’s theory of gravity as they encode the dynamics of the fundamental fields ea and ωab.

Furthermore, from (3.9) we can obtain an expression for the Riemann curvature tensor,

Rα
βµν = E α

a e
b
βR

a
bµν and from (3.10) we can define the torsion tensor as Tαµν = E α

a T
a
µν .

It is well known that the difference between two connections is a tensor, as we discussed

during the derivation of the Einstein field equations (δΓαβγ transform as a tensor). There-

fore, we can define the Levi-Civita connection, denoted by ω̃ab, as a torsionless connection,

dea + ω̃ab ∧ eb = 0. (3.12)

Then, we can construct the contorsion 1-form Ka
b as the difference between the Lorentz

and the Levi-Civita connections,

Ka
b = ωab − ω̃ab. (3.13)
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Hence, we can decompose the curvature 2-form in a torsionless part plus a torsionful con-

tribution,

Ra
b = R̃a

b + ∇̃Ka
b +Ka

c ∧Kc
b, (3.14)

where R̃a
b = dωab + ω̃ab ∧ ω̃cb and ∇̃Ka

b = dKa
b + ω̃ac ∧ Kc

b − ω̃cb ∧ Ka
c. Moreover,

we can also rewrite the torsion 2-form as T a = Ka
b ∧ eb. The Levi-Civita connection is

determined by two conditions: The metricity condition (that implies ωab = −ωba) and the

absence of torsion (T a = 0). As a consequence of the latter, the torsion tensor becomes

T µαβ = (1/2)(Γµαβ − Γµβα) = 0, and then, when torsion vanishes, the Christoffel symbols

are symmetric in their lower indices.

3.1.4. Einstein-Cartan Gravity

The 4D full Einstein-Cartan theory of gravity can be described by the action

S[ea, ωab,Ψ] = 1
2κ

∫
?(ea ∧ ea) ∧

(
Rab − Λ

6 e
a ∧ eb

)
+
∫
Lmatter[ea, ωab,Ψ] (3.15)

where the Hodge dual is ?(ea1 ∧ . . . ∧ eap) = [(D − p)!]−1εa1...ap
ap+1...aD

eap+1 ∧ . . . ∧ eaD ,

Ψ describes matter fields, Λ is a cosmological constant and R = Rab
ab is the Ricci scalar.

The first term is the Einstein-Hilbert action from GR. Thus, we can variate the action with

respect to ea, ωab and Ψ, obtaining the following field equations, respectively

εabcd

(
Rbc − Λ

3 e
b ∧ ec

)
∧ ed = 2κτa, (3.16a)

εabcdT
c ∧ ed = κσab, (3.16b)

δLmatter

δΨ = 0, (3.16c)

where τa ≡ δLmatter
δea

is the energy-momentum 3-form (the source of curvature), σab ≡ 2 δLmatter
δωab

is the spin density 3-form (the source of torsion) and the last line gives the equation of

motion for the matter fields.
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3.2. Bosonic 0-form coupled with gravity

According to the work of Alfaro & Riquelme [90], a bosonic field composed by a (p− 1)-

form and coupled to the spin connection of the Einstein-Cartan theory of gravity can be-

come a non-trivial source of spacetime torsion and can provide new insights in the analysis

of cosmic inflation. In particular, we will consider the action of gravity in the Einstein-

Cartan formalism in the absence of a cosmological constant, given by Eq. (3.15), in the

case p = 1 and with a matter Lagrangian of the form

Lmatter = −1
2 ? (∇φa) ∧ (∇φa), (3.17)

where φa is a SO(1,3)-valued 0-form, and the exterior covariant derivative is∇ = d+[ω, ],

while d is the exterior derivative operator. The Einstein field equations given by Eq. (3.16a)

becomes,

? Rab ∧ eb = −κ ? τa (3.18)

where the energy-momentum 3-form, τa is given by,

? τi[e, ω, φ] = 1
2Fai ? F

a − 1
4Fabε

b
fgiF

a ∧ ef ∧ eg (3.19)

where we defined F a ≡ ∇φa = dφa+ωabφb. Additionally, the matter field has an associated

spin-torsion current 3-form, given by

? σab[e, ω, φ] = − ? F[aφb] = −1
2

(
? (∇φa)φb − ?(∇φb)φa

)
. (3.20)

These both quantities satisfy on-shell conservation laws according to,

δsymS[e, ω, φ] =
∫ (

? τa ∧ δea + ?σab ∧ δωab
)

= 0 (3.21)

such that δsym could correspond to the Euclidean symmetry, i.e., δEea = δε ba eb, δEω
ab =

−∇δεab; or to the diffeomorphism symmetry, i.e., δdiffe
a = −Lξea and δdiffω

ab = −Lξωab,

where Lξ stands for the Lie derivative. In the latter case, the conservation laws reduce to,

∇αT αχ + T αβT βαχ + SλαβR
αβ
λχ = 0, (3.22)
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where Tαβγ is the torsion tensor, Rα
βγδ is the Riemann tensor, T αβ and Sλαβ are the energy-

momentum tensor and the spin tensor, respectively, defined as

T ik = ?(ei ∧ ?τk) (3.23)

Sijk = ?(ei ∧ ?σjk) (3.24)

The absence of spin and torsion in (3.22) reduces the conservation laws to the standard

divergence-free energy-momentum tensor of general relativity. On the other hand, the

equation of motion of the field φa is given by the variation of the action with respect to

the field, i.e., (3.16c), and reads

∇ ? F a = ∇ ?∇φa = 0, (3.25)

which can be interpreted as a generalization of the Klein-Gordon equation for the 0-form

field. By combining Eq. (3.10) with (3.16b), we obtain the following expression,

∇ ? (ea ∧ eb) = −2κ ? σab, (3.26)

and as we can write the torsion 2-form in terms of the contorsion, i.e., T a = Ka
b ∧ eb, Eq.

(3.16b) can also be written as,

1
2ε

cd
ab K f

c ∧ ef ∧ ed = −κ ? σab = −κ ? σ̃ab + κ

2

(
? (K f

a φf )φb − ?(K
f
b φf )φa

)
, (3.27)

where we defined the torsionless contribution to τab as follows,

? σ̃ab ≡ −
1
2

(
? (∇̃φa)φb − ?(∇̃φb)φa

)
, (3.28)

and where (̃·) will stand for Riemannian quantities that depend only on the torsion-free

Levi-Civita spin connection ω̃ab. On the other hand, according to Ref. [90], the matter ac-

tion can also be decomposed in a torsion-free part and other contribution due to interactions
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of the φa field,

Smatter[e, ω, φ] = −1
2

∫
?(∇φa) ∧ (∇φa) = −1

2

∫
?F̃a ∧ F̃ a + 1

2κ

∫
?(ea ∧ eb) ∧Ka

d ∧Kdb

+ 1
2

∫
?K f

a ∧Ka
d φfφ

d (3.29)

By taking the Hodge dual to Eq. (3.27), such that ? ? ωp = (−1)p(n−p)ωp, we get

1
2εabcdKclj εijld −

κ

2{Kaliφbφl −Kbliφaφl} − κτabi = 0, (3.30)

where (? ? τ̃ab )iei ≡ τabi e
i, Kabi = −Kbai and τabi = −τbai . Let us consider the fol-

lowing notation: Let Aijk...rst be a generic tensor field. From now on we will call it

Aijk...rst ≡ A(i, j, k, . . . , r, s, t). In this manner we will shorten the notation for objects

like Aijk...rstϕi ≡ A(ϕ, j, k, . . . , r, s, t) where ϕi ≡ ϕ(i) is a generic vector field. There-

fore, the equation (3.30) becomes,

1
2K(φ, a, i)φ(b)κ− 1

2K(φ, b, i)φ(a)κ+ 1
2K(a, i, b)− 1

2K(a, l, l)d(b, i)

− 1
2K(b, i, a) + 1

2K(b, l, l)d(a, i) = κτ(a, b, i), (3.31)

where we also denote d(a, b) ≡ δab . The explicit solution of the above algebraic equation

for the contorsion reads,

K(a, b, i) = κτ(a, b, i) + κτ(a, i, b)− κτ(b, i, a) + κ2φ(i)τ(a, b, φ)

+ κ2

[1− κφ2]

{
φ(a)τ(φ, b, i) + φ(a)τ(φ, i, b)− φ(b)τ(φ, a, i)− φ(b)τ(φ, i, a)

}

+ 2κ
[2− κφ2]d(b, i)

{
κτ(φ, a, φ)− κ[2− κ2φ4]

[1− κφ2][2 + κφ2]φ(a)τ(φ, l, l)− [1− κφ2]τ(a, l, l)
}

− 2κ
[2− κφ2]d(a, i)

{
κτ(φ, b, φ)− κ[2− κ2φ4]

[1− κφ2][2 + κφ2]φ(b)τ(φ, l, l)− [1− κφ2]τ(b, l, l)
}

+ κ2

[2− κφ2]φ(b)φ(i)
{

κ2φ2

[1− κφ2]τ(φ, a, φ)− 2τ(a, l, l)
}

− κ2

[2− κφ2]φ(a)φ(i)
{

κ2φ2

[1− κφ2]τ(φ, b, φ)− 2τ(b, l, l)
}
. (3.32)
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In summary, the full gravitational action is given by,

Stotal[e, ω̃, φ] = − 1
2κ

∫
?(ea ∧ eb) ∧ R̃ab − 1

2

∫
?F̃a ∧ F̃ a + 1

2κ

∫
?(ea ∧ eb) ∧Ka

d ∧Kdb

+ 1
2

∫
?K f

a ∧Ka
d φfφ

d

= SG[e, ω̃] + SM[e, ω̃, φ] + Sint[e, ω̃, φ], (3.33)

The first two terms are Riemannian. The other two are torsional contributions which depend

upon the contorsion one-form and through (3.32) they generate a highly non-trivial (self)-

interaction potential for the φa field. In fact, the interactive part of the action, namely,

Sint[e, ω̃, φ] = 1
2κ

∫
?(ea ∧ eb) ∧Ka

d ∧Kdb + 1
2

∫
?K f

a ∧Ka
d φfφ

d (3.34)

produces, at least at first order in κ, an interaction lagrangian given by,

L(1)
int = κτ b

ab τ
ac
c −

1
2κτabcτ

abc + κτabcτ
bca

= −1
2κφ

µφνD̃µφνD̃ρφ
ρ + 1

2κφ
µφνD̃µφ

ρD̃ρφν + 1
4κφ

µφνD̃ρφµD̃
ρφν

+ 1
4κφ

2D̃µφ
µD̃νφ

ν − 1
4κφ

2D̃µφνD̃
µφν − 1

4κφ
2D̃µφνD̃

νφµ, (3.35)

3.3. A bosonic 0-form as the Inflaton

Let us consider that this bosonic 0-form previously discussed will be the inflaton field

at the primordial epoch. The interaction part of the action can be enclosed in a certain

potential V (a, φ). Thus, the action can be written as a combination between the torsion-

free gravitational action and the matter action as follows,

S = SG + Smatter, (3.36)

where all the torsional contributions are enclosed in the potential such that,

Smatter =
∫

d4x
√
−gLm =

∫
d4x
√
−g
(1

2D̃µφνD̃
µφν − V (a, φµ)

)
. (3.37)
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In this action D̃µφν = ∂µφν − Γ̃σµνφσ, is the covariant derivative, such that Γ̃σµν are the

components of the Christoffel symbols in torsion-less general relativity. We can expand

them as,

D̃µφν = ∂µφν − Γ̃σµνφσ = ∂µφν − Γ̃0
µνφ0 − Γ̃iµνφi (3.38)

where Greek indices (µ,ν,σ,. . .) are reserved to 4D spacetime components, while Latin

indices (i, j, k,. . .) refer to 3D spatial components. The non-zero Christoffel symbols for

the FLRW metric, i.e., gµν = diag(1,−a2,−a2,−a2), are given by

Γ̃i0j = Hδij, Γ̃0
ij = a2Hδij. (3.39)

Thus, the matter Lagrangian can be expanded as follows,

Lm = 1
2g

µαgνβ(D̃µφν)(D̃αφβ)− V (a, φµ)

= 1
2g

00gνβ(D̃0φν)(D̃0φβ) + 1
2g

ijgνβ(D̃iφν)(D̃jφβ)− V (a, φµ)

The temporal and spatial components of the covariant derivatives are decomposed as,

D̃0φν = ∂0φν − Γ̃0
0νφ0 − Γ̃i0νφi = ∂0φν − Γ̃i0νφi (3.40)

D̃iφν = ∂iφν − Γ̃0
iνφ0 − Γ̃jiνφj = −Γ̃0

iνφ0 − Γ̃jiνφj (3.41)
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Therefore, inserting these expressions into the Lagrangian reads,

Lm = 1
2g

νβ(∂0φν − Γ̃i0νφi)(∂0φβ − Γ̃i0βφi)−
1

2a2 δ
ijgνβ(Γ̃0

iνφ0 + Γ̃liνφl)(Γ̃0
jβφ0 + Γ̃ljβφl)− V

= 1
2g

00(∂0φ0 − Γ̃i00φi)(∂0φ0 − Γ̃i00φi)−
1

2a2 δ
mn(∂0φm − Γ̃i0mφi)(∂0φn − Γ̃i0nφi)

− 1
2a2 δ

ijg00(Γ̃0
i0φ0 + Γ̃li0φl)(Γ̃0

j0φ0 + Γ̃lj0φl)

+ 1
2a4 δ

ijδmn(Γ̃0
imφ0 + Γ̃limφl)(Γ̃0

jnφ0 + Γ̃ljnφl)− V

= φ̇2
0

2 −
1

2a2 δ
mn
[
φ̇mφ̇n − Γ̃i0nφiφ̇m − Γ̃i0mφiφ̇n + Γ̃i0mΓ̃k0nφiφk

]
− 1

2a2 δ
ij
[
Γ̃li0φlΓ̃kj0φk

]
+ 1

2a4 δ
ijδmn

[
Γ̃0
imφ0Γ̃0

jnφ0
]
− V

= φ̇2
0

2 −
1

2a2 δ
mn
[
φ̇mφ̇n −Hδinφiφ̇m −Hδimφiφ̇n +H2δimδ

k
nφiφk

]
− 1

2a2 δ
ij[H2δliφlδ

k
jφk] + 1

2a4 δ
ijδmn

[
a4H2φ2

0δimδjn
]
− V

= φ̇2
0

2 −
1

2a2 δ
mn
[
φ̇mφ̇n −Hφnφ̇m −Hφmφ̇n + 2H2φmφn

]
+ 3

2a4

[
a4H2φ2

0

]
− V

= 1
2

[
φ̇2

0 −
φ̇iφ̇

i

a2

]
+ H

a2 φ̇iφ
i + H2

2

[
3φ2

0 − 2φiφ
i

a2

]
− V

Lm = 1
2

[
φ̇2

0 −
φ̇iφ̇

i

a2

]
+ ȧ

a3 φ̇iφ
i + ȧ2

2a2

[
3φ2

0 − 2φiφ
i

a2

]
− V

where we denoted φiφi = δijφiφj = ∑3
i=1 φ

2
i , and similarly for φ̇iφ̇i. We will consider

that the entire contribution to the potential V comes from Lint. By developing a similar

expansion in Eq. (3.35), we can show that

Lint = κH2
(

3φ2
0
φiφ

i

a2 −
9
2φ

4
0 −

(φiφi)2

4a4

)
+O

(
φaφ̇

aH, . . .
)

= −V, (3.42)

where we neglected mixed terms that coupled derivatives of fields with fields for simplicity.

As the Lagrangian is explicitly invariant under rotations of the φi field, we can introduce
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the following expansion,

φ1 = φra sin(θ) cos(ϕ) (3.43)

φ2 = φra sin(θ) sin(ϕ) (3.44)

φ3 = φra cos(θ) (3.45)

such that,

φ2
r ≡

φiφ
i

a2 . (3.46)

Thus, the kinetic term becomes,

φ̇iφ̇
i

a2 = φ̇2
r + φ2

r[θ̇2 + ϕ̇2 sin2(θ)−H2] + 2H φ̇iφ
i

a2 (3.47)

Therefore, the Lagrangian acquire the following form,

Lm = 1
2
[
φ̇2

0 − φ̇2
r − φ2

r(θ̇2 + ϕ̇2 sin2(θ) +H2) + 3H2φ2
0

]
− V (3.48)

Since ϕ is a cyclical coordinate, the canonical momenta related to the ϕ variable is con-

served,

pϕ = ∂Lm
∂ϕ̇

= −φ2
rϕ̇ ≡ ` = constant (3.49)

Thus, due to the explicit spherical symmetry, and without loss of generality, we can set the

coordinates in such a way that θ = π/2. Hence, the Lagrangian reduces to,

Lm = 1
2
[
φ̇2

0 − φ̇2
r

]
− v = 1

2GabΦ̇aΦ̇b − v(H,Φa), (3.50)

where

v = `2

2φ2
r

− 1
4

(
H

MPl

)2[
12φ2

0φ
2
r − 18φ4

0 − φ4
r

]
− H2

2 (3φ2
0 − φ2

r) (3.51)

Φa = (φ0, φr), (3.52)
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and the components of field-space metric are given by,

[Gab] =

1 0

0 −1

 (3.53)

Here, we can notice two critical features of this model: The first is that the field-space

metric is flat (actually is a 2D version of the Minkowski metric). The second feature is

that the potential v depends not only on the fields Φa, but the interaction terms also depend

on the Hubble parameter H . This coupling comes from the torsionful contribution of the

action and is the main consequence of considering the bosonic 0-form as the inflaton.

On the other hand, the components of the energy-momentum tensor can be computed in

the standard way, i.e., from Eq. (1.22),

Tµν = − 2√
−g

δ(√−gLm)
δgµν

= Gab∂µΦa∂νΦb − gµν
[1
2Gabg

ρσ∂ρΦa∂σΦb − v
]

(3.54)

We define the energy density, ρ, as the 00 component of Tµν ,

T00 = 1
2GabΦ̇aΦ̇b + v ≡ ρ (3.55)

and the isotropic pressure, P , as following,

Tij = −gij
[1
2GabΦ̇aΦ̇b − v

]
≡ −gijP (3.56)

The background equations of motion for the scalar fields can be obtained from the con-

tinuity equation, i.e, the ν = 0 component of the energy-momentum tensor conservation

T µν;µ = 0,

DtΦ̇a + 3HΦ̇a +Gabv,b = 0 (3.57)

where we define Dt as,

DtΦ̇a = dφ̇a
dt + Γ̄abcΦ̇bΦ̇c. (3.58)
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Since Gab is constant, the Christoffel symbols of the field-space metric, i.e., Γ̄abc, are iden-

tically zero, and the EoM becomes

Φ̈a + 3HΦ̇a + v,a = 0, (3.59)

which is fully consistent with the Klein-Gordon equation for the matter fields Φa that comes

from the Euler-Lagrange procedure in curved spacetime,

∂Lm
∂Φa

= 1√
−g

∂µ

(
√
−g ∂Lm

∂(∂µΦa)

)
. (3.60)

3.4. Two-Field Inflation and the Slow-Roll Approximation

3.4.1. Slow-Roll Conditions

Since the curvature contribution in Einstein-Cartan gravity reduces to the Einstein-Hilbert

action of GR, see Eq. (3.33), we can write the full action of the inflationary model as

follows,

S =
∫

d4x
√
−g
(
R

2κ + Lm
)

(3.61)

The variation of this action with respect to the metric gµν reduces to the Standard Einstein

Field equations,

Rµν −
1
2gµνR = κTµν , (3.62)

where Tµν is given by equation (3.54). We can combine the 00 and ij components of the

Field equations to find the Friedmann equations,

H2 = 8πG
3

[1
2Φ̇2 + v(H,Φa)

]
(3.63)

Ḣ = −4πGΦ̇2 (3.64)

where Φ̇2 = GabΦ̇aΦ̇b = φ̇2
0 − φ̇2

r . Replacing the expression of the effective potential, the

first Friedmann equation becomes,

H2 = 8πG
3

 1
2Φ̇2 + `2

2φ2
r

1 +M−4
Pl

(
φ2

0φ
2
r − 3

2φ
4
0 − 1

3φ
4
r

)
+M−2

Pl

(
φ2

0
2 −

φ2
r

6

)
 (3.65)
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In order to generalize the slow-roll approximation, we can define the first slow-roll param-

eter and, as usual, using the Friedmann and the Klein-Gordon equations,

ε ≡ − Ḣ

H2 =
8πG

2 Φ̇2

8πG
3

 1
2 Φ̇2+ `2

2φ2
r

1+M−4
Pl (φ2

0φ
2
r− 3

2φ
4
0−

1
3φ

4
r)+M−2

Pl

(
φ2

0
2 −

φ2
r

6

)
 (3.66)

Therefore, the slow-roll condition necessary for inflation to occur, i.e., ε� 1, becomes

Φ̇2 � `2

φ2
r

1
3f − 1 ∼

`2

φ2
r

1
f
, (3.67)

where f ≡ 1 +M−4
Pl

(
φ2

0φ
2
r − 3

2φ
4
0 − 1

3φ
4
r

)
+M−2

Pl

(
φ2

0
2 −

φ2
r

6

)
. Thus, H2 reduces to

H2 ≈ 8πG
3

 `2

2φ2
r

1 +M−4
Pl

(
φ2

0φ
2
r − 3

2φ
4
0 − 1

3φ
4
r

)
+M−2

Pl

(
φ2

0
2 −

φ2
r

6

)
 = 8πG

3 Veff (3.68)

The slow-roll condition becomes Φ̇2 � Veff when in the above equation we defined the

effective potential, sketched in Fig. 3.1, as

Veff ≈
`2

2φ2
r

1 +M−4
Pl

(
φ2

0φ
2
r − 3

2φ
4
0 − 1

3φ
4
r

)
+M−2

Pl

(
φ2

0
2 −

φ2
r

6

) (3.69)

3.4.2. Multifield Inflation Formalism

In order to analyze the second slow-roll parameter, we will use the geometrical convention

of Refs. [91] and [92] from now on. In this interpretation, we can consider the scalar fields

Φa as a coordinate of a real manifold M on which the metric Gab is defined. Thus, we

define a vector A = Aa in the tangent space TpM at a point p ∈M if it transforms asAa →

Āa = Xa
,bA

b, where the comma denotes differentiation with respect to the coordinates. On

the other hand, the cotangent space is the dual of the tangent space an its elements are linear

operators on the tangent space: ∗C : TpM → R, so CaAa is a scalar object. We can use

Gab to construct a cotangent vector from a tangent vector A, i.e., (A†) = AbGba. Besides,

with the metric we can introduce an inner product of two vectors and the corresponding
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FIGURE 3.1. Tridimensional plot of the effective potential Veff in terms of φ0 and
φr, and normalized by MPl.

norm,

A ·B = A†B = ATGB = AaGabB
b, |A| =

√
A ·A, (3.70)

while the Hermitian conjugate of a linear operator L : TpM→ TpM is defined by satisfy-

ing L† = G−1LTG. Thus, an Hermitian operator satisfies H† = H.

We can also define two different types of derivatives. The first one is the covariant derivative

on the manifold, that we will denote by∇bA
a = Aa,b+ΓabcAc when it is acting on a vector,

and ∇V = V,a when acting on a scalar. Conversely, we will define the covariant derivative

on spacetime dependent tangent vectors as DµAa = ∂µA
a + Γabc∂µφbAc. Then, since Φ is

the time-dependent scalar field background, we will denote the derivatives of Φ as,

Φ(1) = Φ̇ = dΦ
dt , Φ(n) = D(n−1)

t Φ̇ for n ≤ 2. (3.71)
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As the vectors Φ(1) (the velocity) and Φ(2) (the acceleration) do not point in the same

direction, we can generate a set of orthonormal unit vectors e1, . . . , en through a Gram-

Schmidt procedure from a vector Φ(n). By taking the projector P⊥0 = I, then,

Φ(n)
n =

∣∣∣P⊥n−1Φ(n)
∣∣∣, en = P⊥n−1Φ(n)

Φ(n)
n

, Pn = ene†n, P⊥n = I−
n∑
q=1

Pq. (3.72)

With all these considerations, we can write the slow-roll parameters as follows,

ε(Φ) ≡ − Ḣ

H2 , η(Φ) ≡ Φ(2)

H
∣∣∣Φ̇∣∣∣ . (3.73)

Consequently, we specify the components of the second slow-roll parameter in terms of the

unit vectors e1 and e1,

η‖ = e1 · η = (DtΦ̇) · Φ̇
H
∣∣∣Φ̇∣∣∣2 = Φ̈aΦ̇a

HΦ̇2
, η⊥ = e2 · η =

∣∣∣(DtΦ̇)⊥
∣∣∣

H
∣∣∣Φ̇∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣Φ̈⊥∣∣∣
H
∣∣∣Φ̇∣∣∣ , (3.74)

where in the last equalities we used that in our caseGab is a constant metric, soDt = d/dt .

In order to simplify the numerical analysis, we introduce the number of e-folds N as a new

time variable, i.e, dN = H dt, following the formalism developed in Ref. [93]. We will

denote (·)′ as the derivative with respect to N . Hence, the exact form of the first slow-roll

parameter can be written as,

ε = − Ḣ

H2 → ε(N) = −[ln(H)]′. (3.75)

As the time derivative of ε can be expressed as,

ε̇ = d
dt

(
− Ḣ

H2

)
= 2Ḣ

2

H3 −
Ḧ

H2 = 2ε2H + 8πGΦ̇aΦ̈a

H2 = 2εH(ε+ η‖), (3.76)

we can write η‖ in terms of N as follows,

η‖(N) = ε′(N)
2ε(N) − ε(N). (3.77)
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Furthermore, if we define ηN ≡ Φ′′ = η − ε e1, the equation of motion (3.57) becomes

Φ′ +∇† ln(Veff) = − ηN
3− ε. (3.78)

Therefore, the slow-roll condition now takes the form ε� 1 and
∣∣∣η‖∣∣∣� 1, and since in our

case we will naturally have
∣∣∣η⊥∣∣∣ ∼ 0, the above equation reduces to,

Φ′ = −∇† ln(Veff). (3.79)

Consequently, by solving the differential equation (3.79) for certain initial conditions, we

can find Φa(N). Thus, we can evaluate H(N) =
√
Veff/3M2

Pl and directly compute ε(N)

from Eq. (3.75), and then, η‖(N) from Eq. (3.77).

3.4.3. Numerical Analysis

To start, we will consider a well-known model to have a proper comparison with known

results. Let us consider the double quadratic potential V (χ1, χ2) = m2(χ2
1/2 + χ2

2/2) with

canonical kinetical terms, i.e., Gχ
ab = δab. By considering an initial condition such that

χ1(60) = χ2(60), we can solve the differential equation (3.79), reproducing the results of

Ref. [93], and obtaining the plot of Fig. 3.2. The value of N in the next plots represents

the number of e-folds before the end of inflation.

We observe that the slow-roll parameters for the double quadratic potential have a good

behavior during 50+ e-folds before the end of inflation, and the slow-roll conditions ε� 1

and
∣∣∣η‖∣∣∣ � 1 break precisely at the end of the inflationary epoch, just as we discussed in

previous models of inflation.

Now, we turn on the discussion of our inflationary model, described by an effective poten-

tial given by (3.69) and a space-field metric Gab = diag(1,−1). It is important to state

that the dynamics of the fields are highly dependent on the value of the initial conditions.

In fact, for several different combinations, the evolution of the fields and the inflationary

parameters are quite unstable and, in some cases, give negative or imaginary values for the

quantities. We found a special combination of initial conditions that bring well-behaved

dynamics to the fields, as we show in Fig. 3.4a. Both fields have an almost constant but
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N

FIGURE 3.2. The numerical solution for χ1,2 for the double quadratic potential in
the slow-roll approximation. Both fields have the same solution over 60 e-folds of
inflation.
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FIGURE 3.3. (A) The first slow-roll parameter for the double quadratic potential.
60 e-folds before the end of inflation the value of ε is quite small, increasing its
value at the final e-folds of inflation. (B) The second slow-roll parameter, which
has a similar behavior as ε, but the condition

∣∣∣η‖∣∣∣� 1 breaks earlier.

different value for several e-folds, and during the end of inflation, their values get closer to

each other. Moreover, due to this time evolution, we can guarantee the validity of the first

slow-roll condition for at least 55 e-folds, as it is shown in Fig. 3.4b.
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ϕr /MPl
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FIGURE 3.4. (A) Numerical solution for φ0 and φr, with initial conditions φ0(1) =
0.5MPl and φr = 0.7MPl. (B) The evolution of the slow-roll condition Φ̇2 � Veff.
As both fields basically do not vary over time, the kinetic part is almost negligible
at all times, except fo the final e-folds, when the value of the effective potential
plunges and the slow-roll condition tends to break.

Additionally, we can study the evolution of the slow-roll parameters. As it is shown in Fig.

3.5a, the value of ε is almost close to zero for several e-folds, except for the final period

of inflation, when the parameter breaks the condition ε � 1. On the other hand, in Fig.

3.5b, it can be seen how η‖ follows a similar evolution as ε, but with a higher value ( 0.3

over more than 55 e-folds). This model provides a strange behavior at the end of inflation,

similar to a phase transition between the extremely slow-roll epoch and the end of inflation.
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FIGURE 3.5. (A) The first slow-roll parameter for the bosonic 0-form inflaton
model. (B) The same plot for the second slow-roll parameter, which has a simi-
lar behavior as ε.
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Finally, in order to compare the results with the double quadratic potential with equal

masses, we show in Fig. 3.6a the trajectories of the fields on the manifold defined by

the metric Gab. Both trajectories are perfectly straight lines, which implies that η⊥ ∼ 0 in

both cases. Therefore, as it is well studied in the literature, this kind of inflationary model

produces only adiabatic scalar perturbations, and the multiple field effects are negligible.

On the other hand, in Fig. (3.6b), we show the evolution of the Hubble parameter in both

models. It is interesting that in our model, the value of H is practically constant for more

than 55 e-folds, in contrast to the double quadratic potential, where H changes in a log-

arithmic way over time. Another way to understand this effect is by proposing that the

torsionful contributions of a bosonic 0-form coupled to Einstein-Cartan gravity provide an

almost perfectly de Sitter evolution of the Universe during tens of e-folds.
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FIGURE 3.6. (A) Trajectories of fields φ1,2 on the space-field. In black, the double
quadratic potential (φ1,2 = χ1,2), and in red the bosonic 0-form coupled to EC
gravity (φ1,2 = φ0,r). (B) Evolution of the Hubble parameter for both models (in
blue the double quadratic potential and in red our model).
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3.5. Some remarks

In this section, we discussed certain cosmological properties of a mathematical object

called bosonic 0-form. In Ref. [90], some toy models were developed to understand how

this object can be considered as the source of torsion in the framework of Einstein-Cartan

gravity. Moreover, it was proposed the idea of considering this object as the inflaton field.

Here, in this thesis, we delve into this proposal by analyzing the properties of the bosonic

0-form in the inflationary context. It is clear, from Eq. (3.69), that this model provides a

specific effective potential for the inflaton field naturally, without any other requirements

rather than the minimal coupling with curvature in EC gravity, and it has a resemblance to

the Mexican hat potential of spontaneously symmetry breaking.

We studied the conditions to generate slow-roll inflation with this multi-field model by

solving the equations of motion numerically and computing the inflationary parameters ε

and η. We observed that the solutions are quite sensitive to the initial conditions provided,

and there are not physically realistic solutions for many combinations of them. However,

we found some combination of the initial conditions that give an almost perfect de Sitter

solution for H for more than 55 e-folds, e.g., see Fig. 3.6b. In this case, the slow-roll

conditions also hold for more than 55 e-folds, and the fields behave like a straight line in

the induced field manifold, which implies that effects like non-gaussianities are suppressed

[94].

Considering that this is preliminary work, it is clear that this line of research requires more

analysis to assert that the bosonic 0-form can provide a viable model of inflation. In partic-

ular, we believe that a more detailed study about the primordial perturbations could share

light on the observational predictions this model could give to contrast these predictions

with the measurements of the Planck Collaboration. We expect to keep working on the

challenges of this model in the near future.
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In the previous chapters, we discussed how fluctuations of the primordial Universe pro-

duced the seeds of the large-scale structure and primordial gravitational waves during the

inflationary epoch. Then, we studied the dynamics of inflation in modified models of grav-

ity. Now let us change the subject a little. The perturbations of spacetime can also be

generated in the late Universe. In fact, the mergers of neutron stars or black holes were re-

sponsible for the gravitational waves observed by LIGO a couple of years ago. However, as

we discussed in the introduction, the evolution of GWs is well studied in a flat background.

Considering the previous facts, in Ref. [95] it is discussed the effects produced by a non-

zero cosmological constant Λ on the propagation of gravitational waves, which includes

corrections of order ∼
√

Λ to the phase and the amplitude. Later, it was found [96], [97]

that certain modifications to the frequency (i.e., the usual redshift) and a non-trivial cor-

rection to the wave number can be found. Furthermore, in those papers, it was proposed

that the magnitude of residual time in a PTA experiment could change due to the action of

the cosmological constant. A comprehensive explanation and a review of this phenomenon

can be found in Ref. [98], where the action of the non-relativistic matter was included in

the phenomenon, showing that Dark Matter increases the effect of Λ on the propagation

of gravitational waves. In that sense, we expect that each cosmological component of the

Universe affects the propagation of GWs similar to the case of Λ, which is why we follow

the idea of using the Hubble constant as the main control parameter. The results of this

chapter were published in Ref. [16].

4.1. Appropriate coordinate systems

The simplest and standard way to study GW is using the coordinates that emerge from

the GW source (i.e., t, r) in a vacuum. It is important to note that the coordinates xµ =

(t, r, θ, φ) corresponds to the spherically symmetric geometry, and they will represent the

coordinates with an origin placed at the –usually spherical shaped– source of gravitational

waves. If the source is located at an intermediate cosmological distance, a solution of (1.30)
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will be described approximately by a spherical harmonic wave,

hTT
ij (xµ) = Aij

r
sin[kµxµ] = Aij

r
sin[−Ωt+ kr], (4.1)

whereAij = {h++, h××} are the components of the polarization tensor, kµ are the covariant

components of the 4–wavevector of a spherical and monochromatic gravitational wave,

such that kµkµ = 0. We will denote Ω = ck0 as the emitted angular frequency and k =

kr = Ω/c as the emitted wavenumber.

Let us consider the following situation: Two remote galaxies are merging, so their cen-

tral supermassive black holes are orbiting around a common center of mass and slowly

approaching each other. This is a Keplerian problem with –approximate– spherical sym-

metry. For this reason, near the source of gravitational waves, the set of coordinates

xµ = (t, r, θ, φ) with spherical symmetry is very useful in order to describe spacetime

and its perturbations. A very detailed discussion about these considerations are given in

[98], where also it is established that GWs in their simplest form and expressed in these

source-centered coordinates will have the form of the equation (4.1).

However, these coordinates are not useful in cosmology because the cosmological mea-

surements are described in comoving coordinates, i.e., Xµ = (T,R, θ, φ). Thus, the main

objective of this research is to find the coordinate transformation between xµ and Xµ. With

this transformation, and by taking advantage of the principle of covariance and relativity,

we will describe the propagation of gravitational waves as seen by a cosmological observer.

The most straightforward example that we can give to illustrate the situation is showing the

de Sitter case, where only the action of the cosmological constant is taken into account.

We note that an approximately spherical source of GWs would produce a Schwarzschild

metric in a vacuum background. Thus, if we take Λ 6= 0, then when we are far from the

source (i.e., neglecting the mass term at the cosmological horizon, where Λr3 � 6M ), the
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geometry of spacetime will be described approximately by a de Sitter (dS) metric,

ds2 = −
(

1− Λ
3 r

2
)

dt2 + dr2

1− Λ
3 r

2
+ r2

(
dθ2 + sin2(θ) dφ2

)
. (4.2)

For a detailed analysis and a derivation of the dS metric, see Appendix C. On the other

hand, the FLRW metric –expressed in comoving coordinates– is given by (1.45) and the

scale factor is of the form a(T ) = exp
(√

Λ/3∆T
)
, where ∆T = T − T0. The main idea

is to express the coordinates of the SdS metric in terms of the comoving coordinates of the

FLRW metric, as they are two equivalent representations of the same spacetime. It was

found that the coordinate transformation is given by,

r(T,R) = a(T )R (4.3)

t(T,R) = T −
√

Λ
3 ln

√
1− Λ

3 a(T )2R2. (4.4)

If we expand them at order
√

Λ, we get,

r(T,R) = R

1 + ∆T
√

Λ
3

+O(Λ) (4.5)

t(T,R) = T +
R2

2

√
Λ
3

+O(Λ). (4.6)

These expressions show us how comoving coordinates are related to the coordinates in

the dS metric, and replacing the coordinates in (4.1) would show how GWs are seen by a

cosmological observer. That is the main idea and it is what we are going to exploit next.

In order to develop a more general discussion of the phenomenon, we will first consider

a Universe filled by a single fluid with an arbitrary equation of state, i.e. pi = χiρi. The

methodology to be used is basically build a diagonal, spherically symmetric and asymptot-

ically flat metric (that we will denote by SSχ), described by the coordinates xµ, that re-

covers the corresponding FLRW metric in comoving coordinates, then find the coordinate

transformation between both frames and, finally, replace the coordinates in (4.1), showing
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how it affects on the propagation of gravitational radiation.

In Appendix D is available the full derivation of the exact expression of the SSχ metric,

which is of the form

ds2 = g′µν dxµ dxν

= − dt2

(
1− κρir

2

3

)(
1 + κρir

2(3χi + 1)
6

)1− 3χi
1 + 3χi

+ dr2

1− κρir
2

3

+ r2
(
dθ2 + sin2(θ) dφ2

)
, (4.7)

and the transformation between xµ and Xµ in terms of ρi and ρi0 = ρi(T0) (for any fluid of

type i), given by

t =

[
c+R2(κρi0)

2
3(χi+1) (κρi)

3χi+1
3(χi+1)

] 1
2n

(
A

1
2n
)√

κρi
(4.8a)

r = a(T )R = R

(
ρi0
ρi

) 1
3(χi+1)

, (4.8b)

where n and A are constants that depends on χi, given by (D.13) and (D.20) respectively

(see appendix D for more details). The expansion of (4.8a) and (4.8b) in terms of the energy

density of the fluid at the present day, i.e. ρi0, becomes

t = T + R2

2

√
κρi0

3 + R2

12 (1− 3χi)κρi0∆T +O
(
κ2ρi0

2
)

(4.9a)

r = R

(
1 + ∆T

√
κρi0

3 − κρi0∆T 2

12 (1 + 3χi)
)

+O
(
κ2ρi0

2
)
. (4.9b)

These results agree with Ref. [98], and they show that, regardless the equation of state, the

first term in the expansion is always at order
√
ρi0. Using this fact, we can expand the First

Friedmann equation at first order in H0∆T ,

a(T ) = 1 +H0∆T +O
(
H2

0T
2
0

)
, (4.10)
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where ∆T = T − T0 and H0 is the Hubble constant, which can be written in terms of the

energy densities as,

H0 =
√
κρeff(T0)

3 =
√

Λ
3 + κρd0

3 + κρr0
3 . (4.11)

In order to use a dimensionless expansion parameter and, to simplify the notation, we recall

the definition of cosmological redshift, denoted by z, such that the scale factor reads,

a(T ) = 1
1 + z

= 1− z +O
(
z2
)
. (4.12)

Therefore, we can use that RH0/c ∼ z, as we are working at the first order. On the other

hand, as the r coordinate has to transform as r → a(T )R to preserve spherical symmetry, a

comparison between (4.9a), (4.9b) and (4.10) shows that the cosmological components are

added inside the square root, as was discussed in Ref. [98] in the case of non-relativistic

matter. Thus, in order to obtain the correct limits for the previous models, the most general

linearized coordinate transformations must be of the form,

t = T + R2

2 H0 +O
(
z2
)

(4.13a)

r = R (1 + ∆TH0) +O
(
z2
)
. (4.13b)

The fact that only linear terms ofH0 appear (or, equivalently, the act of neglecting quadratic

terms of redshift and beyond) implies that our framework is approximately valid at a local

scale, which means that we can consider only sources of GWs at cosmological distances

within the condition z � 1. The coordinate transformation and the effects studied in this

work do not apply for sources at redshift z ∼ 1 or greater. By replacing (4.13a) and (4.13b)

into (4.1), we obtain an expression in terms of the comoving coordinates,

h′
TT
ij = 1

R

(
1 + RH0

c

)
A′ij sin [−ΩeffT + keffR] +O

(
z2
)
, (4.14)
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where A′ij are the transformed components of the polarization tensor, and the effective

angular frequency and wave number are given by

Ωeff ≡ Ω
(

1− RH0

c

)
, keff ≡

Ω
c

(
1− RH0

2c

)
. (4.15)

From the last two expressions, we can infer how the Hubble constant affects the propagation

of GWs when a cosmological observer (e.g., laboratories on the Earth’s surface or local

celestial bodies as pulsars) is measuring them using comoving coordinates. These results

show that the previous works were particular cases and, therefore, incomplete. At the same

time, it is partially discarded the possibility of measuring the cosmological constant Λ

separately from the other components of the Universe, since all of them are coupled within

H0. It is important to note that the expression for the effective frequency Ωeff in the equation

(4.15) reproduces the usual cosmological redshift (for small values of z), i.e. Ωobserved ∼

Ωemitted/(1 + z) ∼ Ωemitted(1− z), expected from the expansion of the Universe. However,

the effect on the wavenumber keff cannot be derived from other simpler considerations,

e.g., time dilation or redshift, and represents an additional feature of this framework. On

the other hand, as it is discussed by [98], even when the phase velocity of the GW is not

exactly 1 (in natural units), if it is computed with respect to the ruler distance traveled, it

can be shown that its value is exactly equal to 1.

4.1.1. The effect of the cosmological expansion on the waveform of low–frequency

GWs

Using the expression for the metric perturbation of gravitational radiation, given by the

equations (4.14) and (4.15), some quantitative effects due to the expansion of the Universe

on the waveform of gravitational waves can be analyzed. We will choose, in particular,

low–frequency GWs since the most common sources at cosmological distances are Super-

massive Black Holes (SMBHs) and a Stochastic Background, both sources of low and very

low-frequency gravitational waves, which are expected to be measured by Pulsar Timing

Arrays (PTAs) experiments in the following years [99], [100]. We are more interested in

the SMBHs sources because our framework can describe how the expansion of spacetime
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FIGURE 4.1. Dimensionless strain of a GW. The time was fixed at T ∼ 100 Myr.
In solid red, the signal observed neglecting the cosmological expansion. In dotted
blue, the waveform expected when the effect is taken into account.

affects the properties of gravitational radiation coming from this kind of origin.

To start, we fix the waveform in time to observe the distribution of the waveform over

distance. Moreover, the values of the cosmological constant and the emitted angular fre-

quency of the gravitational wave must be specified in order to compute the waveform. In

Fig. 4.1 the blue dotted line shows the dimensionless strain of a monochromatic GW for

a fixed time with an emitted angular frequency Ω = 3.0 · 10−8 rad/s and taking H0 = 70

km/s/Mpc, while the red line is the perturbation without considering any cosmological ef-

fect. As we expected, the amplitude decreases over distance as 1/R in both cases, but the
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FIGURE 4.2. The same plot but now fixing the position of the source at R = Z ∼
150 Mpc. In solid red the wave without cosmological effects and in dotted blue
the signal expected when the effect is considered. The time axis was inverted, in
order to show the waveform during the last 30 years before reaching the observer
at T = 0. In both cases we take H0 = 70 km/s/Mpc and Ω = 3.0 · 10−8 rad·Hz.

main difference is related to the considerable shrinking of the wavelength over cosmolog-

ical distances. This effect, due to the H0 extra term in the keff in equation (4.15), will be

significant when the waveform is integrated over a trajectory, as we will see in section 4.2.

Conversely, we can also fix the R coordinate, i.e., the position of the observer in space,

and compute the waveform of the perturbation in the time domain. The result for a wave

that has traveled 150 Mpc from its source with an emitted frequency Ω = 3.0 · 10−8 rad/s

appears in Fig. 4.2, where the last 30 years of the wave propagation before reaching the

Earth are plotted. It is clear from the picture that the effective frequency of the gravitational
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wave is different depending on whether our effect is considered or not. In this way, our

framework reproduces the standard cosmological redshift of the frequency expected for

electromagnetic and gravitational waves when they travel through spacetime.

However, it should be noted that this phenomenon could be detected only by observing the

waveform for long periods. This is not the case for detectors like LIGO or LISA because

they measure GWs from the merger of black holes or neutron stars that last seconds or

minutes, but it could be the case for PTA experiments because they have been observing

pulsars for decades. Furthermore, we can anticipate that as the observation time span in-

creases, the magnitude of cosmological effects should rise. In the next section, we develop

a framework using our results to analyze how this effect can affect the measurements of

PTA, and in the final section, we estimate the feasibility of detection by the computation of

signal-to-noise ratios.

4.2. Pulsar Timing Arrays and Timing Residual

4.2.1. Timing residual of pulsars

The results obtained in the last section, e.g., equations (4.14) and (4.15), show that the

Hubble constant should influence the propagation of gravitational waves. Now we will set

an experimental framework in which this effect can be taken into account. We will use

the light coming from a local pulsar and the shift in the time of arrival of the electromag-

netic (EM) pulse due to the pass of GWs. In Fig. 4.3 we show a source of continuous

gravitational waves at low–frequency (ΩGW ∼ 10−8 rad/s), e.g., a pair of orbiting Super-

massive Black Holes (SMBHs), at a distance Z from Earth. In general, we can separate

different regions far from the GW source: The Strong Field Zone (SFZ), where spacetime

is strongly curved due to full relativistic effects; the Local Wave Zone (LWZ), which starts

approximately at a distance d ∼ λGW = c/(ΩGW/2π) ∼ 20 ly from the source, where we

will consider the plane wave approximation, i.e., the propagation of monochromatic and

spherical GWs from the position of the source. These waves will be measured by a distant

cosmological observer, e.g., the Earth, and our goal is to estimate how the cosmological
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expansion of the Universe affects the propagation and observation of these low-frequency

gravitational waves.

FIGURE 4.3. Setup of the configuration analyzed in this work: A source of gravi-
tational waves at distance Z from the Earth and a nearby Pulsar located at a position
P referred to the source. The only relevant angle will be α, i.e. the angle between
the source and the pulsar with respect to us. We can obtain α from the galactic
coordinates of those objects with equation (4.16).
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In this sense, the main goal of Pulsar Timing Arrays (PTAs) experiments is to measure

low–frequency gravitational radiation that reaches the Earth and nearby pulsars, which

are typically located at galactic distances and are not affected by cosmological effects.

However, the natural sources of low-frequency GWs, e.g., SMBHs, are usually observed

at local cosmological distances (z . 0.5) and, hence, the discussion and results of the

previous chapter could apply. To start, we will compute the timing residual due to the pass

of a monochromatic gravitational wave over a single pulsar. If this object has a galactic

longitude `p and a galactic latitude bp; and if we consider a source of gravitational waves

with galactic longitude `s and galactic latitude bs, the cosine of the angle α between the

line of sight of the pulsar and the one of the source, with respect to us, is given by the

expression,

cos(α) = cos(bs) cos(bp) cos(`s − `p) + sin(bs) sin(bp). (4.16)

In Fig 4.3 we have a pulsar at a distance L from Earth, which emits EM pulses with a

certain time-dependent phase φ0 measured at the pulsar. Thus, the phase of the EM pulse

measured at Earth reads,

φ(T ) = φ0

[
T − L

c
− τ0(T )− τGW(T )

]
(4.17)

where c the speed of light, τ0(T ) is the timing correction associated with the motion of the

Earth with respect to the Solar system and τGW(T ) is the timing correction due to the action

of GWs passing through the system. According to Refs. [98], [101], [102], the correction

to the EM phase due to the pass of monochromatic gravitational waves, is given by

τGW(T ) = −1
2 n̂in̂jHij(T ), (4.18)

where n̂ is a unit vector pointing from Earth to the pulsar andHij is the integral of the metric

perturbation along the null geodesic in the path pulsar–Earth, which could be parameterized

by R(x) = P − L(1 + x)n̂ with x ∈ [−1, 0], such that from x = −1 to x = 0 we follow

the geodesic from pulsars to Earth. Using this path, Hij(T ) becomes,

Hij(T ) = L

c

∫ 0

−1
h′

TT
ij

(
T + L

c
x, |R(x)|

)
dx. (4.19)
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From the equation (4.17) we can infer the consequences of a non-zero value of the timing

residual. In general, the pass of gravitational waves will distort spacetime and induce on a

pulsar a change in the time of arrival of the electromagnetic pulse. For instance, τGW > 0

implies a delay on the signal with respect to the expected time of arrival (which is equivalent

to consider that the distance between Earth and the pulsar, L, increased). If τGW < 0,

the signal will arrive earlier than expected (equivalently to consider that L decreased).

Nevertheless, for all the practical purposes of this thesis, e.g., the computation of statistical

significance, the signal-to-noise ratio, or the qualitative analysis of the timing residual, the

significant quantity involved will be the total amount of the temporal shift, i.e., the absolute

value of τGW.

4.2.2. Including the ΛCDM model

According to Ref. [102], the plane wave approximation is valid only when L/Z � 1. If

this condition is imposed, we can show that |R(x)| = R(x) ≈ Z + xL cosα. Thus, the

equation (4.18) follows, using (4.19). But first, as we imposed the TT-Lorenz gauge, for a

GW propagating through the Z axis the only non-zero values of the components of A′ij are

in the X,Y components (the polarizations h++ and h××). We can also additionally assume,

in order to simplify the computation of the integral, that
∣∣∣A′ij∣∣∣ ≡ ε ∀i, j. Therefore, the full

timing residual in the arrival time of the pulsar due to the pass of GWs in the ΛCDM model

reads,

τGW(α,H0, T, L, Z,Ω, ε) = −Lε2c sin2(α)
∫ 0

−1

1 +H0
[
T + xL

c

]
Z + xL cosα [cos Θ + sin Θ] dx,

(4.20)

where the phase Θ is given by the expression,

Θ = Ω
(

1− Z + xL cosα
c

H0

)(
T + xL

c

)
(4.21)

− Ω
c

(
1− Z + xL cosα

2c H0

)(
Z + xL cosα

c

)
.

4.3. Effects of the Hubble constant on the timing residual
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4.3.1. Simulation of the timing residual of an individual pulsar

As we discussed before, the geometrical parameters involved in τGW are the angle α be-

tween the pulsar and the GW-Source, the distance Earth-Pulsar, L, and the distance Earth–

GW-source, Z. In order to perform a numerical analysis, we can choose some reasonable

values of the parameters that appear in the equation (4.20) and fix them to visualize the

behavior of the timing residual τGW. Thus, the setup described in Fig. 4.3 can be approxi-

mately modeled with the values that appear in the Table 4.1.

Parameter SI value
Z 3 · 1024 m ∼ 100 Mpc
T Z/c = 1016s ∼ 300 Myr
L 1019m ∼ 1000 ly
Ω 10−8 rad/s
ε 1.2× 109 m

TABLE 4.1. List of values considered for the parameters in the numerical integra-
tion of the timing residual τGW in (4.20), according to current accuracy of Pulsar
Timing Arrays.

For the source of GWs, we choose a typical distance Z where supermassive black holes are

present, and although it is large, it is not a cosmological distance near the Big Bang. On

the other hand, the distance between Earth and the pulsar is within the margin of a local

galactic scale. It can be seen, from Table 4.1, that L � Z, as required from the previous

considerations. The angular frequency is of the expected order for future PTA projects

and the same argument is used to fix ε, due to that it satisfies |h++| ∼ |h××| ∼ ε/Z ∼

10−15, where |h| and Ω are within the expected accuracy of PTA projects, e.g. the EPTA

[103] or the NANOGrav collaboration [104]. Employing these parameters, the numerical

integration of τGW gives the results that are shown in figure 4.4a. As we can see, the value

of the timing residual can be positive or negative. Since the meaningful physical magnitude

is the amount of time, rather than the direction of the shift, we can also plot the absolute

value of τGW, but now changing the value of H0 within a region of parameters, obtaining

the plot in Fig. 4.4b.
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 4.4. (a) Comparison between different material contents of the Universe.
SdS is the de Sitter case (only Λ), SDS+Λ is where Dark Energy and Dark Matter
(dust+Λ) are taken account. The ΛCDM case also includes radiation. Note that in
the Minkowski spacetime no peak is observed. This graphic also agrees with the
results obtained by [98]. (b) Numerical analysis of the absolute value of timing
residual in terms of α, varying the value of H0. For a non–zero H0, a dominant
peak is present, whose angular position (i.e. at an angle αm) in the α–axis increases
as the value of H0 also increases.

First, in order to understand the role of the angle αm, in which the maximum of τGW is

reached, we analyze the dependency on the original angular frequency of the incoming

gravitational wave, namely Ω, e.g. see equation (4.21). From figure 4.5a we note that for

the region 10−6 rad/s < Ω < 102 rad/s, the value of |τGW| is practically zero. However, in

the region 10−8 rad/s < Ω < 10−6 rad/s the value starts to rise. This is the main reason why

the other type of detectors as LISA or LIGO are useless in this context: Only PTA works

in the proper range of the frequency spectrum [105]–[107]. On the other hand, in Fig. 4.5b

we note a lack of angular dependence on the maximum values of τGW, and moreover, the

same behavior is observed for the distance L, in Fig. 4.6a.

However, in Fig. 4.6b it is clear that for different values of the distance Earth–GW-Source,

the angle αm changes dramatically, and therefore it depends on the distance Z in an ex-

plicit but unknown way. For the Hubble constant, Fig. 4.7a shows a similar situation. In

fact, it represents how the dependency on H0 is quite similar to the case of Z in Fig. 4.6b.
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 4.5. (a) Density plot of |τGW| in terms of the common logarithm of angu-
lar frequency Ω and the angle α. This graphic shows why PTAs are so important to
measure this effect. Other values given by table 4.1, with H0 = 70 km/s/Mpc. (b)
The same plot but focused in the range 10−8 rad/s < Ω < 10−7 rad/s. We can note
the lack of dependence on Ω.

(A) (B)

FIGURE 4.6. (a) Density plot of |τGW| in terms of the distance L (in kilolight-
years), and the angle α. The rest of parameters are given by Table 4.1, with H0 =
70 km/s/Mpc. Again, there is almost no dependence on L. (b) Density plot of |τGW|
in terms of the distance Z (in megaparsecs), and the angle α. The rest of parameters
are given by Table 4.1, with H0 = 70 km/s/Mpc. Unlike the previous cases, we do
see an angular dependency on Z.

From this behavior, we can speculate about a possible relationship between these parame-

ters. Zooming up, we obtain the Fig. 4.7b, where we can see that the maximum value of
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the timing residual τGW (i.e., the white spots) has a slightly oscillatory structure around a

characteristic maximal angle αm. It can be noticed that the whole white stripe has a slight

slope, showing a slow variation of the angular position, in agreement with the Fig. 4.4b.

(A) (B)

FIGURE 4.7. (a) Density plot of |τGW| in terms of H0, and the angle α. The rest
of parameters are given by Table 4.1. (b) The same plot but zoomed to the suitable
range 60 km/s/Mpc < H0 < 80 km/s/Mpc. We note a slight slope in angular
position, in accordance with Fig. 4.4b.

We can summarize the previous analysis as follows: The numerical integration of the equa-

tion (4.20), with the parameters given by the Table 4.1, gives the density plots shown above.

From Fig. 4.5a we can also establish the crucial role of PTAs in the eventual measurement

of the effects caused by the cosmological components of the Universe on the propagation

of gravitational waves: The effect that Dark Matter, Dark Energy, and other cosmological

fluids induce to the propagation of GWs, is sensitive to the frequency spectrum of current

Pulsar Timing Arrays experiments.

Furthermore, the figures 4.6b and 4.7a support the hypothesis of the existence of an implicit

relationship between the H0, Z, and αm. From the figures, 4.4a and 4.4b we note that it

could be difficult to find the best value of H0 that fit the data unequivocally due to the
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complicated dependencies of the parameters within the equation (4.20) and because of the

background (i.e., the null test for H0, the flat Minkowski spacetime) has a not negligible

amplitude for a large part of the angular values of α. However, this situation does not

happen within the vicinity of the characteristic peak of τGW when H0 6= 0, which occurs

at a certain angle αm, where the difference with the background is considerable. In that

sense, if this tiny effect is ever observed, it is very likely that must be the case of a pulsar

located in the vicinity of the angle αm, in such a way that the value of its timing residual is

maximized, and that the signal is strong enough to rule out the experimental noise. Thus,

the relationship betweenH0, αm, and Z will be clarified, and we could state its importance.

4.3.2. A relationship between PTA observables and the Hubble constant

Using the stationary phase approximation for τGW and considering reasonable asymptotic

expansions, we obtain the following expression,

H0 ∼=
2c
Z

sin2
(
αm
2

)
. (4.22)

A derivation of this equation can be found in Appendix E. The expression in (4.22) provides

a precise relationship betweenH0 and the observables αm and Z. Under ideal assumptions,

this formula can be used to estimate the local value of the Hubble constant knowing the two

main observables: Z and αm. In Fig. 4.8 we show the behavior of the approximation for-

mula with respect to the numerical analysis, including some values of current observations.

However, there are some experimental obstacles when we want to measure H0 using this

framework, in particular, because we need to determine the value of Z by independent

astrophysical methods. Nevertheless, a PTA experiment could determine, considering the

experimental uncertainties, the value of the timing residual |τGW|, the value of the emit-

ted frequency of the source Ω and the direction of the incoming Gravitational Wave (and

therefore, the value of α). In the ongoing PTA experiments, several pulsars are observed

at once. Each of them will be located at different angular positions. If a GW is passing

through the set of pulsars, then each of them will have, according to our model, a different
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FIGURE 4.8. The value of H0 using the formula (4.22) and the numerical maxi-
mum of |τGW|. The average error in the approximation is of the 1.5% from numer-
ical simulation.

associated |τGW|. Evidently, it is more likely that the pulsars have a relative angular po-

sition with the source in which the |τGW| is not maximum (i.e., α 6= αm). Clearly, these

cases are challenging to measure experimentally because the value of |τGW| for these cases

is indistinguishable from the background. However, there is a tiny possibility that one or

some of these pulsars are located just at an angular position where the value of |τGW| is

distinguishable with respect to the background (i.e., α ≈ αm). If that were the case, then

the value of |τGW| should be large enough to be measured by the expected accuracy for PTA

detectors.

Furthermore, in light of the standard cosmological model, for a small redshift, i.e., z � 1,

it holds that z ∼ (Z/c)H0 [108]. Thus, equation (4.22), we obtain an expression that could

be interpreted as the redshift of the source of GWs, denoted by zs, in terms of the maximal

angle αm,

zs ∼= 2 sin2
(
αm
2

)
, (4.23)
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if, and only if, the source has a redshift zs � 1, according to the previous discussion about

the local validity of this work. Consequently, the maximal angle is restricted to the condi-

tion αm � π/2, to assure the redshift condition. The relationship between the redshift of

the source and αm was not identified in the previous results of Ref. [98], hence it repre-

sents a new and interesting insight in this line. This result implies that the ΛCDM model

predicts large timing residuals for pulsars located approximately at the same direction of

the (local) sources of gravitational waves. This effect could be useful for PTAs research

and the measurement of Continuous Gravitational Waves through this method, a task that is

expected to be accomplished in the next years [103], [104], [109]: The angular separation

between the sources of GWs and the monitored pulsars is strongly constrained in order to

measure distinguishable differences in the timing residual. Therefore, if a PTA experiment

seeks to measure a strong signal of gravitational radiation coming from single sources (e.g.

mergers of supermassive black holes), only the signal coming from sources located near to

the angle αm with respect to the pulsars observed seem to be measurable. In that sense,

this prediction of the standard ΛCDM model represents an alternative way to improve the

detection of GWs using PTA experiments by taking advantage of this local cosmological

effect on the propagation of gravitational waves within our expanding Universe.

4.4. Statistical significance and Signal–to–Noise Ratios

4.4.1. Estimates of statistical significance in the timing residual analysis

As we have discussed, an essential feature of the cosmological effects on GWs in PTA

experiments is the presence of a significant peak in the value of the timing residual for a

particular angle α. Moreover, we note that this peak changes its angular position according

to the value of the Hubble constant. This is our first clue of the existence of a distinguish-

able signal coming from the cosmological effects on the propagation of GWs.

In order to study the intensity of the signal shown in the previous figures, we will use some

pulsars from the ATNF catalog [110]. As we know, pulsars are stable clocks whose periods
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are known with great accuracy. Assuming a modest precision of σt ≈ 10−6s which is

obtained by averaging the precision achieved of best pulsars in the IPTA collaboration, we

can define a statistical significance of the timing residual, of the form

σ =

√√√√√ 1
NpNt

Np,Nt∑
i,j=1

(
τGW

σt

)2
, (4.24)

where index i running from 1 to Np (number of pulsars averaged) and j running from 1 to

Nt (number of observations). Assuming we perform measurements every 11 days through

3 years, then Nt = 101. We considered the clustered pulsars shown in table 4.2.

Pulsar Name bi Li
J0024-7204E −44.89◦ 4.69 kpc
J0024-7204D −44.88◦ 4.69 kpc
J0024-7204M −44.89◦ 4.69 kpc
J0024-7204G −44.89◦ 4.69 kpc
J0024-7204I −44.88◦ 4.69 kpc

TABLE 4.2. List of pulsars averaged for an hypothetical source at angular sepa-
ration α. It is shown the data given in [110], where bi is the galactic latitude and
Li the distance between Earth and pulsar. We can note that this set simplify the
computation of σ because all pulsars are very close to each other.

We will keep α as a free parameter and suppose that an hypothetical GW source is located

at α radians between Earth and pulsars. Thus, the statistical significance is given by

σ(α) =

√√√√√ 1
5 · 101

5∑
i=1

101∑
j=1

(
τGW(bi)
σt

)2

(4.25)

The result of the simulation can be observed in Fig. 4.9a, showing the characteristic peak

as we expected. However, we can develop a more realistic simulation. In figure 4.9a,

only a cluster of 5 pulsars was considered, and all of them were averaged at the same

angle α. However, one can expect that all the pulsars are located at different angles (in

galactic coordinates) and randomly located. Therefore, we have considered 11 randomly

distributed groups of 5 pulsars each (see appendix F), two test clusters of pulsars with a
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suitable location (65 pulsars in total), and a source of gravitational waves located at galactic

coordinates `S = 20◦ and bS = 15◦.

(A) (B)

FIGURE 4.9. (a) Simplified simulation of σ in an hypothetical observation of the
peak in τGW, which is located near 0.2 rad. Green and blue curves overlap due to
the similarity of models. (b) Numerical simulation σ in the measurement of τGW
for three different models. We used 13 sets with 5 pulsars each, and for 11 of them,
we took randomly distributed pulsars from the ATNF catalog (see Appendix F),
and 2 of them as test groups with suitable parameters. The larger peaks come from
the later, showing the difficulty of a successful measurement.

Then, we averaged them using the statistical significance given by

σk =

√√√√√ 1
5 · 101

5k∑
i=1

101∑
j=1

(
τGW(Li, `i, bi)

10−6

)2

(4.26)

and plot it as a function of the average angle of the group, namely σ̄k = ∑5k
i=1 αi/5. From

this simulation, we obtained figure 4.9b, where we can note how the randomly distributed

pulsars mostly do not show any signal, except for those that are located very close to the

maximal angle, namely αm, where the value of the timing residual is maximized. For a

pulsar located within the vicinity of the angle αm, the effect of the Hubble constant on the

propagation of GWs and the capability of measuring them using PTAs is greatly increased.
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This fact indicates that only the pulsars placed near the angle αm with respect to the source

of GWs will show the characteristic peak in the timing residual with great statistical signifi-

cance, which implies a significant obstacle when trying to observe this effect. Nevertheless,

as more pulsars are observed and studied, it is more likely to measure the existence of this

peak, which could represent a challenge for the future research of PTA experiments.

4.4.2. Computation of the Signal-to-Noise Ratios

A better way to estimate the feasibility of measuring the effect of the cosmological expan-

sion of the Universe on the propagation of low–frequency GWs is by computing signal-

to-noise ratios (SNRs). This quantity compares the level of a signal observed by a PTA

experiment with the experimental noise. To start, let us consider a source of low-frequency

gravitational waves located at a fixed position in the sky, `s = 0◦ and bs = 45◦. According

to [111], the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for a PTA observation can be obtained from the

following expression,

SNR2 =
Np∑
j=1

(SNR)2
j =

Np∑
j=1

N
(j)
T∑
i=1

(
τ(αj, Lj, H0,Ω, Z, ε, Ti)

wrms
j

)2

, (4.27)

where (SNR)j is the individual signal-to-noise ratio for each pulsar, αj is the angle be-

tween the source and each pulsar, as appears in (4.16), τ is the expected signal to be

observed by PTA experiments, wrms
i is the root-mean-squared (rms) noise of each pul-

sar, and each of them are observed during a time span N j
TS, which we can subdivide,

e.g. 1, . . . , N (j)
T . As discussed in the introduction, IPTA is a global collaboration, i.e.,

NANOgrav+EuropeanPTA(EPTA)+ParkesPTA(PPTA), which monitors several pulsars sky

to detect continuous low–frequency GWs in the next years. Thus, we will take ten pulsars

from the 2019 Second Data Release of IPTA collaboration [100] listed in Table 4.3. We

compute the SNRs assuming a Gaussian stationary noise and plot its magnitude for differ-

ent values of the redshift of the source and the frequency of GWs. The result appears in Fig.

4.10a, where we can observe that the left side of the region of parameters has 1 < ρ < 10,

a weak/moderate signal. However, for values of Ω > 10−8 rad/s and independent of the

redshift of the source, the SNR decreases to almost zero. This result shows how this effect
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only can be observed for very small values of the GW frequency.

Pulsar Name `j bj Lj (kpc) wrms
j (µs) N j

TS (years)
#1 J0030+0451 113.141◦ −57.611◦ 0.34 1.48 15.1
#2 J0613–0200 210.413◦ −9.305◦ 1.11 1.14 16.0
#3 J1022+1001 231.795◦ 51.101◦ 0.72 1.97 17.5
#4 J1024–0719 251.702◦ 40.515◦ 1.20 1.71 18.2
#5 J1455–3330 330.722◦ 22.562◦ 1.00 4.12 9.7
#6 J1640+2224 41.051◦ 38.271◦ 1.50 0.77 17.2
#7 J1643–1224 5.699◦ 21.218◦ 1.10 2.55 20.1
#8 J1738+0333 27.721◦ 17.742◦ 1.50 1.38 7.3
#9 J1730–2304 3.137◦ 6.023◦ 0.60 1.57 20.3

#10 J1744–1134 14.794◦ 9.18◦ 0.41 0.73 19.9
TABLE 4.3. List of pulsars considered to compute the SNRs of the figures 4.10a
and 4.10b. The distances, rms noise and the time span of the observation were
obtained from the second data release of IPTA [100], and the location in the sky in
galactic coordinates from the ATNF pulsar catalog [110]. Only the pulsars observed
by more than one team from IPTA (between EPTA, Nanograv and PPTA) were
considered to the computation of the Signal–to–Noise Ratios of figures 4.10a and
4.10b.

Another alternative is fixing the frequency and the distance of the source (or, equivalently,

its redshift). This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4.10b, which shows a fascinating pat-

tern: A ring surrounding some pulsars where the SNR is significantly enhanced. This is

not surprising since the ring is the main consequence of the peak in the timing residual

due to the cosmological effect discussed in section 4.3. We can use (4.16) and (4.23) to

describe the enhancement ring for a pulsar located at `p and bp in galactic coordinates, and

is approximately the geometrical region that satisfies the following parametric equation,

cos
(

2 arcsin
(√

zs
2

))
= cos(bs) cos(bp) cos(`s − `p) + sin(bs) sin(bp), (4.28)

where zs = ZH0/c is the redshift of the source of gravitational waves and (`s, bs) its loca-

tion in galactic coordinates. This phenomenon, i.e., that the signal of gravitational waves

enhances enormously in a specific region of the sky depending on the value of H0 and the

distance of the source or, equivalently, the redshift zs, is the primary footprint of cosmolog-

ical expansion on the propagation of low–frequency gravitational waves. According to Fig.
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4.10b, the sources of GWs observed with PTA experiments that are placed within this char-

acteristic ring would have a much larger SNR, and therefore, they are potentially observable

by these GW detectors. Furthermore, if we increase the number of pulsars monitored and

the time span for each of them (as IPTA expects it), the SNRs will be surely bigger, raising

the feasibility of observing this phenomenon in the future years of PTA measurements.

(A) (B)

FIGURE 4.10. (a) Signal-to-noise ratio for a fixed position in the sky of the source
at `s = 0◦ and bs = 45◦, and where the contributions to the SNRs of each pulsar
from the Table 4.3 were included. In the vertical axis we have the redshift of the
source, i.e. zs = H0Z/c, and in the horizontal axis we have the emitted frequency
of GW, Ω. In the region of parameters suited for PTA observations we obtain, for
these conventional values, a SNR between 1 and 10, a weak/moderate signal. (b)
Signal-to-noise ratio for different positions of the source in the sky, with Z = 100
Mpc and Ω = 10−8 Hz. White stars represent the positions of the pulsars #6,
#7, #8, #9 and #10 from Table 4.3. When H0 6= 0, it appears a ring centered at
each pulsar, following the equation (4.28), where the feasibility of a measurement
increases ∼30 times. The more sensitive pulsar is J1640+2224, with a rms noise
of 0.77µs, whose ring is the brighter in the plot. Other rings have much lower
SNRs since the noise of the other pulsars is higher. If the action of H0 is neglected
completely, the ring does not appear. In both plots we have considered H0 = 70
km/s/Mpc, and all the parameters involved have the typical values expected for
future measurements of PTA experiments, according to the literature [99], [100],
[103], [104], [111].
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The models and simulations presented in this thesis result from three different projects

developed by the author during his Master’s degree. The first project discussed here was

the study of cosmic inflation and its slow-roll regime within the framework of the f(R, T )

model of modified gravity. We considered the minimal coupling between T and R and

added a single inflaton field. Then, we computed the corrections due to this theory to the

inflationary observables and applied these results to several well-known models. Regarding

the results obtained, we can highlight the following aspects: Power-law potentials’ trajec-

tories are not modified. In the case of Natural and Quartic Hilltop inflation, the contribution

from f(R, T ) gravity can modify the constraints on the only parameter of both models. We

also applied the prescription to Starobinsky inflation, where we found that the trajectories

in the (nS, r) plane can be strongly modified. Then, we outlined a brief analysis of models

with higher powers of T , finding that some crossed terms arise, making the computation of

parameters more challenging.

Secondly, we discussed the implications of considering a bosonic 0-form couple to Einstein-

Cartan gravity as a source for inflation. After expanding the interacting terms and construct

an effective Lagrangian, we reduced the fields to φ0 and φr, and then we study the formal-

ism of multi-field inflation to analyze the effects of the effective potential. We can high-

light the following: Both fields move on a straight line over the space-field manifold, so

multi-field effects are negligible. For certain initial conditions, the model can reproduce

well-behaved slow-roll inflation for at least 55 e-folds. However, a more detailed analysis

is required to confirm the viability of inflation in this model.

Finally, regarding the study of astrophysical sourced gravitational waves propagating through

an expanding Universe, we found the following: Due to a coordinate transformation, har-

monic gravitational waves become anharmonic when a cosmological observer measures

them. By assuming the standard ΛCDM model, we predict a moderate/strong signal in the

arrival time of electromagnetic emissions from pulsars, making this effect quite sensitive

to PTA experiments.
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APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF LINEARIZED GRAVITY

The Einstein Field Equations, which describe the curvature of space–time by the effect of

matter, are given by,

Rµν −
1
2Rgµν = 8πG

c4 Tµν , (A.1)

where Rµν is the Ricci tensor, R is the scalar of curvature, gµν is the metric tensor and Tµν

is the energy–momentum tensor. Thus, if a source of matter produce a little perturbation

on space–time, e.g. a binary system or a rotating body, we can write the metric tensor as,

gµν = ḡµν + hµν , |hµν | � 1 (A.2)

where ḡµν is the background metric of space–time and hµν is a symmetric tensor of rank 2.

For instance, let us take a minkowskian background, i.e. ḡµν = ηµν , such that

gµν = ηµν + hµν , |hµν | � 1. (A.3)

The result of doing perturbation theory on the Field Equations is called Linearized The-

ory. Note that if we choose a reference frame in which (A.3) holds, some residual gauge

symmetry remains. For example, consider the transformation,

xµ −→ x′µ = xµ + ξµ(xµ), |∂µξν | ∼ |hµν | � 1 (A.4)

Using the general coordinate transformation law of a second rank tensor on the metric,

gµν(xµ) = ∂x′ρ

∂xµ
∂x′σ

∂xν
g′ρσ(x′µ),

and
∂x′ρ

∂xν
= δρν + ∂νξ

ρ
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A. DERIVATION OF LINEARIZED GRAVITY

Therefore,

gµν(xµ) = (δρµ + ∂µξ
ρ)(δσν + ∂νξ

σ)g′ρσ(x′µ)

= (δρµδσν + δρµ∂νξ
σ + ∂µξ

ρδσν + (∂µξρ)(∂νξσ))(η′ρσ + h′ρσ)

ηµν + hµν ∼= (δρµδσν + δρµ∂νξ
σ + ∂µξ

ρδσν )(η′ρσ + h′ρσ)

= η′µν + η′µσ∂νξ
σ + η′ρν∂µξ

ρ + h′µν + h′ρσ(δρµ∂νξσ + ∂µξ
ρδσν )

∼= η′µν + η′µσ∂νξ
σ + η′ρν∂µξ

ρ + h′µν

h′µν = hµν − (∂µξν + ∂νξµ) +O
(
h2
)
. (A.5)

As |∂µξν | ∼ |hµν |, the condition |hµν | � 1 is preserved under the gauge transformation and

hence, the slowly varying diffeomorphisms are a symmetry of the linear theory. Besides,

as hµν transforms as a tensor under Lorentz transformations,

h′µν = Λρ
µΛσ

νhρσ,

and hµν is invariant under constant translations,

xµ −→ x′µ = xµ + aµ,

we may say that the linearized theory is invariant under finite Poincaré transformations. We

summarize this result as:

Full Theory −→ Covariant under general coordinate transformation

Linearized Theory −→ Invariant under infinitesimal local transformation + Poincaré symmetry.

For the next equations, the label (·)(1) indicates that the term is linear in hµν . Therefore, in

the linearized theory, the Christoffel symbol is given by,

Γρµν ≡
1
2g

ρσ(∂µgσν + ∂νgσµ − ∂σgµν)

Γρ(1)
µν = 1

2η
ρσ(∂µhσν + ∂νhσµ − ∂σhµν) +O

(
h2
µν

)
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A. DERIVATION OF LINEARIZED GRAVITY

In the same way, linearized the Riemann tensor reads,

Rµ
νρσ ≡ ∂ρΓµνσ − ∂σΓµνρ + ΓµαρΓανσ − ΓµασΓανρ

Rµ(1)
νρσ = ∂ρΓµ(1)

νσ − ∂σΓµ(1)
νρ +O

(
h2
µν

)
= 1

2η
µλ(∂ρ∂νhλσ + ∂ρ∂σhλν − ∂ρ∂λhνσ − ∂σ∂νhλρ − ∂σ∂ρhλν + ∂σ∂λhνρ) +O

(
h2
µν

)
= 1

2η
µλ(∂ρ∂νhλσ + ∂σ∂λhνρ − ∂ρ∂λhνσ − ∂σ∂νhλρ) +O

(
h2
µν

)
Hence, the Ricci tensor in the linearized theory reads,

Rµν ≡ Rα
µαν

R(1)
µν = Rα(1)

µαν

= 1
2η

αλ(∂α∂µhλν + ∂ν∂λhµα − ∂α∂λhµν − ∂ν∂µhλα) +O
(
h2
µν

)
= 1

2
(
∂λ∂µhλν + ∂α∂νhµα − ∂λ∂λhµν − ∂µ∂νhαα

)
+O

(
h2
µν

)
= 1

2
(
∂λ∂µhλν + ∂α∂νhµα −�hµν − ∂µ∂νh

)
+O

(
h2
µν

)
, (A.6)

where in the last line we have defined the trace of the metric perturbation,

h ≡ ηµνhµν = hµµ, (A.7)

and �(·) is known as the D’Alembert operator, which in flat space–time is given by,

�(·) ≡ ηµν∂µ∂ν(·) = ∂µ∂
µ(·) (A.8)
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A. DERIVATION OF LINEARIZED GRAVITY

The Ricci scalar can be obtained at first order in the same way,

R ≡ gµνRµν

R(1) = ηµνR(1)
µν +O

(
h2
µν

)
= 1

2η
µν
(
∂λ∂µhλν + ∂α∂νhµα −�hµν − ∂µ∂νh

)
+O

(
h2
µν

)
= 1

2
(
∂λ∂µhλµ + ∂α∂µhµα −�h−�h

)
+O

(
h2
µν

)
= ∂α∂βhαβ −�h+O

(
h2
µν

)

Thus, the linearized version of the Einstein Field Equations become,

R(1)
µν −

1
2ηµνR

(1) = 1
2
(
∂λ∂µhλν + ∂α∂νhµα −�hµν − ∂µ∂νh

)
− 1

2ηµν
(
∂α∂βhαβ −�h

)
+O

(
h2
µν

)
= 1

2
[
∂λ∂µhλν + ∂α∂νhµα −�hµν − ∂µ∂νh− ηµν∂α∂βhαβ + ηµν�h

]
+O

(
h2
µν

)
.

In vaccum, we obtain the Fierz–Pauli equation for a massless spin–2 particle,

∂λ∂µhλν + ∂α∂νhµα −�hµν − ∂µ∂νh− ηµν∂α∂βhαβ + ηµν�h = 0 (A.9)

If we define the trace–reversed metric perturbation as,

h̄µν ≡ hµν −
1
2ηµνh, (A.10)

whose trace satisfies,

h̄ ≡ ηµν h̄µν = ηµνhµν −
1
2η

µνηµνh = h− 2h = −h, (A.11)

we can express the usual metric perturbation as,

hµν = h̄µν + 1
2ηµνh = h̄µν −

1
2ηµν h̄ (A.12)
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A. DERIVATION OF LINEARIZED GRAVITY

Therefore, using the trace–reversed perturbation, the Field Equations reads,

R(1)
µν −

1
2ηµνR

(1) = 1
2

[
∂λ∂µ

(
h̄λν −

1
2ηλν h̄

)
+ ∂α∂ν

(
h̄µα −

1
2ηµαh̄

)
−�

(
h̄µν −

1
2ηµν h̄

)
−∂µ∂ν(−h̄)− ηµν∂α∂β

(
h̄αβ −

1
2ηαβh̄

)
+ ηµν�(−h̄)

]

= 1
2

[
∂λ∂µh̄λν −

Z
Z
Z
ZZ

1
2∂ν∂µh̄+ ∂α∂ν h̄µα −

Z
Z
Z
ZZ

1
2∂µ∂ν h̄−�h̄µν +

��
��
�1

2ηµν�h̄+HHHH∂µ∂ν h̄

−ηµν∂α∂βh̄αβ +
��

�
��1

2ηµν�h̄−��
��ηµν�h̄
]

= 1
2
[
∂λ∂µh̄λν + ∂α∂ν h̄µα −�h̄µν − ηµν∂α∂βh̄αβ

]

Thus, the trace–reversed metric perturbation satisfies the linearized Field Equations

�h̄µν + ηµν∂
α∂βh̄αβ − ∂α∂ν h̄µα − ∂α∂µh̄αν = −16πG

c4 Tµν (A.13)

Using the gauge symmetry of the linearized theory in flat space–time, given by equation

(A.5), we can try to fix the gauge through the Lorenz gauge condition,

∂ν h̄µν = 0 (A.14)

To verify this, let us write the gauge transformation of eq. (A.5) in terms of the trace–

reversed metric perturbation,

h̄µν −→ h̄′µν = h′µν −
1
2ηµνh

′ = hµν − (∂µξν + ∂νξµ)− 1
2ηµν(η

αβh′αβ)

= hµν − (∂µξν + ∂νξµ)− 1
2ηµνη

αβ(hαβ − ∂αξβ − ∂βξα)

= h̄µν − (∂µξν + ∂νξµ − ηµν∂αξα),

and hence, the Lorenz conditions transforms as,
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A. DERIVATION OF LINEARIZED GRAVITY

∂ν h̄µν −→ (∂ν h̄µν)′ = ∂ν h̄µν −����∂ν∂µξν − ∂ν∂νξµ +����
��ηµν∂

ν∂αξ
α

= ∂ν h̄µν −�ξµ

Let us suppose that initially the field hµν satisfies ∂ν h̄µν = fµ(xα), for an arbitrary contin-

uous function fµ. Then, in order to obtain coordinates where (∂ν h̄µν)′ = 0 holds, we must

solve

�ξµ = fµ(xα), (A.15)

but actually this equation always admits a solution. If we define G(xα) as the Green’s

function of the box operator,

�xαG(xα − yα) = δ(4)(xα − yα), (A.16)

Then, the solution of (A.15) is given by,

ξµ(xα) =
∫

d4xG(xα − yα)fµ(yα) (A.17)

Summarizing, for any initial configuration of the field hµν(xα), we can find a corresponding

ξµ such that exists –locally– a new coordinate system {x′α} in which the Lorenz condition

(∂ν h̄µν)′ = 0 holds. In this sense, the gauge condition (A.14) fixes four equations, re-

ducing the ten independent components of hµν to six. Therefore, in the Lorenz gauge, the

linearized Einstein Field Equations become,

�h̄µν = −16πG
c4 Tµν (A.18)

If we take the partial derivative to both sides and use the Lorenz gauge condition, we get

∂ν�hµν = �(∂νhµν) = −8πG
c4 ∂νTµν = 0 −→ ∂νTµν = 0 (A.19)
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A. DERIVATION OF LINEARIZED GRAVITY

These two results show that:

(i) The metric perturbation hµν propagates as a wave traveling at speed c, and the source

of the wave is described by the energy–momentum tensor.

(ii) The conservation law of the energy–momentum tensor is expressed in terms of partial

derivatives, rather than covariant derivatives.

(iii) The approximation of the linearized theory implies that the sources of gravitational

waves should move in a flat space–time. For instance, the fact that we are using the

background ḡµν = ηµν implies that we can approximately describe the dynamics of

self-gravitating systems, e.g. binary stars, using Newtonian gravity.

(iv) Actually, the gauge is not completely fixed. From the Wigner Theorem, we know that

any massless particle has two polarizations or degrees of freedom. Thus, as we have

at the moment six independent components for hµν , four conditions (or equations)

remain to be found. These will be obtained from another gauge–fixing procedure,

with the Transverse–Traceless (TT) gauge condition.
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APPENDIX B. DERIVATION OF FRIEDMANN EQUATIONS

The components of Stress-Energy tensor for a perfect fluid in thermodynamic equilibrium

are given by

Tµν = (ρ+ p)UµUν + pgµν , (B.1)

where ρ is the rest energy density and p is the isotropic pressure. In the FLRW comov-

ing coordinates it holds that Uµ = Uµ = (−1, 0, 0, 0) due to normalization condition

gµνU
µUν = −1. Thus, in FLRW coordinates it follows that

[Tµν ] =



ρ 0 0 0

0 p a2 0 0

0 0 p a2 0

0 0 0 p a2


. (B.2)

Additionally, for several non-interacting fluid components we can define a equation of state

that relates pressure and energy density

pi = ωiρi, (B.3)

where i will label the fluid component and ωi is a constant which characterizes the type of

fluid. For example, ω = 0 corresponds to Dust and ω = 1/3 to Radiation.

For the FLRW metric with K = 0, the components of Ricci Tensor and scalar curvature in

Cartesian coordinates (dl2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2) are given by

R00 = −3 ä
a

Rii = aä+ 2ȧ2 Rij = 0 R = 6
[
ä

a
+
(
ȧ

a

)2]
(B.4)
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B. DERIVATION OF FRIEDMANN EQUATIONS

where a = a(T ) is the factor scale and a dot means derivative respect T . From Stress-

Energy tensor of perfect fluid (B.2) and the components of Ricci tensor (B.4) it follows

that the 00 component of generalized Einstein Field Equations (1.24) takes the form

R00 −
1
2g00R + Λg00 = κT00

−3 ä
a

+ 3
[
ä

a
+
(
ȧ

a

)2]
− Λ = κρi

(
ȧ

a

)2
= κρi + Λ

3 .

Defining ρΛ ≡ Λ
κ

, we obtain the 1st Friedmann Equation

(
ȧ

a

)2
= κ

3 (ρi + ρΛ) . (B.5)

For ii component of generalized EFE (1.24), it follows that

Rii −
1
2giiR + Λgii = κTii

aä+ 2ȧ2 − 3a2
[
ä

a
+
(
ȧ

a

)2]
+ Λa2 = κ pi a

2

−2äa− ȧ2 + Λa2 = κ pi a
2.

Dividing by a2 and using ρΛ we get

2
(
ä

a

)
+
(
ȧ

a

)2
= κ(ρΛ − pi).

When replacing (B.5) into last equation the 2nd Friedmann Equation is obtained

(
ä

a

)
= κ

(
ρΛ

3 −
ρi
6 −

pi
2

)
. (B.6)
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APPENDIX C. DERIVATION OF SCHWARZSCHILD AND THE

SDS METRICS

The first exact solution of the Einstein Field Equations was found by Karl Schwarzschild

in 1916 [112]. Let us consider the following assumptions for a spacetime metric:

(i) Static: gµν is not time dependent.

(ii) Spherically Symmetric: Angular terms of the form r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2).

Thus, the most general metric that satisfies the previous conditions is given by

gµνdxµdxν = −A(r)dt2 +B(r)dr2 + r2[dθ2 + sin2(θ)dφ2], (C.1)

where A(r) and B(r) are unknown functions that depend only of r. If we multiply the

Einstein Field Equations by gµν and sum over follows that

gµνRµν −
1
2Rg

µνgµν = κgµνTµν → R− 2R = κT → R = −κT, (C.2)

where we used that R ≡ gµνRµν , from (1.1) δµµ = 4 and T ≡ T µµ is the trace of Stress-

Energy tensor. Thus, for a vacuum solution T = 0, then R = 0 and EFE now reads

Rµν = 0. (C.3)

When computing Ricci tensor components, using (C.1), we obtain

Rrr = −A
′′(r)

2A(r) + 1
4

(
A′(r)
A(r)

)[
B′(r)
B(r) + A′(r)

A(r)

]
+ 1
r

(
B′(r)
B(r)

)
(C.4)

Rtt = A′′(r)
2B(r) −

1
4

(
A′(r)
B(r)

)[
B′(r)
B(r) + A′(r)

A(r)

]
+ 1
r

(
A′(r)
B(r)

)
(C.5)

Rθθ = 1 + r

2B(r)

[
B′(r)
B(r) −

A′(r)
A(r)

]
− 1
B(r) (C.6)

Rφφ = sin2(θ)Rθθ (C.7)
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C. DERIVATION OF SCHWARZSCHILD METRIC

From (C.3); Rrr = 0, Rtt = 0 and Rθθ = 0. It can be noted that

Rrr

B(r) + Rtt

A(r) = 1
rB(r)

(
B′(r)
B(r) + A′(r)

A(r)

)
!= 0, (C.8)

then A(r)B′(r) +B(r)A′(r) = 0, so

d
dr

(
A(r)B(r)

)
= 0→ A(r)B(r) = C, (C.9)

with C a constant. If we now impose that the spacetime must be asymptotically flat (i.e

limr→∞ gµν = ηµν) it follows that C = 1. Thus, A(r) = [B(r)]−1. Replacing the last

expression into (C.6) gives

Rθθ = 1− r

B(r)
A′(r)
A(r) −

1
B(r) = 1− rA′(r)− A(r) = 1− d

dr

(
rA(r)

)
= 0. (C.10)

Integrating with respect to r, we obtain thatA(r) = 1+D
r

, withD a constant. At Newtonian

limit gtt ≈ −1− 2φ = −1 + 2M
r

. Comparing, can be inferred that D = −2M , where M is

the mass of gravitational source. Finally, the Schwarzschild metric is

gµνdxµdxν = −
(

1− 2M
r

)
dt2 + dr2

1− 2M
r

+ r2dΩ2, (C.11)

where dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2(θ)dφ2. On the other hand, in a de Sitter spacetime we use the

generalized Einstein Field Equations. Thus, following the same steps as before, let multiply

(1.24) by gµν and sum over components

R− 2R + 4Λ = κT → R = 4Λ− κT. (C.12)

Then, a vacuum solution requires that

Rµν = Λgµν . (C.13)
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C. DERIVATION OF SCHWARZSCHILD METRIC

Conveniently we note that

Rrr

B(r) + Rtt

A(r) = Λgrr
B(r) + Λgtt

A(r) = Λ
(
B(r)
B(r) −

A(r)
A(r)

)
!= 0, (C.14)

and as components of Ricci tensor do not change, the same procedure as before can be

done. In particular, from last equation is clearly that again A(r) = [B(r)]−1. Then, from

(C.10) and (C.13) the θθ component of Ricci tensor must satisfy

Rθθ = 1− d
dr

(
rA(r)

)
= Λgθθ = Λr2. (C.15)

Integrating the last expression and applying the appropriate limits, we obtain

A(r) = 1− 2M
r
− Λ

3 r
2. (C.16)

Finally, the Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric (SdS) is given by

gµνdxµdxν = −
(

1− 2M
r
− Λ

3 r
2
)

dt2 + dr2

1− 2M
r
− Λ

3 r
2

+ r2dΩ2. (C.17)
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APPENDIX D. ON THE DERIVATION OF THE SSχ METRIC

As we have to impose a spherically symmetric geometry we will have the transformation

r2 dΩ2 → a(T )2R2 dΩ2. Using the second rank tensor property of the metric tensor when

we perform coordinate transformations,

gµ′ν′ = ∂Xµ

∂xµ′
∂Xν

∂xν′
gµν , (D.1)

and the requirement that the new metric must be diagonal, we obtain the relation

0 = ∂T

∂t

∂T

∂r
gTT + ∂R

∂t

∂R

∂r
gRR. (D.2)

By computing the partial derivatives we obtain the expressions

∂R

∂r
= −1

3
2r ∂T

∂r
− 3T (χi + 1)

a(T )(χi + 1)T (D.3)

∂R

∂t
= −2

3
r ∂T
∂t

a(T )(χi + 1)T , (D.4)

and from (D.2) we find that
∂T

∂r
= a(T )2

∂T
∂t

∂R

∂t

∂R

∂r
. (D.5)

Thus, from the last equation, ∂T
∂r

becomes

∂T

∂r
= 6rT (χi + 1)

4r2 − 9(χi + 1)2T 2 , (D.6)

and using (D.1) we can obtain the components of the metric,

gtt = −
(
∂T

∂t

)2
[

9(χi + 1)2T 2 − 4r2

9(χi + 1)2T 2

]
(D.7)

grr = 9(χi + 1)2T 2

9(χi + 1)2T 2 − 4r2 . (D.8)

From (1.55) we can write the SSχi metric as

ds2 =− (∂tρi)2

3κρ3
i (χi + 1)2

[
1− κρir

2

3

]
dt2 + dr2

1− κρir2

3

+ r2 dΩ2, (D.9)
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D. ON THE DERIVATION OF THE SSχ METRIC

but, using (1.55) and (D.6), we get

∂ρi
∂r

= (χi + 1)κρ2
i r

1− κρi
3 r

2 . (D.10)

If we properly redefine ρ̃i ≡ κρi, the last expression becomes

∂ρ̃i
∂r

= (χi + 1)ρ̃2
i r

1− ρ̃i
3 r

2 , (D.11)

but it can be noticed from (D.11) that we can form the expression

∂

∂r

[
c+ r2ρ̃i
ρ̃ni

]
= 0, (D.12)

where c and n are unknown constants. Unfolding the last expression and using the linear

independence of r, we obtain that the constants are

c = 6
3χi + 1 n = 3χi + 1

3(χi + 1) . (D.13)

Therefore, we can integrate (D.12) and write

c+ r2ρ̃i
ρ̃ni

= F (t), (D.14)

where F (t) is a function of t. By a dimensional analysis, we note that in natural units

[ρ̃i] = L−2 and therefore [F (t)] = L2n. As there is no other parameter involved apart from

t, and also as [t] = L in natural units, then we set F (t) = At2n, with A as a dimension-

less arbitrary constant. For any fluid we can expect that at later stage it will be diluted

homogeneously, which implies that for t→∞ the metric (D.9) is almost flat. Then,

lim
t→∞(ρi→0)

(∂tρi)2

3κρ3
i (χi + 1)2 = 1. (D.15)

On the other hand, (D.14) can be written as

c+ r2κρi
(κρi)n

= At2n, (D.16)
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D. ON THE DERIVATION OF THE SSχ METRIC

but when we take the derivative with respect to t and solving for ∂tρi, we obtain

∂ρi
∂t

= − 2nAt2n−1(κρi)nρi
κρinr2 − r2κρi + cn

, (D.17)

and if we square, divide by 3κρ3
i and replace the previous results, we can found the follow-

ing equality
(∂tρi)2

3κρ3
i (χi + 1)2 = 4n2A1/n(κr2ρi + c) 2n−1

n

3(χi + 1)2[(n− 1)κr2ρi + cn] . (D.18)

Computing the limit ρi → 0 as the fluid dilutes at distant times, we can set A,

lim
t→∞(ρi→0)

(∂tρi)2

3κρ3
i (χi + 1)2 = 4n2A1/nc

2n−1
n

3(χi + 1)2(cn)2 , (D.19)

and using that the metric is asymptotically flat, which implies that the previous limit is

equal to one, we get the value of A,

A = c
(3

4

)n
(χi + 1)2n. (D.20)

Finally, with the constant A known, we can provide an exact expression for the the SSχ

metric, which becomes

ds2 =− dt2(
1− κρir

2

3

)(
1 + κρir

2(3χi + 1)
6

) 1−3χi
1+3χi

+ dr2

1− κρir
2

3

+ r2
(
dθ2 + sin2(θ) dφ2

)
,

(D.21)

and from (D.16) we can express the coordinate transformation between the SSχi and the

FLRW frames in terms of ρi y ρi0 = ρi(T0),

t =

[
c+R2(κρi0)

2
3(χi+1) (κρi)

3χi+1
3(χi+1)

] 1
2n

(
A

1
2n
)√

κρi
(D.22)

r = R

(
ρi0
ρi

) 1
3(χi+1)

. (D.23)
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APPENDIX E. ON THE ACCURACY IN THE APPROXIMATION

OF H0

In order to simplify the computation, we can omit the geometrical prefactor that appears in

(4.20), because it is common to every observation and is H0–independent. Therefore, we

define a reduced timing residual,

τ red
GW ≡

∫ 0

−1

1 +H0
[
Te + xL

c

]
Z + xL cosα sin

(
π

4 + Θ(x, α)
)

dx ≈ R1 +
(

1 + H0Z
c

Z

)∫ 0

−1
sin
(
π

4 + Θ(x, α)
)

dx,

(E.1)

with |R1| ≤ LH0
cZ
∼ 10−31 s. Then, we take the reduced timing residual from (E.1) and note

that R1 is given by

R1 =
∫ 0

−1
dx sin

(
Θ(x, α) + π

4

)1 +H0
[
Ze
c

+ L
c
x
]

Ze + xL cosα −
1 +H0

Ze
c

Ze

 . (E.2)

Thus we can bound the value of R1 by

|R1| ≤
L

Ze

∫ 0

−1

∣∣∣∣sin(Θ(x, α) + π

4

)∣∣∣∣×
∣∣∣∣∣∣
H0

[
1
c
x
]
− x L

Z2
e

cosα− x L
Ze

cosαH0
1
c(

1 + x L
Ze

cosα
)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ dx
≤ LH0

2Zc +O
(
L2

Z3

)
∼ 10−31 s. (E.3)

Then we can reasonable neglectR1 in the equation (E.1). Now we can express τ red
GW in terms

of the imaginary part of the complex exponential and write, since Θ(x, α) is quadratic in x:

τ red
GW = Im

{∫ 0

−1
dx ei(Θ(x,α)+π

4 )
}

= Im
{
B(α)ei(Θ(x∗,α)+π

4 )
}
, (E.4)

where B(α) is defined as B(α) ≡
∫ 0
−1 dx eiλ(x−x∗)2 , x∗ satisfies ∂Θ(x, α)/∂x |x=x∗ = 0,

thus

x∗ = −c+ c cosα + ZeH0

(cosα2 − 2 cosα) H0L
, (E.5)

and λ is given by

λ = 1
2
∂2Θ(x, α)

∂x2 = 1
2

ΩH0L
2

c2 (cosα2 − 2 cosα). (E.6)
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The integral B(α) can be written in terms of the error function, giving

B(α) =
√

2π
4 (1 + i) 1√

λ

[
− erf

(√
2

2 (1− i)u∗
)

+ erf
(√

2
2 (1− i)

(√
λ+ u∗

))]
,

(E.7)

where u∗ ≡
√
λx∗. Using the asymptotic expansion of the error functions for u∗ � 1, e.g.

see [42], we can write

B(α) ≈ e−z
2
1

(
1 + 1

2z1

)
z1 ≡

√
2

2 (1− i)u∗. (E.8)

Inserting the last expression into (E.4), τ red
GW becomes

τ red
GW ≈ sin

(
C + π

4

)
+ 1

2|u∗| sinC, (E.9)

where C = H0Z
2Ω/2c2. From this expression we can see that the maximum of τ red

GW clearly

happens for u∗ → 0. This condition implies, from (E.6), that the angle corresponding

to the maximum absolute value of τGW satisfies x∗ = 0, or, rearranging the terms, the

approximation formula (4.22). In order to justify the validity of the asymptotic expansion,

we can explore around u∗ = 0, finding that for a variation in the angle ∆α, then u∗ ∼

i
√

ZΩ
c

∆α ∼ 104∆α. Thus, the expansion is well defined for ∆α� 10−4.
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APPENDIX F. TABLE OF PULSARS OF THE ATNF CATALOG

Pulsar Name θ φ Li
J0324+5239 168.5◦ −31.68◦ 2.56 kpc
J0325+67 145◦ −1.22◦ 1.51 kpc

J0329+1654 130.31◦ 18.68◦ 1.05 kpc
J0332+5434 150.35◦ −8.64◦ 1.54 kpc
J0332+79 169.99◦ −30.04◦ 1.30 kpc

J2007+2722 78.23◦ 2.09◦ 2.15 kpc
J2007+3120 68.86◦ −4.67◦ 2.10 kpc
J2008+2513 76.89◦ 0.96◦ 10.3 kpc
J2009+3326 87.86◦ 8.38◦ 1.83 kpc
J2010-1323 86.86◦ 7.54◦ 2.06 kpc
J1848-1150 35.26◦ 1.4◦ 12.3 kpc
J1848+12 36.72◦ 2.23◦ 8.23 kpc

J1848-1243 44.99◦ 6.34◦ 2.17 kpc
J1848-1414 46.69◦ 7.29◦ 1.22 kpc
J1848-1952 32.54◦ −0.33◦ 5.45 kpc
J1826-1256 21.33◦ 0.26◦ 4.94 kpc
J1826-1334 14.6◦ −3.42◦ 5.94 kpc
J1826-1419 53.34◦ 15.61◦ 0.91 kpc
J1826-1526 29.76◦ 4.25◦ 10.3 kpc
J1827-0750 29.16◦ 3.99◦ 3.50 kpc
J1946+14 66.86◦ 2.55◦ 7.47 kpc

J1946+1805 44.86◦ −10.55◦ 3.94 kpc
J1946+2052 61.1◦ −1.17◦ 7.27 kpc
J1946+2244 50◦ −7.74◦ 1.51 kpc
J1946+24 52.5◦ −6.58◦ 1.59 kpc

TABLE F.1. List of randomly distributed pulsars averaged for an hypothetical
source. The galactic longitude is denoted by θ and the galactic latitude by φ. More
information about the pulsars can be found in
http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat/.
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F. TABLE OF PULSARS OF THE ATNF CATALOG

Pulsar Name θ φ Li
J1946+24 30.81◦ 3.73◦ 3.35 kpc

J1831-1329 30.57◦ 3.45◦ 4.68 kpc
J1831-1423 27.04◦ 1.75◦ 2.49 kpc
J1832+0029 25.64◦ 0.96◦ 6.30 kpc
J1832-0644 25.17◦ 0.76◦ 8.29 kpc
J2155-3118 108.64◦ 6.85◦ 1.88 kpc
J2155-5641 89.66◦ −22.81◦ 2.82 kpc
J2156+2618 87.69◦ −26.28◦ 1.80 kpc
J2157+4017 106.65◦ 2.95◦ 3.00 kpc
J2203+50 107.15◦ 3.64◦ 3.01 kpc

J1840-0809 30.28◦ 1.02◦ 6.97 kpc
J1840-0815 34.56◦ 3.34◦ 5.04 kpc
J1840-0840 29.08◦ 0.58◦ 8.58 kpc
J1840-1122 35.43◦ 3.85◦ 4.33 kpc
J1840-1207 28.35◦ 0.17◦ 3.71 kpc
J1828-2119 31.25◦ 4.36◦ 1.04 kpc
J1829+0000 24.81◦ 1.07◦ 10.4 kpc
J1829-0734 23.27◦ 0.3◦ 5.20 kpc
J1829-1011 23.11◦ 0.26◦ 0.81 kpc
J1829-1751 21.59◦ −0.6◦ 4.69 kpc
J1848-0511 32.76◦ 0.09◦ 5.63 kpc
J1848-0601 32.41◦ 0.07◦ 6.71 kpc
J1848+0604 33.25◦ 0.35◦ 4.05 kpc
J1848+0647 32.37◦ −0.04◦ 6.5 kpc
J1848+0826 34.02◦ 0.96◦ 3.39 kpc
J1843-0050 29.57◦ 0.12◦ 6.03 kpc
J1843-0137 29.52◦ 0.07◦ 5.70 kpc
J1843-0211 29.4◦ 0.24◦ 5.26 kpc
J1843-0355 29.34◦ 0.04◦ 5.97 kpc
J1843-0408 28.79◦ −0.19◦ 5.45 kpc

TABLE F.2. Second part of the table.
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